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Abstract
Since its inception, the World Wide Web has revolutionised the way we share
information, keep in touch with each other and consume content. In the latter
case, it is now used by thousands of simultaneous users to consume video, surpassing physical media as the primary means of distribution. With the rise of
on-demand services and more recently, high-definition media, this popularity has
not waned. To support this consumption, the underlying infrastructure has been
forced to evolve at a rapid pace. This includes the technology and mechanisms
to facilitate the transmission of video, which are now offered at varying levels of
quality and resolution.
Content delivery networks are often deployed in order to scale the distribution
provision. These vary in nature and design; from third-party providers running
entirely as a service to others, to in-house solutions owned by the content service
providers themselves. However, recent innovations in networking and virtualisation, namely Software Defined Networking and Network Function Virtualisation,
have paved the way for new content delivery infrastructure designs. In this thesis,
we discuss the motivation behind OpenCache, a next-generation content delivery platform. We examine how we can leverage these emerging technologies to
provide a more flexible and scalable solution to content delivery. This includes
analysing the feasibility of novel redirection techniques, and how these compare
to existing means. We also investigate the creation of a unified interface from
which a platform can be precisely controlled, allowing new applications to be created that operate in harmony with the infrastructure provision. Developments
in distributed virtualisation platforms also enables functionality to be spread
throughout a network, influencing the design of OpenCache. Through a prototype implementation, we evaluate each of these facets in a number of different
scenarios, made possible through deployment on large-scale testbeds.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Internet has become an integral part of many people’s lives. From its humble
beginnings as a research network, it is now the primary means by which many
people keep in contact with each other, stay abreast of current events, and consume their favourite TV shows and films. In the latter case, it has now surpassed
physical media as the preferred way in which to deliver video.
This change in consumption is in part due to improvements in the availability
of Internet access. As this has grown to encompass much of the general population, many of the aforementioned services have become accessible to a large
number of people. Matched with a simultaneous improvement in last-mile connectivity, this has created an environment in which the distribution of high-quality
video to the masses is both technically possible and financially viable.
To support the widespread consumption of video over the Internet, different
technologies and methods have been employed over recent years. This includes the
deployment of dedicated platforms to enable the necessary scale and availability
to be realised, such as content delivery networks. The techniques used to deliver
video to client devices have also seen recent advancements, especially towards
adaptive streaming technologies.
In parallel, there has been a significant move towards open and programmable
infrastructures. These range from the highly-configurable networks, to the ability to dynamically control compute and storage platforms to enable the flexible
provision of resources.
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1.1

Content Delivery in the Modern Internet

The Internet is now the primary conduit through which the general population
consumes video. This is apparent in the overall traffic profile of the Internet,
which is now dominated by video [46].
The scale and support necessary to deliver this video is considerable, and
relies heavily on investment in both network and service infrastructure. This has
been developed over numerous years, and has often resulted in the need to evolve
in the many areas contained within the content delivery ecosystem.

Furthering Network Capacity
The underlying computer network is a core part of this; without sufficient capacity, congestion and latency manifest themselves as visual defects exhibited
during playback. By expanding the amount of traffic that a network can carry,
more users and services can be simultaneously consumed. Network expansion
also delivers increased throughput, which can be used to deliver higher quality
video. Considering the ongoing shift from standard definition to high definition
media, and the not-so-distant move to ultra high definition, capacity needs to
continually increase to match consumer demands and expectations.
However, provisioning networks, especially those that involve the physical
installation of equipment and cabling, is a time and cost intensive process. A
gradual approach is often taken, with long-lived planning cycles allowing replacement and upgrade to occur every few years. There is therefore an element of
prediction involved in this process, as operators need to provision for expected
future demand.

Matching Consumer Demand
Naturally, demand can often outstrip supply in these cases. This is especially
true when rapid, unexpected growth occurs. The unprecedented popularity of
video delivery over the Internet would be an example of such. To supplement
the expansion of network capacity, content providers often rely upon supporting
infrastructure to solve some of the scalability and performance requirements of
delivering content to a great number of users.
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These deployments can take many forms, but share commonality in their
ability to replicate content over a number of locations. By doing so, they provide
assurance that content is always available, regardless of the number of requests.
They also aim to minimise the amount of network hops necessary to fetch the
content, which should reduce the chance of encountering congestion.
Further tenants in this environment include the underlying delivery technologies used to get content to a requesting user. With an increase in the quality
of available video, it became viable to offer multiple tiers to customers. Yet,
clients cannot always receive the highest tier of quality; network impairments are
sometimes unavoidable, regardless of the infrastructures in place. For example,
a client transitioning in a mobile context cannot guarantee a constant level of
throughput. A solution that adapts to network and device conditions adaptive
solution is therefore necessary.

Managing Competing Interests
Operating within this environment are a number of different parties, each with
different goals and motivations. Commercial content service providers are driven
by either paid subscription or advertising revenue models. Regardless of their
funding, these services commonly offer vast content libraries that can be accessed
any time of day, and on a multitude of devices. Yet, as the range and depth of
these services expands, customer expectations also increase. Users have now come
to expect the availability of vast content libraries, as well as higher quality video
delivered with minimal initial delay. Users also have a much lower tolerance to
impairments during playback, with even a minor disturbance having a measurable
impact on the quality of their experience. In the case of commercial service
providers, consumers will often take their custom elsewhere if they are unhappy
with the service they are receiving.
The burden of delivering content does not rest solely with the content service
provider. Last-mile access networks are typically the final hop before a user’s
device, and as such, they play an important role in determining the perceived
user experience. However, these networks receive no direct remuneration from
the content service provider for delivering their traffic, and offer a best-effort
service as a result. When it is considered that this video traffic has now become
the predominate type carried by these networks, the need to expand network
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capacity is essentially driven by the proliferation of these services; yet they receive
no return on the profits generated by such.
To ensure that content is located in the best possible location given this situation, content service providers often employ the services of content distribution
networks. These entities place content in strategic locations, typically at the
edge of these access networks, to ensure that the impact of network conditions
and impairments is reduced to those within the network itself. They achieve this
by peering with the access networks and replicating content objects within their
own infrastructure. Requests for content originating from the access network are
then redirected towards these copies. In addition to this, content delivery networks also guarantee the availability of content without sole reliance on content
service provider provision. This scale is necessary to meet the increasing demand
generated by the popularity of content, particularly in cases where this demand
is sudden and unexpected.

1.2

The Move Towards Programmability

For many years, there has been a trend towards creating programmability in
previously fixed appliances and infrastructure. This has seen significant research
in networking and virtualisation. Driven by the need to flexibly control the
behaviour of these elements, great effort has been expended towards achieving
such a goal. However, many attempts to address this have been met by concerns
of scalability, performance and security.
More recently, software defined networking has been coined as a term to represent networks which are capable of being controlled through distinct standalone
applications. In particular, it defines the process of decoupling control and forwarding functionality. By doing this, control is granted to a controller application, which then has the ability to define the behaviour of a forwarding element
in response to incoming packets. This controller can also accept responsibility
for multiple such entities, facilitating the control of an entire network from a
centralised and unified location.
These concepts were embodied in a number of technologies, each of which
aiming to successfully realise this functionality. Unlike previous attempts, industry followed academic trends and began manufacturing equipment compliant with
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these specifications. This fast-tracked research in the area, and allows novel functionalities to be built quickly and evaluated rapidly. It also provides a migration
path between lab-based experimentation and real-world deployment, something
that was previously hard to realise, and which resulted in only a select few innovations seeing widespread usage.
A similar process has taken place in the field of virtualisation, and more specifically, in the virtualisation of computing machinery. This field also has a long
history, but recent progress in platform design has enabled users to dynamically
build, modify and destroy virtual machine instances as desired. Furthermore,
these platforms also provide the supporting infrastructure for these new instances,
including storage, networking and monitoring capabilities. This is tied with the
ability to programmatically control these platforms; that is, perform these actions
from within an application using a well-defined interface.
Together, these advancements have enabled a new generation of infrastructureassisted applications, capable of modifying the behaviour of various elements of
their own infrastructure where necessary. This allows new forms of flexibility,
and paves the way for the efficient usage, sharing and allocation of resources.
Importantly, the actions necessary to accomplish this can be achieved in almost
real-time, enabling reactive behaviours in response to service load, availability of
resources and the cost of operating.

1.3

Motivation

The growth in demand for content of all forms, and in particularly that of video,
shows no sign of stopping. In order to satiate this demand, content service
providers use various approaches to ensure that video is not only available, but
delivered in a way which satisfies the increasingly stringent demands of consumers.
Content delivery networks are a core part of this solution. They ensure not
only that scalability requirements are met, but also that customers receive the
best possible experience. The success of these platforms is well documented,
but this is not to say that developments in this area can cease; in fact constant
innovation is required. As demand increases at levels beyond what was envisaged
only a few years ago, so does the scale and measure of the delivery networks
necessary to support it.
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Scaling such a platform naturally introduces complexities concerning the effective management, provision and control of the service. As a result, there is a necessity to simplify this process to ensure that resources are appropriately utilised,
to avoid misconfiguration and to negate the associated overhead of deploying additional equipment. This needs to be done in an open and programmable way to
not only guarantee interoperability, but also to encourage the reuse of function
and behaviour.
Given recent developments concerning the flexible provisioning of resources
and networks, services can now take advantage of the ability to dynamically scale
according to a number of factors, including anticipated load, associated cost and
energy utilisation.
This also provides a number of potential cost benefits for operators, including
a reduction in the cost of delivering content; both in terms of network utilisation
and infrastructure deployment. Exploiting these should not only result in the
extension in the lifespan of equipment, but better utilisation of the resources
already in a network.
These resources can also be effectively freed to enable other services to utilise
them, furthering the efficiency of existing fixed hardware resources. Content
delivery networks rely on functionality offered by dedicated appliances or thirdparty services; this can now be realised in-network using commodity switching
hardware.
Delivery technologies have also moved to become more adaptive in the face
of changing network conditions. This introduces complexity, but provides the
potential for additional efficiency gains. Content delivery platforms need to consider these developments, and determine the best way to work in harmony with
them.
Given the current state of content distribution technologies, and the availability of flexible and configurable infrastructures, the focus for this thesis is to
propose a next-generation content delivery platform for the modern Internet.

1.4

Thesis Aims and Contributions

This thesis aims to investigate the future of content delivery platforms. To be
achieved through design, implementation and evaluation, the main aims and con-
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tributions of this thesis are summarised below:
1. OpenCache, an infrastructure-assisted content delivery platform
design: In this thesis, we aim to identify a set of key requirements for future
content delivery infrastructures. This is achieved through the analysis of existing systems and solutions, but also with consideration for current trends
and emerging technologies. In particular, this thesis will consider developments in software defined infrastructures and content delivery technologies.
As these will undoubtedly shape the future of platform development, we
will provide a comprehensive design. Entitled OpenCache, this will aim to
contextualise and encompass these elements.
2. A proof-of-concept implementation of the OpenCache content delivery platform: To evaluate and examine the effectiveness of this design,
a prototype implementation will be built. This follows the specification of
the aforementioned design, and forms the basis to evaluate the application
of software defined infrastructures in this scenario. It will also be used to
consider the implications of using new delivery technologies, and the impact
that this may have on both existing and future content delivery platforms.
3. An evaluation of OpenCache’s feasibility, performance and user
experience impact in large-scale testbeds: Through the use of the
aforementioned prototype, this thesis will contribute an initial measure of
feasibility in using these new technologies. This includes utilising the flexibility in virtualisation platforms to dynamically scale resource allocation
dependent on availability, demand, or any other factor, as well as understanding the impact of using software defined networking to forward requests for content. To measure potential detriments to performance, this
evaluation must be coupled with deployment into genuine network topologies, using production switching equipment and handling realistic traffic.
This evaluation will also consider user experience in these scenarios; an
important metric in commercial settings.
4. The specification, implementation and evaluation of the OpenCache API for programmable cache control: This thesis will propose
an open API for the control of content delivery networks, leveraging newfound flexibility in infrastructure and network provision. Noting a lack of
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such a specification, this thesis will provide a preliminary outline for the
realisation of a programmable cache infrastructure. This allows logic and
applications to be developed regardless of underlying capabilities, including
across alternative providers, and should foster innovation and openness in
the otherwise closed environment of content delivery networks.

1.5

Thesis Structure

This thesis is structured into six individual chapters. Following this introduction,
we describe the importance of the Internet and its modern-day role in delivering
content in Chapter 2. The chapter also examines the trend towards the softwarisation of networks and the services within them. This chapter also includes a
detailed description of the evolution of video delivery, including the protocols and
infrastructures that are employed to enable this. Finally, this chapter examines
the fledgling field of infrastructure-assisted applications, highlighting work across
a number of domains.
The following chapter, Chapter 3, presents the design of an evolutionary content delivery platform that seeks to utilise emerging technologies to improve the
process of delivering video to large volumes of people. This includes a detailed
motivation, which considers influences from a multitude of sources, and results
in a multi-layered architecture capable of meeting the rigorous demands imposed
by modern providers and their customers.
Chapter 4 provides details of a prototype implementation of the aforementioned design. This includes the node used to serve content in response to a
user request, as well as the controller used to coordinate and manipulate multiple
nodes at once. It also details the realisation of the API, and an exemplary application which utilises such to determine cache operation. Finally, this chapter
describes the implementation of a number of complementary tools used to aid
both usage and evaluation of the platform.
In Chapter 5, we present a detailed evaluation of the prototype in a number of different scenarios. Each of these evaluations takes place on a different
pan-European experimental facility. In the first instance, we demonstrate the
feasibility of using software defined networking technology to redirect requests
for content towards a local cache. We then evaluate the prototype in respect
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to a number of recognised quality-of-experience metrics. Finally, we show the
flexibility and power afforded to applications using the API. More specifically, we
show how functions typically provided by dedicated hardware appliances can be
replicated within the network itself.
Finally, in Chapter 6, we present the contributions and impacts of this work,
in addition to outlining future avenues of research created as a result.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
In this chapter, we examine the history of the Internet and how it has developed
to meet the changing needs of users. This progression has led to a number of
significant challenges, both past and present, which are outlined in Section 2.1.
One method of addressing these is through the use of programmable networks;
designed to offer increased flexibility to network operators by allowing them to
modify and control the network in an agile fashion. In Section 2.2, we examine
how previous work has influenced current thinking in programmable network
design, and highlight the current trends in technology. This includes the extension
of these principles to encapsulate the underlying hardware and software that
support the myriad of services that run within modern networks.
Many of the innovations in network design have been driven by a need for
greater efficiency in the face of growing demand. A significant portion of the
traffic in today’s Internet is generated by the consumption of video content. In
Section 2.3 we discuss the continued importance of the Internet in delivering
video to thousands, if not millions, of users. This includes the parallel evolution
of protocol and infrastructure design necessary to ensure that this continuous
demand can be satisfied.
There is also a growing body of work concerned with utilising the flexibility in emerging infrastructures to aid application development and deployment.
Outlined in Section 2.4, we discuss a number of areas in which this approach has
been taken, including content delivery.
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2.1

The Growth of the Internet

The Internet originally came into being with the development of personal electronic computers. This occurred in 1950s through to the 1970s. To begin with,
computers were connected together using rudimentary packet networks. As the
cost of owning and running such devices was high, these deployments were largely
limited to various computer science research laboratories, located in different
countries throughout the world.
As these facilities developed and grew, focus began to shift towards internetworking; connecting together these disparate networks into a network of networks.
Many of these standalone networks ran their own proprietary protocols, and were
otherwise incompatible with each other. In 1982, the TCP/IP suite was introduced, which standardised the way that one end host could communicate with
another. Evidently, the networking equipment in between also needed to support
this communication. Soon after, commercial Internet Service Providers (ISPs)
began to appear. These offered network connectivity, primarily to commercial
entities, which enabled them to communicate with other users using the service.
In the 1980s, Tim Berners-Lee theorised that documents could be interlinked
together to form an information system. This consisted of a number of elements:
Unique Resource Locators (URLs) used to globally identify a resource, HyperText Markup Language used to publish information and the Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) used to transfer this information from one client to another.
Together, these elements formed the basis for the World Wide Web.
As networks developed, and capacity increased, the price of connectivity
dropped. Coupled with the increased affordability of personal computers, this
permitted many ordinary households access to what had become the Internet.
Users now had unparalleled access to information, typically in the form of web
pages. At this time however, there was not sufficient bandwidth to transfer media
at any usable rate, particularly on a low-capacity residential connection.
Over time, new technologies provided households with even greater connectivity. During the 2000s, many households moved from a Dial-up (or ISDN) based
service to higher-capacity ADSL connection. With this, home users now had the
capability to access a far richer set of services, including multi-player gaming,
video calling, and both live and on-demand video [126].
In more recent years, these connections have continued to increase in capacity.
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A selection of technologies, focusing on pushing the high-capacity optical fibre
part of the connection closer to the user, have seen widespread deployment in a
number of countries. These range from FTTN (Fibre To The Neighbourhood) to
FTTD (Fibre To The Desktop), varying in the distance from the fibre termination
to the user. As well as enabling novel services, these connections also provide the
ability for a household to consume a multitude of services in parallel.
Yet despite the development of these technologies, network provision continues
to be challenged. Increasing last-mile capabilities simply transfers the bottleneck
to other parts of the network, or even to the infrastructure that underpins the
services in the first instance. Subsequently, this too must be upgraded to match
the new level of demand. This perpetuates a continuous cycle of development
and expansion, which can be a costly and time-consuming approach to all parties
involved.
Given this, there is a clear case for developing more efficient uses for existing infrastructure, without the need to continue capital expenditure. These approaches offer an opportunity to break from the cycle of provisioning by allowing
equipment and services to remain in place for longer.
In recent years, these efforts have focused on improving the behaviour and
functionality offered by the underlying networks; responsible for delivering the
services received by consumers. By innovating here, operators are able to benefit
from increased flexibility and programmability, which allows them to better utilise
the resources already at their disposal. Many of the innovations discussed in Section 2.2 move towards softwarisation; that is, enabling a transition from closed,
hardware-based appliances, towards open, software-based implementations that
achieve the same purpose. This trend extends from the switching fabric itself,
right through to the services that support the continued operation of a network.
To compliment this drive for efficiency, there has also been significant innovation in the technologies and methods used to deliver the content. In this thesis,
we focus on video as the primary example of media distribution. This is due to its
significance in the overall traffic profile observed on the current Internet [46]. In
Section 2.3, we examine the history behind this important medium, and examine
how protocols have evolved over time to take advantage of reduced latency and
increased throughput in residential Internet connections.
Moreover, we examine the state-of-the-art technologies used to deliver video in
different ways, both by evolving existing well-understood techniques, or through
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the development of radically different approaches that depart from traditional
protocols and mechanisms. We also explore the infrastructures that are deployed
in today’s Internet to enable content distribution on a massive scale. This includes
highlighting the various design considerations that must be taken into account
when deploying a system in production.

2.2

Network Softwarisation

In the previous section, we highlighted the need to increase efficiency in existing
networks so that costly upgrades can be avoided. One method of doing this is
to empower network operators with the ability to dynamically change and adapt
their network dependent on their needs, thus escaping the need to change the
current hardware deployment.
In the case of network softwarisation, select components in a network are
taken from their hardware-based counterparts and moved into software. This
process varies amongst the constituent elements of a network, and ranges from
the decoupling of the control plane in network switches and routers, to the virtualisation of hardware appliances. In most cases, software solutions have the
distinct advantage that they can be deployed as required and thus scaled appropriately. This scaling, especially with the correct supporting platforms, can
take a matter of minutes rather than days. This, coupled with the ability to
modify functionality of software in-place, has led to significant interest from both
industry and academia.
Yet, at least in the case of programmable networks, the concept is not a new
one. In Section 2.2.1, we discuss previous work on the subject. Much of this work
has provided influence and insight to current work in the area, which is described
in Section 2.2.2. Included as part of this section is a focus on a technology which
has seen widespread usage in many fields, including deployment in production
networks.
With the rise of commodity servers offering cheap, affordable, storage and
compute resources to network providers, operators and academics alike sought
to exploit these infrastructures to afford the same programmability to the functions that are relied upon within a network. Network Function Virtualisation,
as described in Section 2.2.3, is an attempt to do just that. By understanding
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the potentially periodic nature of resource utilisation, it is possible to avoid overprovision by directly matching the allocation of resources to meet the current
demand. This not only allows resources to be increased in the face of unexpected
amounts of load, but also grants the ability to relinquish those resources during
periods of low utilisation (at which point other functions can use the resources
instead).

2.2.1

Programmable Networks

The desire to rapidly develop, deploy and subsequently manage networks is not a
new one. Many of the issues surrounding the difficulty of deploying new protocols
and standards were as important then as they are now. Early work included the
SOFTNET project [173], which proposed that each network element acted as an
interpreter on receipt of a packet. If this packet contained a pre-defined command
string, it would be immediately executed by the device, allowing code to be run
remotely.
This visionary work was conducted in the early 1980s, yet the concepts would
not be revisited until the mid-1990s: Active Networking [164] introduced the
concept of user-programmable switches and capsules; snippets of code carried
in packets that could be run directly on the switch. However, there were some
concerns around the safety and security of this approach, especially when it came
to managing and enforcing resource utilisation [134].
Later, the 4D Project [66] advocated a multi-plane approach to networking,
with a clear separation between decisions, data, dissemination and discovery functionality. The NETCONF protocol [89] can also be viewed as a management
protocol for modifying the behaviour of networking devices, particularly when
combined with SNMP [72]. However, there were some shortcomings evident with
this pairing, including a lack of data/control plane separation and vendor neutrality. It is also unsuitable for reactive control, as it did not provide any real-time
functionality.

2.2.2

Software Defined Networking

Despite the previous work in programmable networks, current Internet infrastructures still lack the flexibility pioneered by these early projects; it is typical
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to find the control logic of a network appliance co-located with the forwarding
plane. More specifically, decisions on where are packet should be forwarded are
made on the same devices that actually forwards the packet. As much of this
infrastructure, at least in access and carrier networks, is physical hardware, these
two processes are tightly coupled. If changes to the operation of a device are required, manual configuration is often needed. This time-consuming and intricate
process is confounded when large networks, containing hundreds of forwarding
devices, are considered.
This situation is made worse as there is no consistent method of interacting
with these devices; manufacturers have their own configuration formats and syntax. In recent years, efforts have been made to standardise at least elements of
this configuration [89], and facilitate a level of interoperability between vendors.
However, even with a common configuration platform, it was previously impossible to reactively manipulate the control logic. Once defined, the logic would
remain in place until modified by configuration and cannot dynamically react to
individual packets or flows, adapt to changes in the wider network or facilitate
the layering of network-aware applications on top of the infrastructure itself.
Software Defined Networking is a continuation of the programmable networks
paradigm, designed to change the status-quo by decoupling these two layers. The
forwarding plane remains on the switch, to enable the hardware accelerated forwarding necessary to satiate modern networking demands. However, the control
plane is detached from the hardware and placed entirely into software. In the
case of Software Defined Networking (SDN), the control plane is migrated to a
software controller. This controller then takes on responsibility for the behaviour
of all of the connected devices.
This behaviour is defined using two distinct methods. The controller can
define the behaviour of a device by waiting until an alert is received on the initial
establishment of a flow. Once this occurs, the controller receives a message,
containing either the content, or part thereof, of the first packet. The controller
can then parse this packet, and processes it as it wishes. In most cases, this will
result in the packet being forwarded on an appropriate port of the device that
produced the alert. The controller may also install a set of rules on the device
(as a result of the initiation) to handle subsequent packets belonging to the same
flow. By doing so, these packets will be processed in the fast-path of the switch,
increasing performance and avoiding the associated latency with passing a packet
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from the device to the controller, parsing and processing it.
Alternatively, the controller may install rules proactively, to ensure that alerts
received by the controller are minimised. Evidently, this requires knowledge of
the type of packets that are likely to traverse the switch, and also the destination
that should be forwarded on. In reality, both techniques are used together to
ensure performance close to that of existing infrastructure is achieved.
Given the nature of the control plane as a pure software implementation, it
is significantly easier for operators and developers to add new functionality to
the network. It no longer requires the costly refresh of hardware devices; by
building new functionality in software, they can test and deploy the software into
production networks much quicker than before. It also allows novel functionality
to be built that otherwise would require in-depth collaboration in hardware and
software device design.
Despite this new found flexibility, functionality can only be built within the
constraints of the underlying protocol mechanisms used to control the hardware
switches. In the remainder of this section, we discuss two such protocols, and
examine in detail how one of these has changed over time to enable significantly
more functionality to be programmed in the network. In the scope of this work,
we discuss in later chapters how this technology can be used as a novel redirection
technique for content delivery networks.

2.2.2.1

OpenFlow

OpenFlow is a realisation of Software Defined Networking concepts. It is a protocol specification designed to enable the control of network devices. Since its
inception [71], OpenFlow has become the most widely recognised and deployed
technologies related to the SDN paradigm. OpenFlow itself was initially envisioned as a tool to enable research and experimentation to take place on campus
LAN [130].
Prior to OpenFlow, there had been a lack of work that had made its way from
the research world to production. One of the fundamental issues identified with
this process was a lack of scalability and realism in the development and evaluation of this work. OpenFlow aimed to combat this by allowing both research
and production traffic to coexist on the same network. By doing so, network
operators could continue to provide the connectivity and service to their users,
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whilst the researcher would be afforded access to a specific portion or slice of this
traffic, on which they could do experimentation.
This compromise between production and research requirements was typically
realised through the use of tools such as Flowvisor [154], which enabled the separation of traffic through establishment of pre-defined network slices. Each slice
represented a subset of traffic, defined using a number of tuples, such as source
and destination IP addresses, port numbers or VLAN tags. Using this tool, an
experimenter could precisely define exactly the traffic they were interested in,
without disrupting the other traffic flowing through the network. Importantly,
this could also be done for multiple experimenters simultaneously, affording each
a separate slice that offered isolation between experiments.
Key to OpenFlow, and arguably a core reason for its success, is that it was
vendor agnostic; that is, it was not developed with a particular vendor, and as a
result was released openly for anybody to use. This created a situation whereby
a vendor could support the OpenFlow standard by implementing the minimum
necessary elements of the OpenFlow specification. This openness had a significant
advantage, in that a software controller supporting OpenFlow could communicate
and control a variety of devices, regardless of their vendor. The initial industry
support for OpenFlow came with version 1.0, which is discussed in the following
section.

Version 1.0
Version 1.0 [25] of the OpenFlow specification was released in 2009 and adopted
by network vendors soon after. This version describes a single OpenFlow flow
table, consisting of a number of flow entries. When a packet is received on the
device, the packet header is compared against these entries. Each entry consists
of a number of fields with specific values. If a field is omitted, it is assumed that
any value can be matched (wildcarded). Once a packet has matched on an entry
in this table, a set of actions is applied to the packet. These actions include
forwarding the packet on a specific physical port, forwarding to a virtual port
(such as a port aggregation or VLAN), or even flooding the packet to all ports.
Importantly, these matches also enable the packet headers to be modified,
such as changing the source or destination address, or incrementing a TTL value.
If the packet does not match on any of the rules found in the flow table, then
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the device passes the packet to the control so that it may make a decision on its
destination. Each of these flow entries also includes a set of counters, which are
updated when a packet matches. These include both packet and byte counts, and
can be retrieved by the controller to use in defining the behaviour of the network.
The set of actions included in the OpenFlow specification are defined in two
sets; Required Actions must be implemented by the switch in order for it to
be OpenFlow compatible, and include the functionalities mentioned previously
(forwarding to all ports, forwarding to the controller, etc.). A number of Optional
Actions are also defined. These can be omitted if necessary, particularly in cases
where the underlying device does not support the action, but may assist the
developer in implementing additional functionality.
One such action is NORMAL, which passes the packet to the traditional forwarding path supported by the switch. By chaining a number of these actions
together, it is possible to manipulate the packet, or duplicate the packet, and
still pass it through the regular forwarding stack of the switch. Inevitably, these
optional features are not supported on every switch: typically they are found on
devices where this OpenFlow has been developed on top of existing functionality,
as is the case with many hardware switches. However, in the case of software
switches, such as Open vSwitch [22], a traditional forwarding path is somewhat
of a misnomer; they do not process packets without explicit instruction or configuration.
In order to support OpenFlow-capable switches, a number of compatible software controllers became available. Engineered in a variety of programming languages, they provided a framework in which basic network functionality could
modified and new functionality could be built. Controllers such as Beacon [90]
also have external APIs, which enable third-party applications to interact with
the controller and modify the forwarding plane by installing matches and actions
manually, as well as retrieving counter values.
Later, version 1.1 [26] of OpenFlow was released. This version provided support for multiple flow tables (rather than the single table enabled in version 1.0).
It also introduced support for more field matches, and introduced multipath functions, where a flow can be sent over one of several paths. Further support was
also added for MPLS and VLAN Q-in-Q encapsulation.
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Version 1.3
In 2011, the Open Networking Foundation [21] took over the responsibility for
developing the OpenFlow specification, with the aim to eventually standardise
it. The first standard to be published under their custodianship was version
1.2 [27]. This version included features such as an extensible match support,
allowing experimenters to define their own match fields. This was accompanied
by an extensible header rewriting functionality, as well as support for IPv6. It
also clarified the controller role mechanism, simplifying the process for which
controllers were migrated between.
However, this saw little adoption from vendors, and in 2013, the 1.3 [28] specification was released. This incorporated many, if not all, of the changes made
in previous versions. It also included new functionality in the form of capability
negotiation, which allowed controllers to better discover the capabilities of a connected device. Further to this, improved support for common IPv6 extensions
was added, as well as finer-grained reporting in the form of per flow meters. This
improved reporting was supplemented with the addition of a duration field for
statistics, allowing packet and byte rate to be determined by a controller.
With the development and release of switches supporting OpenFlow 1.3, new
controllers began to appear. Examples include the Ryu [38] controller, which
offers full OpenFlow version 1.3 support, and is designed to allow researchers and
developers to create functionality easily. Ryu is also used as a tool to ensure
compatibility and compliance with the 1.3 specification, which enables testing
across a variety of vendor hardware.
Other controllers have also been developed to meet some of the scalability
concerns evident in the SDN paradigm. ONOS [61] aims to do this by operating
in a distributed fashion, whilst ensuring state is synchronized between controller
nodes. In order to address concerns over commercial applicability, the OpenDaylight consortium [23] is also attempting to build a controller capable of running
in a production environment, and support the vast array of protocols and functionality necessary to do so.
Version 1.4 and Beyond
OpenFlow continues to be developed, with subsequent versions (1.4 [29] and
1.5 [30]) being released recently. In version 1.4, new features include more exten-
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sible wire protocols for defining custom match fields, and extensions encompassing optical port properties. This also includes bundles, which allows a group of
OpenFlow messages to be applied as a single operation, and synchronised tables,
allowing lookups to occur on multiple tables simultaneously.
In version 1.5, egress tables were introduced, enabling processing to be done
in the context of an output port (rather than input port, as previously). This
version also introduces packet aware pipelines, allowing packets other than Ethernet packets to be processed. There is also the ability to trigger an alert when
a statistics exceeds a given threshold (in opposition to regularly polling for a
metric, which has a processing overhead). However, despite the extra functionality provided in these versions, as of yet, no organisation has released a version
capable of supporting either of these versions.
However, continuously iterating the OpenFlow specification to include new
header fields is not necessarily a scalable nor sustainable solution; every version
has included new fields, with the trend continuing in the latest releases. The
expansion of fields is in part due to a growing range of mediums that OpenFlow
is targeting, including optical and wireless technologies. In order to address this,
P4 [64] proposed as a way to describe the data-plane connectivity of a network
using a domain-specific language. Programs written in P4 specify how a switch
processes packets, and works in harmony with OpenFlow to provide even greater
flexibility. Importantly, P4 is both protocol and target independent, allowing new
protocols to be developed without concern for the underlying hardware. It is also
field reconfigurable, allowing hardware behaviour to be changed even after it is
deployed.

2.2.2.2

ForCES

Forwarding and Control Element Separation (ForCES) [86] is similar to OpenFlow
in that it seeks to detach the forwarding and control planes within a devices.
However, it differs in that the control plane is still co-located with the devices
rather than being located remotely. This difference means that a ForCES switch is
still viewed as a single entity, which is intended to increase performance. Rather
than the flow table approach used in OpenFlow, ForCES utilises well-defined
Logical Function Blocks (LFBs), although they can ultimately be used to achieve
the same effect [170]. Despite the earlier standardisation of ForCES through the
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IETF, OpenFlow has seen far greater adoption, driven by a combined effort from
industry and academia.

2.2.3

Network Functions Virtualisation

Building upon the enablers of Software Defined Networking, and in some cases, by
exploiting related technologies, Network Functions Virtualisation (NFV) aims to
extend the same transparency and flexibility to the many appliances and services
that support the operation of large-scale networks. As these systems continue to
grow in both scale and complexity, managing and operating them has become a
challenge. Examples include firewalls, intrusion detection systems and broadband
access routers. Functions provided by third-parties, such as content delivery
networks, are also viewed as vital to the smooth operation of many of these
networks, particularly when they provide access to consumers.
As with the underlying network hardware, network functions often perceived
as black boxes; operators have little or no knowledge of their internal workings.
This can create issues, particularly when engineering the network and planning
for expected load. Furthermore, the appliance may not necessarily operate in
the most efficient way, with no consideration for the operation of other functions
or the availability of resources. In most cases, the operator has minimal control
of their behaviour, with some appliances offering limited fixed configuration and
others being completely managed by external entities.
To break away from this paradigm, there has been a substantial effort to
create a new generation of network functions based at least partially in software.
The primary reason for bringing these functions into software is so that they can
be virtualised. This process brings about a number of unique challenges, which
once addressed, present the potential for additional benefits. These requirements
are discussed in the following section, and based upon documents published by
the ETSI Network Functions Virtualisation Industry Specification Group [48], as
well other sources [100].
Chief amongst the requirements for a virtualised function is portability; that
is, the ability to create, migrate and destroy functions regardless of the underlying technology platform. This allows the functions (or elements thereof) to be
optimised based upon location and availability of resources. As the optimal arrangement may change over time and as the availability of resources changes, this
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portability allows flexibility not afforded to current fixed appliances. In this case
software has to be decoupled from the underlying hardware. This gives operators
the ability to use cheap, commodity servers without vendor lock-in, reducing their
capital expenditure.
Virtualisation also presents new requirements for scaling. Presuming suitably
implemented and managed software functions, scaling can be achieved by allowing a function to be matched with resources consummate to the task it needs to
complete. Rather than a static one-time provision (where provisioning new hardware may take days or even weeks), this allows resources to be consumed more
efficiently and without significant wastage. With a hardware-based solution, resources are allocated based upon a worse-case scenario. However, a virtualised
function can dynamically adapt to load to both release and reserve resources as
necessary. This also has consequences for energy efficiency as resource allocation can be tuned dependent on the availability and cost of electric tariffs. This
flexibility also has the potential to power down servers or even entire racks.
The ability to adapt appropriately and in a timely manner also introduces a
new requirement: these functions must report performance and usage. This information can then be used to adapt appropriately by either increasing allocation
and creating new instances, or inversely, by reducing allocation and removing instances. This instance management is only possible if at least part of the function
can be parallelised in some way. This allows instances to be located over multiple,
potentially co-located, physical servers. This offers an alternative approach over
increasing the allocation of a single, monolithic entity (which may have upwards
bounds imposed by the underlying hardware).
This same flexibility can also be applied to scenarios that require increased
resiliency, as functions can be recreated in the case of failure. This includes
problems with the virtualised instance, as well as downtime in the hardware
itself. Through the use of the above mentioned metrics, each virtualised function
can be monitored for health and uptime. Once issues are observed, remedies
can be sought quickly and automatically, even without user intervention. This
reduces reliance on sometimes slow and manual processes, and helps to maintain
availability guarantees in Service Level Agreements (SLAs).
A software based solution should also be significantly easier to update and
modify in-place when compared to a hardware based alternative. This allows
faster development cycles without the need to replace costly hardware appli-
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ances. It also affords the ability to have a smooth transition path from hardware
to software; devices can be trialled and replaced gradually without the need to
completely remove existing provision. This is particularly important in cases
where performance is a concern and software must be developed to strict performance and latency specifications, which may be a time consuming process.
Clearly there are many advantages to be gained by moving to a virtualised
solution. However, getting to a stage where these functions can be used in production deployments that support millions of users is far from reality currently.
Software implementations required extensive testing and need to prove that they
can perform equivalent to their hardware counterparts. There has already been
issues raised over current limitations in the off-the-shelf hardware that would
ideally support virtualised functions [108]; commodity hardware does not necessarily support processing packets at line-rate, a requirement for high bandwidth
network functions. To overcome this, the authors have proposed using a combination of technologies and techniques to bypass inefficiencies in the underlying
operating systems and program design.
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Figure 2.1: NFV Architectural Framework
It has become clear that coordination and cooperation is necessary in order to
address the monumental challenge of architecting and building a platform capable
of realising truly virtual functions. Recent efforts have focused on specifying a
platform design [9], illustrated in Figure 2.1. This describes the various layers on
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which the Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) sit. A VNF provides a specific network function, with the possibility for multiple instances to be chained together
to provide a broader range of services.
This design also outlines various managers and an overall orchestrator needed
to ensure the smooth operation of the platform. However, there are significant
steps that need to be taken in order to realise this platform today. As such,
current efforts [32] have focused on a subset of this architecture, namely the lower
Virtualised Infrastructure layer, and the elements contained within it. These are
the initial steps necessary to bring NFV into production environments, and utilise
existing production-ready cloud platforms, such as OpenStack [31], to provide the
necessary functionality.
Alternatives to this approach include the usage of tools designed specifically
to meet the stringent latency and throughput requirements required in modern
network appliances [128]. This work includes extensive evaluation which demonstrates the diminutive size of the memory footprint, as well as the rapid startup
times possible. A number of proof-of-concept implementations are also included,
such as a firewall, carrier-grade network address translation and a broadband
remote access server.
Other notable areas requiring work include the placement and scheduling of
virtual appliances. As this process can both introduce deficiencies, and prove
valuable in addressing latency requirements, it is a key area of study. Existing
early work includes an evaluation of numerous algorithms that can be used to
map and schedule functions [132], as well exploring the efficient placement of
such given a set of constraints [133]. Further work has examined the placement
problem in the context of a mobile core, and combines function placement with
topology optimisation [132].
In carrier networks, it is common to find multiple functions linked together in
a service chain. The order through which traffic flows from one function to the
next is important in these cases. For example, if traffic flows through a Intrusion
Detection System (IDS) and then on to a Wide Area Network (WAN) optimiser,
it is critical that the packet is inspected at the IDS before it is encrypted by
the WAN optimiser. This chaining can impose additional requirements on the
location and composition of functions for latency or security reasons. Specifying
and placing these chains of network functions requires the ability to not only
formally describe the composition [131], but also ensure that they are arranged
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optimally given the requirements of each function [122]. Realising this chaining with existing software platforms has again shown the deficiencies of current
implementations [67], with a clear need to develop further existing platforms.

2.3

Video as an Emerging Application

It is not just networks that have seen rapid development in recent years; the
services and technologies that utilise these resources have also seen similar advancements. The Internet is used increasingly to deliver media and content to
thousands of simultaneous users. In fact, this is now a core part of the Internet’s
current function: the delivery of video now constitutes a large percentage of overall Internet traffic with recent estimations predicting a 80% share of all traffic on
the Internet by 2019 [46]. Clearly the techniques used to distribute this video are
as critical as the infrastructure necessary to support it. In the following section,
we examine the evolution of these techniques into the technologies we use today.
As bandwidth increased in the Internet, particularly in the access networks
used by consumers, new services became viable. Over time, and as the throughput
continued to increase, the services began to not only offer an increased amount of
content, but also content available in higher resolutions and qualities. Evidently,
this requires a higher sustained throughput to deliver in a satisfactory manner.
Coupled with an increase in production quality and user expectations, this trend
continues even now, with consumers now demanding high-definition content by
default, and ultra high-definition on the near horizon. By 2019, it is predicted
that 70% of content will be high definition [46]. These requirements place huge
demand not only on the networking infrastructure, but also on the technologies
and techniques used to deliver the video from the source to many users.
The importance of ensuring that video is delivered in a satisfactory manner has
now become a commercial matter, especially in the case of paid or ad-supported
services. In these cases, it is critical that the user receives the highest quality
of experience, without any degradation. A suboptimal service can lead to user
disengagement, with even with a small delay in start-up time causing users to
switch video [88]. As traditional disc-based technologies which have increased
vastly in capacity in recent years, the Internet is increasingly becoming a viable
alternative from which to distribute content (in all forms) to the masses.
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2.3.1

Protocols for Video Delivery

Without an adequate protocol for delivering video to end clients, advances in
infrastructure design cannot otherwise be fully realised. Since the inception of
the Internet, the protocols used to deliver video have changed. Different standards
and techniques are also appropriate dependent on the circumstances, and have
been deployed to match changing user behaviours and habits. In the following
section, we explore a number of these, explaining their significance in the evolution
of video delivery over the Internet.
2.3.1.1

Real Time Transfer Protocol

The Real Time Transfer Protocol (RTP) is a technique long used to deliver video.
Defined by the IETF in 2003 [150], it defines a transport protocol which can be
used for real-time transfers. The underlying technology used to achieve this is
typically1 the User Datagram Protocol. UDP is a stateless mechanism through
which information can be sent from a server to a client without the client having
to specifically acknowledge the receipt of each packet. Although it is considered a
lightweight mechanism, it provides an unreliable service where packets can arrive
out of order, or even be lost altogether.
The usage of UDP is particularly appropriate in circumstances where live realtime video needs to be delivered as soon as possible, regardless of impairments
in the network. As a result, UDP is used for delivering video during conference
calls and during live broadcasts, where timeliness of delivery is of paramount
importance. However, the best-effort service offered by UDP transport streams
is also a significant downside: the unpredictable nature of the Internet, where
congestion and queuing can prevent reliable transmission, means that the quality
of experience provided to the user can be variable at best, and suboptimal at
worst.
Semantically above RTP is the Real Time Control Protocol (RTCP), which
operates at the session layer. Its primary function is to provide feedback to the
server in regards to the quality of the data layer, allowing the server to adjust
the rate at which it sends to the client. To compliment the capabilities of RTP,
the Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) [151] is used to control streaming at a
presentation-level. Connected clients can send commands to the server streaming
1

Reliable TCP can theoretically be used, although this is rarely the case.
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the video to them. These included play, pause and record, and emulated the interaction with physical media players of the day, providing a level of interactivity
that users were familiar with [78].
This technique carries a large management overhead, as each session needs
to be maintained on a per-client basis. This is a complex and resource intensive
process. As the popularity of Internet video services increased, scaling became a
challenge as infrastructure requirements reached an infeasible level.
2.3.1.2

Real Time Messaging Protocol

The Real Time Messaging Protocol (RTMP) is an important protocol in the
history of Internet video. Proprietary by design, it became the de-facto standard
for delivering video in the 2000s. This was brought about largely by the ubiquity
of Flash Player and its associated plug-in. It usually used TCP as the underlying
transport mechanism, although it too was flexible enough to also be compatible
with UDP if needed.
Importantly, RTMP is actually format agnostic; any video can be delivered
using the technology. Extensions to RTMP include support for tunnelling through
HTTP (RTMPT) to avoid issues with firewalls blocking the port normally used.
Various versions also offer differing levels of encryption on the stream. Recent
years have seen a drastic demise in the usage of RTMP, however. This can likely
be attributed to the growing usage of handheld devices, which lack support for
the protocol.
2.3.1.3

Multicast

Unlike RTMP or the RTP family of protocols, multicast is one-to-many distribution method, rather than one-to-one. This means that information can be
disseminated from a single sender to many receivers. The advantage of this in an
IP context is that the sender does not require knowledge of the receivers before
transmitting the information: the network maintains the list of receivers. These
clients then selectively join the multicast group, leaving and joining at any point.
By doing so, they subscribe to receive messages from the sender. As the network handles the replication on a packet level, the sender need only send a single
message towards the multicast group, greatly increasing efficiency.
Multicast is well suited to distributing live content where many clients require
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the same content delivered in parallel and at scale. However, this method of
dissemination is not suited to content delivered on-demand: requests for content
are instead distributed over time. The on-demand model is also a pull-based
principle; the client requests the content when it requires it, whereas multicast is
a push-based technique; content is sent from the server, regardless of whether or
not a client is subscribed to receive the content. As a result of these limitations,
multicast is often deployed using UDP as a transport protocol. This avoids having
to maintain state, but does mean that transmission is unreliable.
In order to apply a multicast strategy for on-demand content delivery, a
number of alternative multicast video distribution techniques have been categorised [76]. Broadcasting [104] dictates that the sender periodically broadcasts
the video, irrespective of demand. A user can then receive the video by waiting for the next broadcast cycle. Evidently, although this increases efficiency by
ensuring that the content only has to traverse the network once in a given time
frame, it is however not a real-time on-demand solution, as the user will likely be
delayed until they can consume the content.
An alternative approach is batching [81], in which the server waits for a number
of requests for the same content, and servers it using multicast once a threshold
has been met. As with broadcasting, early users will have to wait until this threshold has been reached. This variable must be flexible, otherwise the early users
will simply cancel the video playback before it has begun. Similarly, batching
does not provide a true on-demand service.
Patching [105] on the other hand aims to achieve real-time playback by offering
the initial requester a multicast stream, whilst subsequent requesters are served
using unicast flows. These late arrivals continue to be served in this way until
they have buffered sufficient content to join the multicast stream. Finally, the
stream merging [87] technique is similar to patching with the modification that
later streams are delivered over multicast too, with users batched appropriately.
Later in this chapter, we examine the move towards adaptive streaming, where
video is offered at multiple quality levels and resolutions. A client can use this
selection of content to adapt its own playback to best match its capabilities and
present network conditions. Multicast does not have the ability to manipulate
the quality of video without effecting the entire multicast group, which would
evidently impact all the connected clients. An alternative approach would be to
offer many multicast groups, one for each version of the content. However, this
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would likely carry a significant management and provisioning overhead, and in a
worst-case scenario, simply resemble a unicast distribution infrastructure.

2.3.1.4

Peer-to-Peer

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networking is a paradigm where end-hosts communicate directly with each other, in opposition to the client-server model. In the latter case,
multiple clients connect to the same server, whereas in a P2P network each client
can connect to any another participating client in order to share a resource. As
such, a P2P network is self-organising; clients can leave and join as they wish,
and the topology will change to match. This behaviour is ideal for the delivery of
content as distribution scales naturally (as more participating nodes join) without
the need to also increase server provision.
In a content delivery scenario, a client requests content from other participating nodes, assuming that they hold a copy of this content. In order to increase
the fidelity of such a request, content is often separated into smaller chunks; a
client may not necessarily hold all of the chunks that represent a file, but they
can still participate in the sharing of the parts of the content that they do hold.
There are a number of variations found in P2P networks [57], including the
level of centralisation and the structure of the network. For example, a P2P
network can be fully decentralised, which is where each node has an equal role
in the network. Another approach is to partially centralise the P2P network,
and have a number of nodes act as supernodes. These supernodes may preform
additional functions, such as storing a hash-table containing the nearby location
of various chunks of content.
A hybrid approach can also be taken, whereby a centralised server is responsible for facilitating the connections between clients, storing meta-data collected
from each so that it can correctly direct a request. The formation of the network
can also vary: unstructured networks are formed without consideration for the
location of content. In order to find the location of a required item of content, a
node must search amongst all the nodes until their request is satisfied. As this is
somewhat of a random search, the time taken to do so is indeterminate. Clearly,
in cases where many hundreds or thousands of clients are searching for content
simultaneously, this can produce a significant overhead, especially in cases where
the content is scarce and the chances of finding it narrow [123].
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A solution to this is to use a structured network, in which an overlay topology
is used to direct requests to a specific node which either holds the content, or
knows where a copy is located. Technologies such as Chord [161], a distributed
lookup protocol, enable a relationship to be made between a key and a node. If a
key is associated with an item of content, this can be used to locate the item in the
network. This addresses the responsiveness and efficiency of searching, although
maintaining the required information can be difficult in networks with a high
turnover of clients. Other previous work [84] has highlighted P2P networks as a
strong candidate for fault-tolerant delivery platforms, allowing clients to recover
from failures quickly.
P2P technology can also be used in a live streaming context, and has been
deployed as viable alternative to unicast IPTV services [102]. However, in the
case of video playback, there is an additional constraint in that the content needs
to arrive in a particular order, in opposition to a bulk file transfer (such as in a file
sharing network) where the order is irrelevant. This stands true for both live and
on-demand video; live because the user will not receive a true real-time experience
if the sequencing does not occur, and on-demand because the user will typically
watch the video from the beginning (and thus those initial segments should be
retrieved first).
The necessity for ordered chunk delivery in an on-demand context is highlighted in [58], to which they propose a system of network coding, segment
scheduling, and topology management in order to address some of these challenges; failure to correctly determine the connectivity and content availability in
a P2P network can lead to issues during playback. In [124], these challenges are
overcome by accurately deriving peer connectivity and devising a random mesh
to ensure content is delivered efficiently.
For a device to also serve content to other participants, it must also be stored
for a period of time. This is the case regardless of whether the content is to be
consumed live or on-demand. A P2P distribution network relies on this storage to
operate, which offloads some of the cost in infrastructure necessary to operate in a
client/server model [75, 106]. The storage requirements, and indirectly the length
of time necessary to store content, differ depending on the context: on-demand
usually requires a larger capacity coupled with greater persistency, whereas live
P2P streaming can be achieved using a much smaller storage allocation, given
that content needs be retained for a much shorter period of time.
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There are a number of approaches to P2P streaming, which are broadly divided into two main categories [125]. The first approach is to use a mesh-based
approach, which is similar to that used for conventional file sharing (such as
BitTorrent) and video-on-demand content. There is an alternative approach in
tree-based streaming: this organises peers into multiple trees using an overlay
mechanism. Each of the trees is designed to be balanced amongst peers, stable
(as to avoid peer churn) and short. A peer may belong to multiple trees, with
content disseminated from the top of the tree structure. If a peer does not have
the required bandwidth to forward the content to the underlying peers, then they
do not receive the content.
Regardless of the playback method, the inherent resource requirements can
be problematic on a resource-constrained device such as a set-top box or mobile
phone, where storage is always at a premium. A P2P network also requires
the user to also share their bandwidth capacity so that others may retrieve the
content from them. It can be difficult to incentivise users to do this, particularly
when it is a relatively scarce resource (as in the case of ADSL networks) [120].
P2P traffic can also be difficult to manage and predict due to its opportunistic
behaviour and is often seen as unfriendly to ISPs [113]. It has also proven to be
incompatible with many firewalls and network address translators [80], further
lessening its potential usefulness.

2.3.1.5

HTTP Progressive Downloads

The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) can also be used to transfer video. As
the current de-facto standard for delivering files of any size over the Internet,
HTTP is a reliable protocol used every day to transfer millions of web pages
and images. Although alternative technologies exist, HTTP is easy to use in
comparison and well understood amongst administrators and developers. HTTP
servers have become somewhat of a commodity, and building them at scale is a
well understood process. Most, if not all, networks are configured and engineered
to handle HTTP traffic, including compatibility with the supporting services that
often run aside modern networks. It is a ubiquitous part of the modern Internet.
It is natural then that HTTP came to be used to deliver on-demand video
content. An important part of enabling this is the use of progressive downloads.
This process allows a browser or media player to download parts of a large file
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in smaller ranges. This enables users to watch the beginning of the video whilst
the remainder of the video continues to be downloaded, significantly reducing
the start up delay compared to required the entire video to be downloaded first.
This process also forms the basis for the evolution in video delivered over HTTP,
described in the following section.

2.3.1.6

HTTP Adaptive Streaming

Despite the relative success of HTTP as a technology, there were other challenges
that simply could not be overcome by HTTP alone. As networks expanded, and
bandwidth become more available, a disparity appeared between the connections
of different users. Many Internet Service Providers offer tiered services, with
different levels of throughput guaranteed at different price points. Similarly,
some of these tariffs enforce a limit or cap on the amount of traffic a household
can consume over a billing period. Geographically, not all countries moved at
the same technological pace either, making it difficult for services to cater for a
wide range of connection types and speeds. The explosion of data-based cellular
networks only exacerbated the situation, leading to an even greater spectrum of
network capabilities.
Despite the ubiquity of the Internet, the capacity of the networks which underpin it are not an infinite resource: with an increase in popularity came a need
to further increase the provision of resources. Unfortunately, this is a relatively
time and capital intensive process, especially when considered in the scope of
a nationwide network. These national networks are often-times connected together, with connections sometimes spanning continents. Clearly this requires
vast amounts of coordination, planning and foresight to expand and upgrade.
Yet despite this ever increasing technology provision, it is inevitable that during
busy periods, congestion can occur in the path between a client and the service
they are requesting. This congestion often results in a loss of observed throughput, and in the context of video, a potential reduction in the quality of video a
stream can carry.
As alluded to previously, mobile networks have also seen a huge explosion in
popularity. In particular, data services capable of carrying video have become an
affordable reality for many. A mobile context carries its own challenges though,
as the physical movement of a client can lead to a fluctuation in service strength,
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which consequently impacts usable bandwidth. Despite this, with the evolution
of the transmission technologies, there is a notable trend in the increased capacity
that these cellular networks nonetheless afford to clients. This trend is not set to
change with the development of future networks [167], which should enable more
users to access even higher quality videos whilst on the move.
The suitability of mobile networks has also led to an increase in the specification of the mobile devices themselves. As these handsets advanced to a level
capable of video playback, new video codecs were developed in order to allow
a relatively resource constrained device to play back video. Content providers
now needed to not only encode a video in multiple quality levels, but also with
multiple codecs. However, the capability of at least some of these devices has
now progressed so far that they can decode videos that were previously limited
to personal computers. Regardless of this innovation, these devices are often still
resolution constrained due to their very nature as hand-held devices.
It is clear that content creators need to offer various levels of quality, resolutions and encodes in order to match the diversity in both networks and devices.
This situation is not fixed either; despite the increase in available bandwidth,
the impairments described previously result in fluctuations in bandwidth for an
end-host. This can vary from day-to-day, and even from minute-to-minute in the
case of a moving client in a mobile network. Clearly a blanket approach to delivering a single quality level is no longer appropriate. Adaptive video streaming
aims to combat the unpredictable nature of modern networks by enabling clients
to dynamically adjust the quality of video by requesting a representation that
best matches its own available bandwidth. The premise behind this is that user
experience is maximised: a client will always request the maximum video quality
possible given the resources it has at its disposal.
With a huge amount of content variations to be provided, storage requirements are vastly increased for providers. Rather than storing a single copy of
the content, many versions need to be available to handle all possible requests.
Given that HTTP is used to delivery thousands of files every day, it became a
natural choice for serving the many variants found in an adaptive representation,
and thus a new set of HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) based technologies came
into being. These can be broadly categorised by the fact that they rely on HTTP
for their transport mechanism. Proprietary commercial solutions (such as Apple
HLS [3] and Microsoft Smooth Streaming [16]) are complimented with open and
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standardised techniques (such as MPEG-DASH [159]). In the case of the latter, content of different qualities and encodings are chunked into smaller, often
fixed-length (in terms of playback), segments. These segments are then grouped
together to form a single representation (an entire video, from start to finish).
Alternate representations are collected together in the same manifest, which is
used by the player to enable playback. If the player wishes to change representation during playback, this process is as simple as requesting an alternate
representation from the manifest.
The manifest also includes annotation and metadata for each of the representations. This includes information necessary for the client to determine the most
appropriate representation given its own capabilities (decoding capability and resolution) and those of the connected networks (required throughput). This ability
gives the playback client the adaptability required to maximise the experience of
a user in a constantly shifting environment.
Importantly, content can be organised and described in two main ways. Firstly,
content can be segmented on a file-system level, with a number of different smaller
files, each of which is directly equal to an individual segment. Together, these
segments represent an entire video. In this context, each chunk is individually
playable, affording the player the flexibility to freely swap between representations without the need to download header information. In the second method,
segments can also be represented as a byte-range of a much larger file (much the
same as a HTTP progressive download technique described previously in Section 2.3.1.5). By downloading a particular byte-range, the client can reassemble
the file necessary for playback. This method also requires an initial set of headers
to be downloaded, often before playback starts. Without the headers, the playback element will not be able to correctly recognise and process the content, as
the header contains the information and structure necessary to do so.

2.3.1.7

Information-centric Networking

There is a growing number of researchers and engineers that believe that current
method of connection-orientated delivery is inherently inefficient and unscalable.
A number of alternatives have been proposed, typically described as clean-slate
approaches, which require a fundamental restructuring of the technology and
hardware deployed in the Internet. This is achieved by completely replacing
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the existing IP provision that is used today and replacing it with alternative
technologies. One such example is Information-centric Networking (ICN) [56]:
networks specifically built for the purpose of disseminating information.
The ICN approach enables clients to request information by making said information addressable through a naming scheme. In order to retrieve information,
a client disseminates a request using one of these names, otherwise known as
an interest. The connected network devices are then responsible for locating,
and subsequently delivering, the requested information to the client. This data
is otherwise separated from its location, requesting application and method of
transport. This enables the devices within the network to act as caches, and
allows data to be replicated in the network. A specific example of an ICN approach is Content Centric Networking [109], a realisation of the ICN architecture
has been specifically designed for the purpose of delivering content.
This approach avoids the need to deploy various competing technologies connecting to a vast array of differing services, as is the situation in today’s Internet. Instead, there is a unified method of requesting data, which can be fulfilled
at many levels within the network hierarchy, allowing scalability. The content
caches (akin to network devices in this case) can be populated on-demand, or
pre-populated, similar to modern content delivery techniques. There are also
cache replacement strategies built explicitly for these networks [74], which incorporate the distance between nearby cache nodes holding the desired content.
CCN also has a proof-of-concept software implementation in CCNx [35], which
is designed to run alongside existing IP networks.
Despite the potential advantages that such an approach could provide, fully
implementing these approaches in a real-world network would require a complete
replacement of equipment and software. This is a prohibitively expensive process, that would likely obsolete all of the supporting equipment and knowledge
that are used in modern computer networking. Furthermore, ICN has existing
challenges that must be solved before a widespread evaluation could take place.
This includes evolving the technology within the Internet to support CCN at
scale [139].
More recently, there have been attempts to partner ICN and CCN techniques
with complementary technologies, such as the HTTP adaptive streaming [118]
described in Section 2.3.1.6. In this work, they directly integrate a MPEG-DASH
compliant player with a CCN network. Through doing so, they observe that CCN
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incurs a significant messaging overhead when compared to HTTP. However, they
do note that CCN allows additional functionality, not otherwise possible with
HTTP, such as fastest route selection and a natural network resiliency.
ICN has also been matched to the Software Defined Networking (SDN) discussed in Section 2.2.2 [148]. As ICN approaches require a fundamental change in
network behaviour, SDN technology enables a compromise to be made the two:
clean-slate approaches can be realised with existing infrastructure provision. Despite this, they are in fact limited by the capability of OpenFlow, their chosen
SDN technology, which enforces some restrictions on the ability to forward by
name.

2.3.2

Infrastructures for Video Delivery

Despite the move towards adaptive protocols and advanced networking techniques, the Internet is still best-effort; congestion, outages and latency can all
have a negative impact on a users experience. A complimentary method used
to avoid these issues is to use infrastructure located topographically close to the
user. The aim of this infrastructure is to avoid the necessity for delivery to take
place using external links, over which the provider has little or no control. In
the following section, we discuss these and investigate how they have evolved
alongside the changing Internet.

2.3.2.1

Web Caches

As the consumption of content increased, it became clear that a significant portion
of the requests are duplicated. This results in content being delivered repeatedly,
often to a group of individual users, over a period of minutes, hours or days.
By storing this content nearby, an appliance could deliver the content for subsequent requests without having to continuously fetch the content from the origin
server. Given this situation, tools were created to remedy the inefficiency. Software such as the Harvest web cache [73] (which later evolved into the Squid web
cache [171]) allowed network operators, both small and large, to deploy caches in
their network. Prior to the wide-spread deployment of dedicated content delivery
networks (described later), these content caches were an effective means for operators to cache content. They were primarily deployed to reduce external network
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traffic, which often had to traverse metered transit links. By deploying a cache,
an operator could effective reduce their operational expenditure.

Web caches typically operated as a proxy; traffic was directed to them by
various means and then inspected before a policy was applied. This policy determined the type of traffic to be cached. If the request matched content that
was destined to be cached, the appliance would first check if it already had a
content object which could satisfy the request. If possible, the content would be
delivered from the cache (a cache-hit). However, if the cache did not have a copy
of the content, the cache would request the content from the remote server (a
cache-miss). This content would then be delivered to the requester, as well as
being stored on the cache to serve future requests.

For the most part, cache implementations such as Harvest and Squid did not
require the participation of the remote server in the process; they were a transparent appliance from their perspective. However, depending on how the traffic
was redirected towards the cache, manual configuration would often be necessary
on the end-user’s device. For example, if the cache was operating as a gateway
proxy, the user would be required to configure their application or browser to
point at this gateway for external connectivity. With the advent of the Bring
Your Own Device concept, in which users bring their own devices to connect to
either a wired or wireless network, disseminating the required configuration became increasingly complex. Importantly, these cache implementations were also
tailored primarily for caching static HTTP traffic. This limits the utilisation of
protocols such as RTSP and RTMP, with much of the video traffic been excluded
from the caching policy.

More recently, Varnish [43] has become a popular tool to be used as a HTTP
accelerator. It is designed exclusively to work with the HTTP protocol, and acts
as a reverse proxy sitting in front of a HTTP origin server. It caches the response
to requests entirely in virtual memory, leaving the operating system to decide
what is stored in memory and what is stored on disk. Interestingly, Varnish also
contains its own configuration language that can be used to define how specific
requests are handled, facilitating a level of customisation for the owner.
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Content Replacement
An important consideration in the design and implementation of web caches is
the content replacement policy. In most cases, storage is a constrained resource,
and cannot be easily altered and expanded, particularly on the fly. To combat
this, a suitable cache replacement strategy needs to be implemented. This is
especially important as consumers requests and demands change over time. In
order to optimise the availability of content given this inherent variability, it is
necessary to evict items of content from the cache and remove them from the
storage medium. There is a wide variety of content replacement strategies, many
of which are described and categorised in [140].
Recency-based strategies are based upon the locality of reference given a set of
requests. This locality can be either spatial (where requests imply future requests
to other related objects) and temporal (where an object is requested repeatedly in
a short period of time). Least Recently Used (LRU) is the most popular example
of this strategy, but other variants exist.
Frequency-based strategies are often based on the Least Frequently Used
(LFU) technique, and track the popularity of different pieces of content over
time. This information can then be used to aid future decisions on what content
should be retained.
Furthermore, there also combinations of the two previously described techniques, such as the Segmented LRU [59], which partitions the cache into protected
and unprotected segments, each of which is a pre-determined size. Popular content is maintained in the protected area until evicted using a LRU policy. At this
point it is moved into the unprotected segment as the most recently used object.
If the content is subject to eviction in this segment (also using LRU) it will be
removed permanently.
Function-based strategies use general functions to calculate the value of keeping an object. These may also take outside input into consideration, as is the
case with server-assisted cache replacement [77]. In this case, the servers provide information to the cache as to the inter-request distribution currently being
observed. Finally, there is also randomised strategies, which simply removes a
random object from the cache. This can be combined with LRU [160] to influence
the probability of said eviction.
In the next section, we discuss Content Delivery Networks: large-scale infras-
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tructures used to aid delivery on a massive scale. By introducing them, limitations
in storage and capacity become less relevant due to the strong over-provisioning
often employed by the operators. As such most of these networks do not employ replacement strategies, instead hosting a large set of content that is rotated
according to customer requirements.

2.3.2.2

Content Delivery Networks

Over time, bandwidth increased in the environments where traditional web caches
were typically found: businesses, campuses and schools. Driven by the demand
for content, over-provisioning became the norm. Operators no longer needed to
operate their own cache, which removed some of the burden on them to deploy
and maintain such an appliance. However, there was still advantage to be gained
through caching, albeit on an entirely grander scale.
Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) took advantage of this by hosting this
content in a topologically centralised location [116]. In the first instance, they
were used to serve the increasingly popular medium of video, only being employed
for serving HTTP requests at a later time. With connectivity to a number of different access networks, a huge number of users could be served from a relative
modest deployment, important for large-scale delivery requirements. This enabled comparatively similar network efficiency gains (although each request still
had to be delivered repeatedly over the access network), whilst moving the onus
of operation to a third party.
This shift in responsibility coincided with a change in the relationship between network operators and content providers. Network operators carry the
traffic generated by user requests for items stored by content providers. These
operators are serving the subscribers who pay for their access to the Internet, and
so are obliged to carry this traffic. As many of the content creators are driven
commercial enterprises, whose main revenue stream was derived from either the
subscription of users to their service or through advertising placed alongside their
content, it became increasingly important for them to ensure that the user received the best possible quality of experience. It has been shown that users are
very sensitive to even small delays in the loading of content [97]; CDNs are often
employed by the content creators to guarantee that a user is not dissuaded from
watching a video due to availability or poor connectivity.
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CDNs ensure that content can be served to the user from a nearby location.
In this case, locality is related to the number of network hops required to fetch the
content. CDNs achieve this by simultaneously deploying in a number of Points
of Presence (PoPs) [158]: centralised points in a nations network infrastructure
where most access networks connect to the wider Internet. This ensures that users
received a consistent standard of service, regardless of where they are located.
CDNs also actively manage the load to ensure that they have sufficient provision
to meet the anticipated demand. This scaling ensures that users always have
access to their service, especially important when they are paying to do so. This
availability also helps to combat unexpected events, such as flash-crowds; where
content becomes very popular, very quickly. By localising the demand, this can
be handled without impacting other users or the origin servers. Similarly, the
same techniques can be used to prevent malicious Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS) from having a widespread impact on the overall user experience.
Without replicating the content close to the edge of networks, it would be
necessary for content providers to host all of their own content. In this case, not
only would each request have to travel across a wider number of network hops, but
it would also require the provider to scale up their own infrastructure significantly.
In the early days of the Internet, hosting content on a single server may have
sufficed for the relatively small amount of demand generated. As demand grew,
it may have also been satisfactory to provision multiple servers, and load-balance
between them.
In the aforementioned cases, the service providers themselves would typically
operate the infrastructure; as this grew, it would become a resource intensive task.
In most cases, it now makes more financial sense for these content providers to
employ the services of a third-party CDN [162, 2, 14], and offload all of their
content distribution demands on to them. Not only do these operators have
experience running networks used for the sole purpose of delivering content, they
also do so for a number of different clients, enabling economies of scale and
allowing them to pass the savings on to their customers, further strengthening
the business case for usage by a content service provider.
Despite the possible advantages to a content provider, there is irrefutably
a cost attached to using their services. As the demand for content exploded
in recent years, this cost has, at least in some cases, outweighed the potential
benefits of using a third-party CDNs services. Recently, a number of content
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providers have made a decision to operate their own CDNs [51, 19, 166], designed
and deployed in a similar way, but tailored to their own content delivery platform.
Usually, placing the content topologically closer to the user results in a more
stable and reliable connection between the client and the server (in this case,
the CDN surrogate). This is the case because the connection has to traverse
fewer networks, and is not at the mercy of latency and bottlenecks that could
otherwise interfere with the flow. This reliability typically affords the user with
more throughput and thus allows them to request higher quality media. When
we consider that user expectations of media quality are consistently rising, this
enables content providers, via the collaboration with CDNs, to meet this demand.
The composition of a CDN can vary greatly from provider to provider [137],
and often change over time. However, these deployments can often be generalised
into a number of key components:
• Surrogate or Replica Servers: These servers are the core infrastructure of a
CDN; they replicate the content precisely in order to serve it once requested
by a client.
• Origin Servers: The origin servers are where the master copy of the content
is located. This may be a server operated by the content provider, or
a designated server within the CDN operators infrastructure. Typically,
changes in the content made on this origin server will be replicated across
the surrogate servers, as the origin server is deemed to be authoritative in
this respect.
• Clients: The clients are the end-user devices requesting the content. They
may be located anywhere on the Internet, connected through a multitude
of networks and technologies.
• Redirection Infrastructure: The redirection infrastructure ensures that a
client requests a cached piece of content located on one of the surrogate
servers. Importantly, the redirection mechanism must also ensure that the
redirection is destined for a nearby surrogate server. This ensures that
the client experiences the most consistent network conditions, which should
result in a higher quality of service.
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• Distribution Infrastructure: The distribution infrastructure is responsible
for delivering the content, stored on the origin server, to a number of surrogate servers. Distribution can be achieved in a number of ways, although a
composite is often used dependent on the scenario in which the surrogates
are deployed:

– Proactively: A set of content is duplicated on the surrogate server
before it is ever requested from a client. This ensures a client request
can be handled in the most timely fashion, as the surrogate server does
not have to retrieve the content from the origin server before delivering
it to the client.
– Reactively: No content is stored on the surrogate server by default.
Instead, content is only retrieved from the origin server when it is
initially requested by a client. This means that the initial request
will be typically slower, but subsequent requests will benefit from the
surrogate server having already stored the content. That content will
remain in the cache until is evicted through a cache replacement policy.
Despite the small performance disadvantage, this method of content
distribution is useful in cases where the cache has a very limited storage resource, and cannot store a large catalogue of content, as would
typically be the case with proactive content caching.

• Accounting and Monitoring Infrastructure: The accounting infrastructure
within a CDN enables the provider to accurately charge for the usage of
the CDN to their clients. In conjunction with monitoring, it also enables
them to monitor the health of the other elements of the CDN, ensuring
that content remains available and surrogate servers are reachable at all
times. It also allows the CDN provider to make informed decisions about
what content should be situated on which surrogate servers; by analysing
previous request data, there is the potential to locate content in such a way
as to maximise the cost savings, efficiency gains or quality of experience.
In reality, a balance of each of these metrics is probably required.
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Content Placement
Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) are distributed in their very nature; content
needs to be available to customers regardless of their location. A core part of
meeting this requirement is to ensure that content is located in as many appropriate locations as possible. In the case of commercial CDNs, the location of
the content (and the nodes that serve it) are a closely guarded commercial secret. It is in fact part of their business model to place these nodes efficiently and
conveniently, something that their competitors could easily replicate. Despite
this secrecy, a large number of works have attempted to benchmark, observe and
measure the behaviour of commercial content delivery platforms and their traffic
patterns [162, 50, 51, 166, 54, 52]. These provide an interesting insight into the
patterns for content placement, and demonstrate the diversity and variance in
such strategies.
As one of the core aims of a CDN is to improve user Quality-of-Experience,
moving content even closer to the user is an important capability. This should,
under the same circumstances, allow the CDN to deliver content at a higher
quality level and with less variance. Previous work has observed the relationship
between CDNs and Internet Service Providers (ISPs) [99, 96]. In some cases, it
is not possible to deploy equipment into the access network (for cost or access
reasons), yet there are clear advantages to cooperation on the matter [55]. A
flexible and coordinated approach is clearly required in such cases in order to
achieve maximum efficiency and benefit.
To combat this disconnect between ISPs and CDNs, PaDIS [141] is a tool
which enables the transfer of meta-information without revealing internal topologies and/or deployments. In particular, it allows ISPs to identify, and subsequently use, both server and path diversity towards CDNs. This can provide
benefits to users who should receive improved throughput capability. From an
ISPs point of view, it also allows greater control of traffic which can be directed
at will and thus accurately engineered.
Karsalis et. al [114] consider the case of content replication in light of extensible, distributed cloud resources and a converged wireless-optical-datacentre
virtual environment. They conclude that distributed approaches to solving replication offer significant benefits when compared to centralised off-line alternatives.
This works also highlights the additional challenges that increasingly distributed
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and available infrastructures bring to effectively placing content given a multitude of constraints. In this case, these include the cost of object retrieval, the
size of the object in storage, the amount of requests generated over a fixed interval and the probability of an object being requested. Papagianni et. al [136]
again consider the replica placement in the context of cloud resource availability.
This is part of a larger, overarching process designed for use in a multi-provider
networked cloud environment, which offers benefits in terms of operational cost
and computational complexity.
2.3.2.3

Redirection Techniques

As CDNs became popular, the redirection techniques utilised in historic web
caches no longer became scalable across many thousands of users. For example,
using the proxy gateway approach would be infeasible given the traffic load. It
would also be difficult to manage connections to multiple CDNs simultaneously.
Clearly, the redirection techniques need to be scalable and support the simultaneous use of a number of different CDNs. In the modern Internet, a number of
methods are used to achieve this redirection; these are described in the following
section.
HTTP
In the context of a request made over HTTP, the HTTP 1.0 specification [63]
defines a number of response codes that can be used to redirect a client to an
alternative location. For example the 301 code is defined as Moved Permanently.
This indicates that content is no longer available at the current location, and all
future requests should be directed to a given URI. To supplement this, the 302
code was originally described as Moved Temporarily. Despite this specification,
most browser implementations would typically modify the subsequent request
method to a GET, regardless of the previous method used.
In order to rectify the ambiguity in the use of the 301 and 302, three further
codes were added in the HTTP/1.1 specification [92]. Specifically, the 303: See
Other and 307: Temporary Redirect codes were added to explicitly define this behaviour, with 303 mandating a GET request, and 307 requiring the preservation
of the original request type. Similarly, 308 was added to signify a Permanent
Redirect, and just as 307, does not allow the request type to change.
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There is a clear limitation for using these HTTP codes to modify requests
for content: it requires the participation of the end servers, and mandates that
they specifically have to have knowledge of where the content is now located.
In a distributed system, where the content can be located in multiple locations,
dynamically rewriting the target of a redirect on a per-client basis is not a particularly scalable solution. Furthermore, if the content is located in multiple
alternative locations, as can be the case with a video stream, successive redirects
will have to be issued to the client. This requires inter-server collaboration, and
would likely require large amounts of messaging overhead and coordination. It
would also be infeasible if the servers belong to different organisations or delivery
networks.

DNS
DNS resolution is a core part of any connection establishment process initiated
over the Internet. Before a client can request content from a remote server, it will
seek to resolve the given URL to an IP address using a lookup to a DNS server.
In the case of redirection, this process can also be used to direct requests to a
topographically closer cache [53]. To achieve this, the DNS server will inspect the
source of a request, and associate this with a topographical region. A resolver
will then return a response to the client, the contents of which will instruct the
client to request content from a nearby edge cache.
This method of redirection is by far the most commonly used technique in
use in the Internet today. However, when used in conjunction with a traditional
web cache, it can result in inefficiencies. As these caches rely on the URL as
the unique identifier for a piece of stored content, each object will be treated
individually. However, as the DNS resolution may not be the same between
clients, the same piece of content can be delivered to different clients, and thus
stored under different identifiers within a cache. This leads to cache duplication
and wasted disk utilisation.
Under normal circumstances, a DNS resolver should always resolve clients
located within the same network to the same surrogate server. However, many
of these DNS resolvers also act as a type of load balancer, ensuring requests are
distributed between a number of surrogate servers, each of which evidently has
its own address. DNS redirection can also be problematic in cases where a user
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utilises a third party DNS resolver, rather than one provided by the ISP; this
may result in ignorance of content located within an ISPs network [53], leading
to the inefficient delivery of content.
The usefulness of DNS-based redirection is also diminished when the client
itself caches the DNS response [152]. This caching can result in a slower response
to failures and changes in demand, with the client not aware of changes in the
availability or location of content. To address this, content providers use low time
to live (TTL) values in their DNS entries. This in turn results in frequent DNS
cache misses, adding additional latency to the request process.
Transport Layer
Another approach to request routing is to do so at the transport layer. Typically,
this requires the introduction of a request routing middlebox or appliance, to
be used as an initial gateway. This intermediary will then select a surrogate
from a connected group, and facilitate a connection between it and the client.
Once this connection is made, the surrogate will typically deliver the content to
the user without traversing the middlebox again. This enables the maximum
possible throughput to be used, without the performance penalty of traversing
the middleware on the throughput intensive return flow of traffic.
This approach is often used in conjunction with another approach to ensure
that requests arrive at the appliance. It can therefore be seen as a complimentary
technique: it offers fine-grained control and redirection, but only once a requested
is routed appropriately to it. Using an intermediary appliance also requires the
need to purchase, maintain and house said equipment. Changing the behaviour of
a device can also be a time-consuming process, especially as there is no standard
technique of interacting with devices across vendors.
Anycast
This method utilises the behaviour of IP packet routing to select the nearest
possible surrogate server. This is typically achieved by using routing protocols
(such as the Border Gateway Protocol) to announce the same IP address from
many different places within the Internet. When a request for content is sent from
a client, the nearest router will automatically forward the packet to the nearest
surrogate server, which should theoretically provide the best service to the client.
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This technique requires a deterministic approach; identical requests can be
handled in different ways if the routing table differs in any way. For a connectionorientated protocol, such as HTTP, this approach can lead to clients attempting
to connect to a different surrogate during a long-lived connection, such as that
found in video playback. As these surrogates do not share the same connection
state, reconnects will occur, which can disrupt availability and thus playback.
The same deterministic nature of Anycast also has implications for the content
catalogues stored on a surrogate server, as not all surrogates will replicate the
same set of content. This can result in inefficient behaviour, and lead to increased
and/or variable content delivery times.

2.4

Infrastructure-assisted Applications

Section 2.2 presented current trends towards the softwarisation of networks and
the services that support them. This process facilitates a new generation of
network applications that have full control over the underlying infrastructure;
whether that be network, additional compute resources or storage. Through this
tighter integration, applications can use these resources to more flexibly assist
them in their operation.
A wide range of actions is available to this software, from modifying the forwarding plane in some way, to creating new instances of a function in response to
demand, anticipated or otherwise. In the remaining sections we examine some of
these applications. They are categorised broadly into different groups dependent
on their purpose or goal. We also highlight a number of technologies designed
to aid developing with this new found flexibility, including specific languages and
tools used to determine the correctness of a technique or application. These are
found in Section 2.4.5.

2.4.1

Switching and Routing

Computer networks provide switching and routing as fundamental functions.
However, the softwarisation of networks has re-established the potential for innovation in this long-established technology domain. For example, Routeflow [147]
proposes the use of centralised engines to handle routing behaviour. The computed routes are then realised in the network through the use of OpenFlow, which
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pushes flow rules into switching hardware. This enables novel behaviour that was
near-impossible to achieve in existing networks, such as secure inter-domain routing and optimal best path reflection.
OSHI [149] eases the move towards full Software Defined Networks (SDN) by
providing a migration path from traditional IP equivalents. This is done in the
context of enabling a hybrid SDN/IP backbone, which allows existing networking
behaviour to co-exist with SDN-enabled services such as VPNs, Virtual Leased
Lines and Traffic Engineering. To this end, they created an OSHI node, which
contains both IP and SDN functionality on a single switching device.
In [98], the authors outline the role and function of a Software Defined Internet Exchange (SDX): a modern replacement for the ubiquitous Internet Exchange
Point (IXP). This is designed to overcome some of the shortcomings of existing
BGP routing through the use of SDN, which enables fine-grained control and
matching based upon multiple header fields. To demonstrate this, they create
an application where two networks peer only select traffic, such as streaming
video. Through experimentation, they show that their solution allows hundreds
of participants to advertise full routing tables whilst maintaining sub-second convergence.
The applicability and suitability of SDN in production networks is compounded in Google’s decision to utilise the technology in a private WAN connecting their worldwide data centres [110]. This move aims to maximise capacity
by maintaining a constant 100% link utilisation. It also enables end-to-end programmability, which has been demonstrated through the centralisation of their
traffic engineering logic; this allocates bandwidth amongst competing services
based upon application priority, communication patterns and network availability.

2.4.2

Security

Security is an ongoing threat to the uptime of any infrastructure. The continued
safety of such has been the focus of much research, and recently, academics have
looked towards the increased flexibility in infrastructure to assist in securing these
networks.
FRESCO [155] is a framework designed to facilitate the development of OpenFlowbased detection and mitigation applications. Implemented as an OpenFlow appli-
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cation itself, FRESCO aims to enable researchers to implement and share different
security modules, including a scan deflector service and a P2P malware detection service, which are implemented as examples. These applications introduce
minimal overhead, as well as providing the necessary functionality in significantly
fewer lines of code.

A core part of modern security measures is the ability to sample traffic.
FleXam [157] describes the need for additions to the OpenFlow specification in
order to sample effectively, noting deficiencies in existing techniques. To remedy
this situation, they propose the design of an extension to enable applications to
define not only which packets are sampled, but also which part of the packet
should be sampled and where it should be sent.

CLOUDWATCHER [156] is a tool that can be deployed in cloud environments where conditions are constantly changing and topologies are often large.
CLOUDWATCHER addresses this environment by redirecting packets to be inspected by existing network security devices. This behaviour can be configured
through the use of simple policies determined by the network administrator. This
work provides a number of algorithms for detouring packets, and evaluate each
in terms of the time necessary to generate the necessary flow rules to be installed
in the network.

A facet of infrastructure-assisted applications is that they are granted unparalleled control over networks and their resources. However, this does not
prevent malicious actors from threatening the security of the infrastructure itself.
Similarly, it does not prevent multiple applications from requesting potentially
conflicting resources, particularly in the network later. FortNOX [142] aims to
counter this by providing role-based authorisation and security constraining enforcement as an extension to an existing OpenFlow controller. FortNOX operates
by checking for flow rule contradictions in real-time, and attempting to remediate any problems. It also adds additional flow rules so avoid circumvention of
rules imposed by the application. This work is demonstrated through a prototype which offers minimal overhead compared to the standard controller when
determining if a flow rule can be inserted.
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2.4.3

Resiliency

Network infrastructure has also been deployed to aid resiliency. For example,
in [153], the authors utilised OpenFlow to provide a unique fast-failover mechanism which allows networks to rapidly recover from hardware failures. They compare the performance of this mechanism with existing MAC-based re-convergence
and client-initiated recovery using ARP. In all cases, it exhibits a faster switchover time with lower packet loss.
There is also a significant body of work concerning the use of Software Defined
Networking (SDN) to offer load-balancing. An initial demonstration of this [101]
shows the advantages of taking into account both the congestion of the network
and the load on the servers to better adapt to prevailing conditions. In response
to this load, OpenFlow is used to reconfigure routes accordingly.
In [169], the authors note that the functionality provided by dedicated hardwarebased load-balancers can be provided at a lower cost using commodity network
switches compatible with OpenFlow. This work proposes the exploitation of the
wildcard functionality within OpenFlow to reduce the amount of necessary rules,
and thus load on the controller. They present a number of algorithms which
automatically adjust to changes in policy without disrupting existing client connections.
Furthering work this in this area, [115] addresses load-balancing in the face
of multiple concurrent services. Using Flowvisor [154], the network is logically
partitioned into a number of slices, each controlled by a separate controller, with
each slice belonging to a single service. With this, each controller implements its
own specific logic dependent on the service it is carrying. For example, web server
load balancing may require a different procedures to an e-mail server. Through
a prototype implementation, they discover that although this approach is viable,
the existing generation of OpenFlow-capable forwarding equipment did not offer
sufficient performance to make this approach viable in production networks.
Taking the ability to control the network further, [121] proposes a method
of load-balancing that offers increased performance when compared to two competing load-balancing techniques. LABERIO again relies on OpenFlow as a tool
to modify the network, which allows it handle load imbalance even during the
life of an existing network flow, something that other existing approaches fail to
consider.
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2.4.4

Data Centre

The data centre environment has also garnered a significant amount of attention
from the academic community. CrossRoads [127] looks to ease the migration of
Virtual Machines (VMs) between these facilities by providing a layer agnostic
network fabric that enables seamless live and offline mobility of VMs. A prototype was realised with OpenFlow and showed a negligible performance overhead
compared to a regular network, even outperforming it in some cases.
Similarly, [65] proposes the use of OpenFlow as a tool to aid inter data centre
connectivity. This work claims that there is significant complexity in the topology and configuration of their networks, and through the abstraction of internal
configuration, the process of interconnecting them can be made significantly easier. They demonstrate their solution using inter data centre VM migration, and
show that their solution offers reasonable delay values in doing so.
Migration also forms a core part of the XenFlow [129]. XenFlow aims to
provide flexible virtual networks in coordination with the Xen hypervisor [45].
This includes the ability to isolate networks, as well as provisioning networks
with QoS guarantees. During migration, their prototype offers performance better
than the existing Xen hypervisor mechanism, without the need to create tunnels
or losing packets.
Duet [95] proposes a combined hardware and software approach to data centre
load balancing. Their prototype offers all the benefits of a software-based load
balancer, including low latency and high availability, at no additional cost. This is
achieved through the utilisation of the switches themselves, in which they embed
the majority of the load balancing functionality. When combined with a small
deployment of software-based load balancers, a hybrid solution is created. This
solution offers a 10-fold increase in capacity, whilst reducing latency by a factor
of 10. It also able to adapt to changing network conditions, including failures.
Interestingly, the authors intentionally avoid the use of OpenFlow, instead relying
on equal-cost multi-path routing [165] and IP-in-IP encapsulation to tunnel traffic
accordingly, noting that the APIs to control these features have only just become
available in vendor’s switching hardware.
ElasticTree [103] looks to improve the energy efficiency of data centre networks. It tackles this using a power manager, which dynamically adjusts not only
the switching fabric of the network, but also the power state of each networking
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element. This is done in the face of changing load in the data centre. Through
analysis of multiple strategies, and by utilising an OpenFlow-based testbed, the
authors show how trade-offs between energy efficiency, performance and robustness can be tuned to offer desired performance, cost and robustness. Results
indicate that ElasticTree can save up to 50% of the energy consumed by data
centre networks whilst maintaining the capability to deal with peak demand.

2.4.5

Application Development

To aid the development of infrastructure-assisted applications, a number of tools
and programming languages have been created. In [91], the authors coin the
term participatory networking, proposing a common API for application to control SDNs. This is designed to allow applications to work more effectively with
the network, including providing predictability, performance and security. To
achieve this, they address the safety concerns surrounding presenting a network
topology and its details, as well as the resolution of conflicts across different user’s
requests. To demonstrate the applicability of this API, they port four well-known
applications to used the API, including Hadoop [83] and ZooKeeper [107].
Atlas [143] proposes an agent-based approach to enable fine-grained traffic
classification with SDNs. As existing technologies are limited to information
gathered the lower layers of the networking stack, agents located on client devices
provide ground truth data. When combined with data derived from the SDN, a
machine learning approach can be used to provide accurate traffic classification.
Through a prototype implementation using Android devices, they show a 94%
success rate.
A number of programming languages have been designed specifically for developing applications for software-defined infrastructures. For example, Frenetic [94, 93] is a high-level language that can be used to program a number
of distributed network switches. Taking a declarative approach, Frenetic allows
network traffic can be classified and aggregated, as well enabling high-level packetforwarding policies to be determined. The ability to reuse code and modules is
highlighted in a comparison of program size between Frenetic and an existing
OpenFlow controller. To further highlight the usefulness of this approach, a number of applications were implemented, including a fault-tolerant routing, a load
balancer and a Dynamic Host Configuration (DHCP) server. A Python-based
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version of Frenetic is also available [144]. Nettle [168] also looks to address the
issue of programming networks, albeit this time taking an event-based functional
approach.
There has also been a small body of work concerning the correctness of these
applications. In particular, the automated testing of OpenFlow-based applications is addressed in [68, 138]. They note that given increased programmability,
the likelihood of a single bug disrupting the entire network become apparent.
Challenges faced by applications include the multitude of possible of inputs, the
complexity of a distributed topology, and a dependency on external events. Working towards ensuring correctness, applications should be subjected to a number of
packet sequences and network events. These should be derived from both simple
traffic models and from the nature of the environment in which the application
will be deployed. Further work includes applying this validation to a number of
real applications [69], notably a load-balancer, a layer-2 learning switch and an
energy-efficient traffic engineering mechanism. In doing so, the authors found a
number of previously undiscovered bugs.

2.4.6

Content Delivery

Particularly important in the context of this thesis, there has been a number of
related works conducted in the area of infrastructure-assisted content delivery.
In [111], the authors utilise the flexibility enabled in the data plane by Softwaredefined Networking (SDN) to realise path selection for specific applications, in this
case YouTube video streaming. In effect, this work combines application-state
information with the control element of SDN. In their experiments, it allows specific flows (all those related to YouTube) to traverse links that have favourable
characteristics. Their evaluation shows benefits that far outweigh the usage of
standard Quality-of-Service (QoS) flags, used to denote traffic with particular
requirements. This is largely due to the time-dynamic requirements of a user,
which can be easily signalled to an application layer via SDN, yet can be hard
to convey using QoS alone. Similar work [82] also demonstrates the advantage
of application-aware aggregation and traffic engineering, albeit in a converged
packet and optical network. In particular, they show how circuits can be initialised dynamically with specific flow properties, such as guaranteed bandwidth,
low latency and low jitter. These allow differential treatment of different packet
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flows, in this case denominated more generally as voice, video or web.
Kaleidoscope [174] presents a prototype designed to aid real-time content delivery using both SDN and cloud computing technologies. This offers a flexible
resource allocation that changes in response to demand. By modifying their
usage, expenditure can be reduced whilst maintaining service quality. The prototype uses a mixture of SDN-based broadcasting, network virtualisation and
the ability to dynamically provision cloud resources when needed. Live media
distribution has a number of unique challenges, such as the need for real-time
processing and simultaneous distribution to multiple clients.
Software-defined networking has also been used to aid delivery of content
over wireless networks [135]. Addressing a deficiency in the cooperation between
network operators and content providers, they suggest a unified control plane
that is realised end-to-end. This includes both the wireless access network and
the mobile core network. This can then be used to dynamically control traffic
flows in response to changing network conditions, maximising the users quality
of experience and avoiding traffic traversing links which may negatively impact
such. Similar work [79] aims to optimise content caches in LTE mobile networks
by exploiting the inherent flexibility in software-defined networks. Not only do
they reduced expenditure on equipment (which can now be generic rather than
specific to mobile networks), it also enables caches to be relocated dynamically
and without the necessity to consider physical topologies in the process.
Liu et al. [119] take a different approach to addressing the inherent uncertainty in today’s networks and delivery infrastructures. They make the case for a
coordinated video control plane that uses measurements derived from the client
to dynamically adapt playback to maximise performance. These adaptations are
based around the selection of CDNs in conjunction with the bitrate requested.
Through collaboration between network operators and content delivery networks,
a network-wide view can be established. This ensures that various policy goals
and constraints can be met, whilst simultaneously improving end-user experience. This collaboration is also realised in [172], where the authors instead utilise
software-defined networking to enable the sharing of information between Internet Service Provider (ISP) and Content Delivery Network (CDN). This provides
the basis for optimisation to take place, as the accuracy of redirection can be improved (avoiding costly transit costs to the ISP) whilst maximising the experience
provided to the user (achieving the CDNs primary purpose). This is possible due
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to the control logic of the ISPs network being in software, allowing the CDN to
build an application to interact with said logic.

2.4.7

Moving Forward

In this section, we have outlined existing work in the area of infrastructureassisted applications. Despite the relative infancy of this field, we examined
work in the area of content distribution in Section 2.4.6. The innovations in this
area have been matched by a clear movement within the video delivery space
to produce similarly open and adaptable technologies that make the best use of
the resources at their disposal. As described in Section 2.3, these fundamentally
change the way that video is delivered over the Internet.
As a result of developments in the networking, infrastructure and delivery
technology fields, a new approach to content delivery is required. This is driven
not only by the availability of these new technologies and the subsequent benefits that they may bring, but also out of the necessity to innovate in order to
satisfy the continuous growth in the demand for content. Bringing all of these elements together presents the opportunity to create more adaptive and responsive
methods of delivering both content and services.
In this section, we have shown a precedent for increased network and service
collaboration, with this early work demonstrating some of the potential benefits
possible. Yet there is a clear need to prove that the use of Software Defined
Networking is the correct and appropriate tool for the situation. This can be
quantified in a number of ways, but the benefits should at least be tangible
to the end user. This can only be demonstrated through implementation and
extensive evaluation.
The extension of programmability towards the process of content delivery has
also not yet been explored in literature. This presents some interesting prospects
in terms of specifying the behaviour of distributed content delivery platforms,
yet continues a notable trend in this area. In the next chapter we outline the
motivations behind a next-generation content delivery platform. Taking into
account existing infrastructure architectures, this thesis proposes a design which
also encompasses a number of novel features. This includes an emphasis on
utilising the aforementioned new technologies, and deploying them as tools to
aid the process. The design must also consider evolution in delivery technologies,
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particularly those that are adaptive. These may introduce additional implications
to the process, something that existing work has not yet considered.

2.5

Summary

This chapter has presented background material and related work straddling
many different research topics. To begin with, we described the continued importance of the Internet in today’s world. We then identified a particular trend
in the field of networking, which moves towards softwarisation: transitioning
away from fixed hardware-based functionality towards more flexible and agile
software alternatives. Importantly, this is done without compromising current
performance and scalability requirements. This movement has its roots in programmable networking, the concept of which has seen somewhat of a resurgence
with the recent popularity of Software Defined Networking (SDN). When these
same features and desires are applied to the myriad of functions that underpin
modern networks (under the title of Network Functions Virtualisation (NFV)),
further benefits become evident.
A further topic described in this chapter is video, and particularly the distribution of it over Internet architectures. This too is a rapidly evolving field, with
a distinct trend towards the use of commodity hardware and adaptive delivery
techniques. To support the ever-increasing demand for this content, there has
been the need to deploy additional infrastructure and apply novel techniques to
direct requests towards local duplicates. As noted in this chapter, this enables
scalability as well as efficiency; fewer requests are handled at the origin server.
Combining such infrastructure with the application that it supports has led
to the concept of Infrastructure-assisted Applications. Although it is to be noted
that this is a relatively new, and thus underdeveloped, area of research, it has
nonetheless been viewed from a number of different perspectives, including security, resiliency and content delivery. The core commonality across all of these
related items of work is the ability for an application to somehow influence the
form and structure of the underlying infrastructure in a way that aids the application in some way.
It is through this process that we have identified some shortcomings in the
area, particularly in the scope of content delivery. These are follows:
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• There are clear benefits to content delivery by using an infrastructureassisted application, but these have yet to be realised.
• The application of SDN and NFV concepts in this domain has the potential
to impact a number of the underlying functionalities, such as content delivery, infrastructure provision and request redirection. Understanding these
is of paramount importance if provision is to adequately match increased
demand.
• There is also a distinct lack of investigation into how these infrastructures
are impacted with the use of emerging standards for delivering video, which
may have further, as of yet unconsidered, ramifications.
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Chapter 3
Design
In this chapter, we discuss the motivation behind the need to develop universal
content delivery platforms which are both open and programmable. We discuss
how emerging technologies are applicable in this context, and how we can use
them to create a platform for the next-generation of software-based virtualised
functions. We present a novel architecture for achieving this, illustrated through
a comprehensive design. In Section 3.1, we discuss the motivation behind such a
design, and define the aims that such a design should achieve. In Section 3.2, we
discuss how these aims are met in a comprehensive design analysis.

3.1

Motivation and Aims

Given the background and related work described in Chapter 2, it is clear that
there is significant effort centred around the delivery of content and the infrastructures that support such. Over time, these have developed into a large-scale
ecosystem which ensures that content is available to the maximum number of
users and delivered in the timeliest fashion. However, existing platforms do not
make use of advances in technology, nor consider changes in thinking concerning the design of network services. In this chapter, we outline a number of core
requirements central to both present and future content delivery platforms. Further to this, we consider the motivation behind a universal approach which is
both open and programmable. This includes the use of emerging technologies
and service paradigms. Ultimately, this enables both new research opportunities
as well as disruptive business models.
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3.1.1

Content Delivery Fundamentals

Any content delivery platform must satisfy a number of core functions. The most
important of these is that it must ensure that it can always satisfy a users request.
This can be achieved in a number of ways, including pre-loading content ready
to serve to a client, retrieving content in response to a user request, or serving
content already stored within the cache. A cache in this case is a collection of
objects or files that have been previously retrieved from an origin server, and now
retained to enable requests to be handled internally. Regardless of the method,
this must be completed in a timely fashion, ensuring that the user experiences no
degradation in service. A comparison in this case can be made between fetching
content directly from the origin server (where the content is located by default)
or fetching the content from a cache.
The baseline scenario for a cache is that content is delivered at approximately
the same latency and throughput as though it was requested from the origin
server. However, in ideal circumstances, the cache should be able to handle a
request in a much smaller time frame and with a higher observed throughput.
Evidently, achieving this will at least partially rely on the placement of the cache,
and the resources that this affords. Nonetheless, the design of a cache should
ensure that no impairments are introduced in this process.
Given that caches are often deployed to ensure availability of content, a design
should be capable of handling a large number of requests simultaneously. The
amount of incoming requests will largely fluctuate given the time of day and the
placement of the cache (and thus the number of potential clients). A design must
therefore be able to handle the maximum possible number of requests expected in
a peak period. During these times, it is again important not to degrade the service
received by the user. In particular, it is imperative to avoid content becoming
unavailable due to service interruption, especially as a cache is typically deployed
to avoid such a situation.
Where a high volume of requests may overwhelm a single server, such as
the origin server, the aim of a cache is to ensure that this load is more evenly
balanced. As before, this can be partly accomplished through the intelligent
placement of content replicas. Similarly, scaling the hardware deployment can
also aid in ensuring that there is sufficient resources to meet the level of requests;
through provisioning more capability, more simultaneous requests can be handled.
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However, it is important that the underlying design makes the most efficient use
of resources, regardless of what is provisioned. This prolongs the need to expand
resource allocation, especially important when this is a long-term process that is
both time and capital intensive.
Another fundamental aim of any cache is to provide network efficiency. In
addition to taking load off the server, a direct effect of the caching process is a
distinct reduction in the network traffic flowing towards the origin server. This
includes any request having to traverse the network between the client and the
aforementioned server. In some cases, this may even be a metered transit connection. The efficiencies gained by serving the content locally, and thus reducing the
unicast flows, ensures that only the initial flow has to be handled in the external
network; that is, there is a single flow that retrieves the initial object from the
server. Instead, the unicast flows are now internalised between the client and the
cache. This cache would be based either within the same network, or at least at
the edge, to attain maximum efficiency.
Another core design feature, present in all modern content delivery networks,
is that they are capable of being distributed. By hosting content in multiple locations, providers can ensure a minimal round-trip time when replying to requests
for content. It also allows the tailoring of caches dependent on the connected
customers, hosting content specific to that region. To realise this distribution,
a level of coordination and cooperation is necessary. This is achieved through
the passing of messages between constituent entities. A design should therefore
aim to define this process in a rigid way, allowing entities to join and leave seamlessly and as required. This may be facilitated by the specification of a discovery
mechanism. Furthermore, there should be a level of abstraction which provides
operators with the ability to address a group of elements as one. This is particularly important in an environment where similar elements may co-exist closely
together, and presents an opportunity to simplify the control and command of
these elements.

3.1.2

Programmable Control

In Section 2.2.2, we described Software Defined Networking (SDN), a new paradigm
for computer networking. It allows for greater management over the underlying
forwarding with in a network. Traditional control decisions are separated from
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hardware-based appliances and placed into software. This enables programmability in the network, as applications can define custom network behaviour and
manipulate this on-the-fly.
Thus far, these concepts have not been applied to the field of content delivery.
A design should aim to evaluate the effectiveness of this technology to forward
requests for content to a nearby cache. A programmable approach to this process may have other advantages, such as the ability to modify existing redirects
almost instantaneously. There has been numerous comparisons made between
the effectiveness of different redirection techniques [112], including a focus on the
predominant DNS-based technique used today [152]. However, due to newness of
SDN, it has not yet been considered in this comparison.
The design should also aim extend this programmability to the cache deployment itself. A well-defined interface can be used to achieve this by allowing
critical operations to be determined and modified during runtime. To aid programmability, this should also aim to provide feedback and statistics to the user.
This allows the development of applications that are reactive in nature, ensuring
that the decisions made in the underlying cache are both timely and appropriate.
Programmability should also be extended to the underlying infrastructure.
In fact, the ability to dynamically allocate resources according to the needs of
a program is a core concept within Network Function Virtualisation (NFV). As
described in Section 2.2.3, NFV is a concerted moved towards more flexible and
virtualised functions for use in the network. Given that content delivery networks
are one of the recognised use cases [47], it is clearly a pertinent example.
In existing content delivery networks, CDN nodes (the entities that serve the
content to the users), are physical devices, dedicated to the purpose. This approach can be viewed as inflexible, as the hardware is provisioned in order to
serve content during peak demand. During periods of unexpected demand, such
as flash-crowds, this resource provision can be challenged. However, upgrading the hardware requires foresight and preparation, as well as increased capital
expenditure. Hosting dedicate nodes per CDN can also increase operation complexity, especially if they are managed devices. As mentioned previously, content
delivery is a constantly changing field, and the ability to create new software
rather than hardware is a distinct advantage in order to remain agile.
In order to address these challenges, a design should ensure that the constituent components of a CDN be realised entirely in software. These elements
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can then be run on generic virtualised infrastructure, shared with other components and functions. This allows the CDN to release resources when they are not
in use. Given the periodic nature of user requests [163], a solution should be able
to dynamically resize the provision when demand is not present.

3.1.3

Open Processes and Interfaces

In today’s world, there is an ever present trade-off between closed and open
innovation; each has their own merits. In terms of content delivery platforms,
many of the existing solutions are proprietary and a closely guarded commercial
secret. When a customer approaches a content delivery network, they do not
necessarily need to understand the details of how and where their content is
delivered from; they are simply paying for a service to enable their content to be
distributed widely.
However, an open solution has a distinct set of advantages, which includes
transparency and an understanding of the underlying mechanisms. Given an
open solution, it is possible to effectively modify the fundamental behaviour of a
deployment to suit the necessary requirements. When combined with a modular
design (as discussed in Section 3.1.4), it presents the opportunity to create a
community in which modules can be shared and refined between users. This
allows developers to build modules and distribute them to others without the need
for duplicated effort, and with the benefit of combined wisdom and knowledge.
In cases where content providers do not need to understand the complexity of a
deployment, any implementation must be easy to deploy and maintain so that
operators are not burdened with the complexity of managing such a solution.
In Section 2.4, we discussed a continued trend towards increased collaboration
between content distribution networks and Internet service providers. Through
the sharing of information, they hope to further optimise the benefits of delivering
content from a cache. An open and accessible method of enabling this exchange
of information to continue, and eventually become commonplace, is to the benefit
of all parties involved.
It is believed that this information sharing may also be extended beyond
the aforementioned organisations, and opened up to other potential interested
parties. Examples include those that do not currently have any influence over
the caching process, such as content creators. As they may have detailed and
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specific knowledge of their own libraries and catalogues, this can be exploited to
realise further efficiency gains.

3.1.4

Flexible Deployment

Any design should also be capable of operating in a myriad of possible deployment
scenarios. For example, this could be a small-scale cache node deployed in a users
home, constrained by a small amount of storage, available bandwidth and limited
processing capability. Similarly, it should be possible to deploy the same solution
in a data-centre scenario, where resources are abundant and it is relatively trivial
to scale resources dependent on demand and availability. The same could be
said for any deployment in-between these two extremes, such as in a Internet
Point-of-Presence or even within an operators network. In order to achieve this,
it is necessary to build a solution under a universal code-base. This is, the
software can be run on a multitude of platforms. The software should also scale
to the resources it has available, with the operational constraints being either
automatically discovered or manually defined.
As the methods for content delivery have changed over time, the infrastructure
to support such has changed with it. However, this technological innovation is a
constantly ongoing process, with new techniques persistently revolutionising how
we meet the demand for content. Evidently, any design needs to be sufficiently
flexible to adapt these changes. In Section 2.3.1.6, we observed how delivery
technologies are now moving towards the use of adaptive streaming techniques
matched with commodity HTTP servers. Support for this technology should be
critical in any design. In Sections 2.3.1.3, 2.3.1.4 and 2.3.1.7, we noted a number
of alternative technologies, all equally capable of delivering content, but with
vastly different methods of doing so. Ensuring that any design supports both
current and future technologies is an important design aim. A modular design
enables this; existing functionality can be replaced, as well as new functionality
trialled and added, when the need arises.
Similarly, the process of redirecting requests should also be independent of
protocol or request: it should also be transparent in use, and without the requirement that clients have to configure their devices or download additional
software to take advantage of content delivered from the cache. It should also
offer compatibility with existing services found in the network, such as firewalls.
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Importantly, the realisation of the design should also work in harmony with existing content delivery platforms, regardless of their location in the Internet. This
provides a viable integration path, and does not preclude services from using
a multitude of means to ensure that their content is available to the greatest
amount of users.

3.1.5

Summary

In this section, we have identified a number of features to be used in the design
and implementation of a next-generation content delivery platform. In Table 3.1,
we collect and provide a summary of each of these desired design attributes.
Core Functionality

Programmable Control

Open Processes and Interfaces

Incur no additional impairment to the content delivery process
Handle a large number of simultaneous requests
Efficiently utilise given resources
Exploit network efficiency by satisfying requests closer to the user
Operate in a distributed fashion
Evaluate the effectiveness of SDN in a content delivery context
Explore new ways of controlling CDNs
Extend programmability to the infrastructure
Bring content delivery functionality into software
Provide a transparent and open alternative to existing CDNs
Foster a community to develop useful functionality
Define well-documented and open interfaces
Increase cooperation between CDNs and other interested parties

Table 3.1: Feature Summary

3.2

Architecture and Design

In this section, we discuss how the aforementioned aims will be met with an overall design. This design will also become the basis for a prototype implementation,
discussed later in Chapter 4. The OpenCache architecture contains a number of
layers. The components in each of these layers work in harmony to achieve the
goals set out in the previous section. In the scope of OpenCache, a number of
existing technologies and techniques will be used, combined with novel functionality implemented in a number of new components; namely the OpenCache node,
controller and the optional proxy. It also includes a well-defined interface, which
should afford an unprecedented level of control and configuration to operators
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over their deployment and resources. These components are described in the
following section.
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Figure 3.1: Layers of the OpenCache Architecture
The layers (and constituent components) are illustrated in Figure 3.1. At
the top of this architecture is the application layer, responsible for defining the
behaviour of the caches. This is where third-party developers and operators
will interact with the whole deployment to create the functionality that they
require in their particular deployment scenario. It is described in further detail
in Section 3.2.4.
Below the application layer is the control layer (described in more detail in
Section 3.2.2), and is responsible for orchestrating the remaining layers, notably
the service and redirection layers. This is shown as two split vertical layers in
the figure: one containing the external components and one containing the integral OpenCache controller. In reality, these would be present in the same layer;
they’re illustrated as such only for clarity. The OpenCache controller interacts
with these existing control entities, which includes Software Defined Networking
(SDN) controllers and computer controllers, in order to provide flexible resource
allocation and network forwarding.
The service layer, described in Section 3.2.1, contains a number of distributed
caches in the form of OpenCache nodes, whom directly serve content in response
to user requests. The final and lowest layer is the redirection layer, described in
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Section 3.2.3. This layer redirects user requests towards the caches using a variety
of means, including direct modification of the forwarding layer and through the
use of an OpenCache proxy, designed to further backwards compatibility.
It is important to note that in Figure 3.1, communication between the various
elements is signified by a connecting line. If the line is dashed, this is communication using an internal protocol, designed to enable OpenCache nodes and
proxies to be controlled from the OpenCache controller. Similarly, the applications interact with the controller using a protocol developed especially for this
architecture. In the case of dotted lines, this signifies communication using an
existing third-party protocol, designed in each case to enable the elements to be
controlled or communicated with (but not built specifically for OpenCache).

3.2.1
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Figure 3.2: OpenCache Node Design
The service layer is at the core of the OpenCache design. The sole component
of this layer is the OpenCache node, illustrated in Figure 3.2. This node consists
of a number of modules, and is responsible for delivering the content to the user.
As such, it is the actual realisation of a cache and responsible for storing the
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content. It will subsequently deliver this when requested by a client.
At the heart of the OpenCache Node is the core module. This orchestrates
the other remaining modules, including communicating changes in state, creating
and destroying services and responding to commands made through the interface.
In this case, communication between modules is established through the use of a
connecting dashed line1 . This inter-module communication is preformed through
method calls and returns between each module.
Attached to the core module is a number of other modules. This includes the
state module, responsible for maintaining the state of the OpenCache node as a
whole, and also of the individual services running alongside it. This also allows
the core module to respond to interface calls for statistics, as well as providing
an important role for the underlying services. In this case, the state module
maintains a representation of the content objects that are currently stored by the
cache, and the location of them on any of the various storage mediums. It also
maintains the state of each service, enabling the core module to report any issues
or defects to the control layer.
When an OpenCache node begins operation, it will typically need some initial
configuration, mainly so that it can connect to the wider OpenCache deployment;
this is handled by the configuration module. As time progresses and the node begins operation, additional configuration may be disseminated to the node. In this
case, the configuration will be modified and the node will operate in a modified
manner.
This configuration, and in fact any communication within the scope of OpenCache, will be achieved through interaction with two modules: namely the interface and discovery modules. The discovery module will be used in the first
instance to broadcast the presence of a new OpenCache node to the overarching
control framework. Once this has been established, communication will migrate
across to the interface module, which has a much broader and richer capability.
It is through the interface module that the OpenCache node will be controlled
and configured during its operation. This is signified through the use of a dotted
line to represent external communication between itself an external OpenCache
controller2 . This external communication is discussed further in Section 3.2.4.
1

The use of a dashed line to represent internal module communication is consistent amongst
the remaining figures of this chapter.
2
The use of a dotted line to represent external communication is consistent amongst the
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The main functionality afforded by this interface is the ability to start and
stop service modules. In the scope of OpenCache, a service represents a specific
set of content to be served. This is defined through the use of an OpenCache
expression: a pattern passed to the service module on startup that defines the
content that a service should handle. This can be intentionally specific, or utilise
wild-carding to enable more generic sets of content to be served. An expression
can also define content from multiple locations, such as a set of geographically
distributed servers. A service is always started, and subsequently controller,
through the interface module: the interface provides operations such as stopping
and pausing a service. An OpenCache node will typically consist of multiple
services, running simultaneously. Under normal conditions, each of these services
will be serving a unique set of content.
When a service starts, it will not hold any content. Without interference from
the control layer, this will remain true until an initial user request arrives. Once
this occurs, the service will check (via the core module) with the state module to
discover if this content is already stored. As the service has just started, this is
unlikely to be the case, and thus, a cache-miss event is created. At this point, the
service module will request the content from the origin server. Once this has been
retrieved, it will be delivered to the client, satisfying their request. Importantly,
the node will also store this content.
This storage of content is achieved through utilisation of a storage module.
Each of these storage modules is unique to a type and/or location of storage. The
decision of which storage module to use is determined through the core module.
Once content is retrieved and a request has been handled, the service module will
then store this content on a chosen storage module. This enables the content to
be served in response to future requests. Importantly, an OpenCache node should
be able to support numerous underlying storage technologies and locations for
such storage. Multiple services can also share the same underlying storage.
When a subsequent request for content arrives at the same service module,
the process is repeated. However, in this case, the query to the state module will
yield a positive result. This is a cache-hit event, as the content is already located
on the node. As such, the result will contain the location of such content on
the underlying storage module. The service can then retrieve this, and use it to
remaining figures of this chapter.
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serve the content to the user. Importantly, the content does not have to retrieved
from the origin server, reduce the load on the network. The response to this
request will also be completed in a more timely manner, as there is significantly
less latency involved when retrieving a file from a storage module as apposed to
retrieving it across a network.
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Figure 3.3: OpenCache Controller Design
As mentioned previously, the OpenCache design also includes a control layer.
This layer will typically consist of one or more OpenCache controllers, and may
also be accompanied with third-party controllers for software-defined networking
and compute resources. The design of this OpenCache controller is illustrated in
Figure 3.3. This controller is responsible for the behaviour of all of its connected
nodes, with each node having a connection to a single controller. Typically, a
node will stay connected to a controller until terminated or migrated to another
controller.
Much like the node design presented in the previous section, a core module is
at the heart of the controller design. This module ensures that the other modules
are coordinated. As with the node, this coordination is achieved through the
calling of functions located in the other connected modules. The controller will
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also use the return values to determine if the calls have been successful or to
gather additional information.
The configuration module configures the controller on start-up, much like the
node. However, in the case of the controller, this configuration is rather static,
and will likely remain for the duration of the controllers lifetime. As much of
the application logic is located in the nodes themselves, it is unlikely that the
behaviour of a controller will change.
However, the behaviour of the underlying services can be modified using one of
the interface modules found in the OpenCache controller. It is important to note
that the OpenCache controller has two of these modules. One of these module is
north facing; that is, it allows external applications to interact with OpenCache
controller in order to modify the behaviour of underlying OpenCache nodes. The
south-facing interface module is responsible for direct communication with these
nodes.
Often, many of the calls to the OpenCache controller on the north-bound
interface directly translate to a number of calls on the south-bound interface.
That is, an external application will make a call to the controller, which will then
determine the destination of these calls, and send them directly to the relevant
nodes. Ensuring that the correct nodes and/or services receive the messages is
the responsibility of the OpenCache controller. This accuracy can be achieved because the controller has an overall awareness of the state of each of the connected
OpenCache nodes.
The aggregation of calls in the north-bound interface module also allows the
design of the interface to remain rather generic, whilst allowing the controller
to handle the complexity of knowing where and how to communicate with the
connected nodes. It also provides a form of aggregation to the application layer,
allowing a single interface through which a number of OpenCache nodes (and the
services running upon them) can be controlled in synchrony. This functionality
should also allow a form of selection, in that both individual or groups of specific
nodes can be addressed in a call. This is a key feature of the design when used
in flexible, service-based approach.
The availability of a single north-bound interface also provides a focal point
of authority when working with an OpenCache deployment, and allows security,
verification and authorisation to be readily enforced. Similarly, the controllernode architecture proposed in the OpenCache design is also an important way to
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secure the channel between the two layers. In this case, there is only one possible
way for a third-party to interact with the OpenCache deployment, and this is
through the north-bound interface module: it is prohibited to communicate with
a node directly. This too ensures consistency in the controller state module,
but also ensures that the responses received from the use of the interface are
guaranteed accurate.
OC Con‐
troller

OC Con‐
troller

OC Node

OC Node

OC Con‐
troller

OC Node

OC Node

OC Con‐
troller

OC Node

OC Node

Figure 3.4: OpenCache Controller Hierarchy
The north-bound interface module also presents an interesting design possibility for the OpenCache architecture. Rather than relying on a single control
element to command all of the available OpenCache nodes, this same interface
can also facilitate a form of hierarchical control. This is possible because of similarities in the operation of the north-bound and south-bound interface modules,
which utilise a very similar command structure. As such, the overarching controller should have no knowledge as to whether it is communicating directly with
a set of nodes or through another controller, illustrated in Figure 3.4. This should
help to alleviate scalability and reliability concerns present if a single-controller
approach was adopted in a deployment. This design feature also furthers the
aggregation facility offered in the interface module, by allowing a controller to be
co-located with a group of nodes. This is particularly appropriate in a virtualised
scenario, where a group of nodes may be commanded to work as if they were
a single node; useful in situations where load needs to be distributed between
instances.
In addition to these state modifying calls, the OpenCache architecture also
incorporates some internal mechanisms, not exposed through the north-bound
interface module. These are used to monitor the availability and state of both the
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OpenCache nodes and the services running upon them. This should be achieved
through a heartbeat mechanism, which is a periodic communication between each
of the entities. Piggybacked onto these messages are fresh sets of statistics and
metrics, ensuring that the state module within the controller can be updated
with the most recent version of information. These statistics include items such
as the amount of objects stored, the size of those objects, and how many cachehits and cache-misses have been observed. The controller keeps a local copy of
this information to ensure calls to the north-bound interface module are served
quickly, without having to specifically retrieve metrics from each node. This also
reduces messaging overhead, although it can be overridden if necessary.
Importantly, the OpenCache controller also communicates with other controllayer elements, including the SDN controller and compute controllers. For instance, when communicating with an SDN controller, the redirection module
allows OpenCache to modify the behaviour of the network’s forwarding layer. In
the scope of the OpenCache design, this is used as the primary means to redirect
requests for content towards a specific cache node.
Evidently, when a new service is started on an OpenCache node, a matching
forwarding rule needs to be included in the network. In these cases, ordering
and consistency is paramount; if a forwarding rule is installed prior to the service
becoming ready, forwarded requests will be rejected or timed-out by the service,
resulting in the user being unable to retrieve the content, and thus a degradation
in their overall experience. This situation must be avoided at all costs. As a
result, the OpenCache controller is the sole entity in the OpenCache design that
can introduce these forwarding rules. It will only send a request to modify the
forwarding plane to the SDN controller when it can guarantee that a service is
ready to accept user requests. Through the use of the south-bound interface
module, the controller can update and modify the state module to ensure that it
always has the current view of the state of the OpenCache deployment, ensuring
this consistency between the network and the running services.
The compute interface module enables an OpenCache controller to communicate with a distributed, virtualised hardware resource. In this case, it will likely
be a form of compute hypervisor. With this interface, the OpenCache controller
should be able to create, destroy and modify instances of OpenCache nodes in a
dynamic and flexible fashion. As with much of the functionality in OpenCache,
this will typically be in response to a call made to the north-bound interface
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module. In this case, example usage includes requests for new OpenCache nodes
in response to flash-crowds, migration of resources to different locations due to
potential cost savings, or suspension of resources due inactivity amongst the user
base. In each of these cases, the OpenCache controller will communicate with
the computer controller to ensure that this occurs. These changes should then
be reflected in the underlying resource provision, using whatever mechanisms the
compute controller supports.
As with the OpenCache node, the controller also features a discovery module.
This facilitates the connection of new OpenCache nodes, and ensure that they
are then migrated across to the south-bound interface module once a satisfactory
state has been reached. This feature is particularly important in an environment
where the compute interface module is used. In these scenarios, a number of
nodes may be dynamically brought online to in response to some criteria being
met (as illustrated in Figure 3.1). The discovery module can be used to ensure
that the nodes connect quickly and efficiently, allowing the resources to be used as
soon as possible. This mechanism also enables the nodes to start with minimum
configuration, allowing the controller to determine how they should operate once
available.

3.2.3

Redirection Layer

As mentioned in the previous section, OpenCache will typically modify the underlying network by communicating with an SDN controller. This communication
will indicate, through whatever means necessary, the desire of the OpenCache
controller to modify the forwarding plane. Although this communication occurs
at the control layer, the changes are realised at the redirection layer. This layer
consists of two main parts, the first of which is the network forwarding described
previously.
To achieve the necessary redirection functionality, the forwarding layer is explicitly modified to ensure that requests for content are redirected towards a
chosen cache. One of the design aims declared in Section 3.1 was that this process should be transparent; in other words, the client should not be aware of
the process. The only requirement in this case is that the SDN controller has
responsibility for at least one forwarding element in the path between the client
and the origin server.
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As OpenCache will operate the redirection in a reactive style, rather than
a catch-all proxy-based approach, modifications will only be made if a request
matches a specific set of criteria. This criteria is defined in the passed OpenCache expression: a flexible approach to both coarse and fine-grained content
redirection. The redirection will occur by modifying a flow within the network.
As mentioned in the previous section, the flow will only be modified if there is
a service already started; it is a one-to-one mapping between a modification and
a service in this case. When this occurs, packets will be redirected away from
the origin server and towards the cache, where the request for content will be
handled. Supposing the content is already stored on the cache, this prevents the
content from being delivered over the link(s) between the client and the origin
server.
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Figure 3.5: OpenCache Proxy Design
The modular design of OpenCache allows other potential redirection techniques to be used, including those outlined in Section 2.3.2.3. In order to support
these, the OpenCache design also proposes the inclusion of a proxy element, illustrated in Figure 3.5. Importantly, this is an optional component, used in a
select few scenarios, and is not required for the fundamental operation of the rest
of the OpenCache architecture.
The OpenCache proxy is not a catch-all proxy, nor equivalent to a proxy cache.
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Instead, the proxy operates by creating a number of broker instances. Each of
these instances is responsible for receiving user requests, regardless of where they
came from. Whereas an OpenCache node service module expects a specific set of
requests, usually redirected towards the node by modifying the forwarding layer
of a network, the broker module does not make such an assumption. Instead, it
will handle each individual request, regardless of where it came from or is destined
to.

Once a request is received at a broker module, it will lookup the potential
destination for a request using state module. If a positive response is returned,
the module will forward this request towards the correct OpenCache node. In
this case, this will be a node with the appropriate service running, which will then
take over responsibility for handling the request. This method allows requests to
be redirected to a single point in the infrastructure; the proxy then handles the
rest.

The proxy includes a single interface module, which is used for communication between it and the controlling OpenCache controller. It is not envisaged
that OpenCache proxies will be created and destroyed on demand, and a such, a
discovery module is not required. A proxy will typically start with a set number
of broker instances, configured statically through the configuration module. The
OpenCache controller will then periodically update the proxy to ensure that it
is aware of the available service running on OpenCache nodes, as well as their
location and current state. This ensures that the controller has full command
over the proxy, and as with the redirection module in the controller, ensures that
consistency is maintained and that requests are always handled most appropriately.

In most cases, the OpenCache proxy will not be necessary, as the forwarding
provided by the underlying software defined network should provide the necessary
functionality. However, it is important to consider different technologies and also
the capability of existing software defined networking technologies in potential
paths to migration. As such, the proxy can be used to overcome some of these
challenges, and is considered critical in doing so.
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Method
start
stop
pause

Input(s)
expression, node, tag
expression, node, tag
expression, node, tag

move
fetch
seed
stat
register
describe
tag
create
destroy

expression,
expression,
expression,
expression,
expression,
node
node, tag
expression
node

from, to
node, tag, target
node, tag
node, tag
node, tag, alert

Function
Create a new service on a node
Halt a running service on a node
Halt a running service on a node, without removing
the associated content objects
Move a running service to a different node
Pre-emptively fetch content object for a service
Define equivalent services
Retrieve statistics related to a service or node
Subscribe to a particular event occurring
Retrieve the capabilities of a node
Define an arbitrary identifier for a node
Create a new instance of a node
Destroy a node instance

Table 3.2: OpenCache Methods

3.2.4

Application Layer

The application layer is found at the top of the OpenCache architecture. It is at
this layer where the actual behaviour and operation of the cache deployment is
determined. This is achieved through interaction with the north-bound interface
module found in the OpenCache controller. Through use of this interface a developer can perform numerous operations on the cache. To achieve the required
programmability, a number of methods are outlined in Table 3.2. This includes
a set of inputs which should be included in the method call, as well as a brief
description of the expected functionality in each case.
This interface allows the developer to define the specific set of nodes that a call
is being addressed towards. This can include a single node, a set of nodes or even
all of the nodes under the control of the OpenCache controller. Similar granularity
is offered on a service-level, with services being capable of being addressed by
the OpenCache expression they were started with. With this functionality, the
developer does not have to be concerned about the location or method by which
these commands are disseminated; this is the responsibility of the controller and
handled using its internal knowledge of the connected OpenCache nodes and the
services running upon them.
To compliment this addressing, OpenCache will also support both the allocation and usage of an arbitrary description given to an OpenCache node. This can
be used to define a custom subset of nodes. This is particularly useful in cases
where nodes may be physically co-located (such as in a data-centre) or if a set of
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nodes have a particular resource not common amongst the rest of the deployment
(such as SSD-backed storage).
Core methods include the ability to start and stop individual service modules on specific OpenCache nodes, as well as temporarily pausing them. It also
includes the ability to move existing services between nodes. These methods
provide fine-grained control over individual services, providing this in full to any
application.
Table 3.2 also outlines some of the advanced functionality of OpenCache.
In Section 3.1, we identified some of the gaps present in current cache design,
namely pre-fetching and de-duplication. As with the other functionality, these
are controlled solely through the interface. In the case of fetch, this allows a
user to define the content that they want to be fetched in advanced. This can
be beneficial when the developers have access to additional information, such as
popularity metrics, or algorithms designed to predict the frequency of requests.
Similarly, the de-duplication functions are defined explicitly using seed. By taking this approach, a developer can avoid duplication through an understanding of
alternative locations of their own data. This may be derived through collaboration with other content delivery platforms, or some geographical understanding
of how requests are redirected (in the case of DNS usage).
As described in Section 3.1, the OpenCache architecture needs to offer rich
reporting and statistics to application developers. This is realised through a stat
method call, available to applications in this layer. This functionality enables
applications to make decisions and operations given the greatest amount of information possible, including both application and resource information. Thanks
to the heartbeat mechanism, a developer can ensure that any changes to the
underlying OpenCache deployment are both timely and appropriate; this is, the
information that they receive is current. These features are complimented with
a call-back mechanism, which allows the application to react to changes in the
conditions immediately, without having to constantly poll the interface to retrieve
statistics.
The OpenCache architecture is specifically designed to be self-contained. This
allows the resource allocation (and subsequent deployment of nodes and services)
to be increased and decreased on-demand. In addition to the service-level manipulation described previously, additional methods allow nodes to be created and
destroyed as required. This enables OpenCache to adapt to load on-the-fly, which
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is achieved not only on an infrastructure and service level, but also in the network
through an SDN-enabled dynamic redirection mechanism. The collaboration and
synchrony of these elements is key to ensuring the availability and consistency of
a service.
The applications that reside in this layer can be structured in any way, and
programmed in any language as desired by the developer. The only requirement
is that they have compatibility with the technology used to create the interface to the controller. As such, the application layer facilitates a wide range of
programming types and styles, and should suit many potential applications of
OpenCache.

3.3

Discussion

The architecture described in the previous section is designed to meet the aforementioned goals and aims. Much of the arrangement of the architecture is based
on similar fundamental designs found in the distributed compute and software
defined networking fields. In particular, the one-to-many relationship between
the OpenCache nodes and the controller is inspired that used in the OpenFlow
technology previously described in Section 2.2.2.1. This provides an air of familiarity to operators, whilst enabling scalability at the service layer. Importantly, it
also allows the control layer to be hierarchical, which is illustrated in Figure 3.4.
The OpenCache architecture requires significant development in the cases
of the OpenCache node, controller and proxy. Importantly though, it utilises
existing technologies, such as the software defined networking and compute virtualisation, to lessen the necessary time spent. OpenCache is also designed to be
universally deployable; that is, it should be able to run on the largest possible
subset of both hardware and operating systems. This is realised by developing
OpenCache in programming language that has significant compatibility, and also
a wide range of support. As mentioned previously, the aim is to make OpenCache easy to deploy for user who are unconcerned with the internal details. As
such, OpenCache should be packaged in a way that it can be run out-of-the-box,
without the need for extensive configuration.
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Chapter 4
Implementation
In the previous chapter, we described the components that make up the OpenCache architecture. We also discussed the utilisation of existing elements, such as
third-party network and computer controllers, and software-defined networking
forwarding elements. Once these are taken into consideration, there is a number of elements that must be implemented specifically for use in the OpenCache
architecture.
The core elements (those that are necessary for the operation of OpenCache)
are described in Section 4.1. The implementation of a number of additional tools
are also described in this section. For example, a graphical user interface, implemented specifically to allow users to interact with an OpenCache deployment in
a visual way, is described in Section 4.2. A number of example applications are
also implemented in Section 4.3. These utilise the OpenCache API specified in
Section 4.1.4 to demonstrate the flexibility and control offered by such. Finally in
Section 4.4, we also present the implementation of a tool used in a later chapter
to evaluate certain facets of OpenCache.

4.1

OpenCache Core

The items described in this section are the core components of OpenCache, specifically implemented for the purposes of realising the OpenCache architecture.
These contributions satisfy the requirements established in Sections 3.1 and 3.2
by providing the fundamental capability of a distributed and controllable cache
deployment. In this section, we discuss the implementation details of each.
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As discussed in the previous design, OpenCache follows a modular implementation. This aids the community development of additional modules, which can
simply be swapped in to alter the functionality of a given component. Each of
these modules share some commonality in the way they are built.
In order to satisfy the flexible deployment requirements laid out in Section 3.1.4, all of these modules are built using the Python programming language [1]. In particular, version 2.7 of Python was used. This was chosen because
it is the variant with the greatest amount of both support and libraries. Although
Python has since evolved into the version 3.0 specification, version 2.x variants
still see a significant amount of usage due to their familiarity and the range of
libraries currently available. Python 3 changes the language significantly, and
breaks background compatibility. As a result, the OpenCache core is developed
entirely using version 2.7. However, there is no reason why the implementation
could not be ported to run on this newer runtime in the future; at present there
is no real justification to do so.

4.1.1

Shared Library

All of the modules in the OpenCache core share some basic functionality1 . In
order to reduce code duplication, these are provided in a standalone Python
module. This enables this functionality to be compartmentalised and updated
without effecting the implementation of the other modules. Through the use of
Python’s packaging system, installing this library is as simple as including it in
the requirements specification for the relevant component.
This module includes support for logging, which enables an OpenCache component to supply in-depth information to the user during running. In this case,
the library utilises the in-built logging module [15]. The configuration provided
by module grants OpenCache with a flexible capability to output logs in different formats, including to stdout and to a file. In the case of writing to a log
file, this module supports standard specifications for logging output, including
time-stamping and verbosity. It also enables log rotation, ensuring that log files
never consume excessive resources. This is particularly important if the module
is running on a resource constrained device and the resources would be more effectively allocated to store the cache content (rather than a large log file). The
1

https://github.com/opencache-project/opencache-lib
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logging functionality provides important runtime information, which allows the
user to determine if the cache is operating normally. Furthermore, the logging
also enables debug output to be stored, important during both the implementation and deployment phases, as issues can be discovered and remedied quickly
and effectively. The same logging module also enables simultaneous output; that
is, logging output can be sent to multiple locations simultaneously.
The shared library also includes basic file system functionality used by each
of the OpenCache modules to manage folders used for logging and debug output.
Importantly, these methods are not used for storing the content objects used in
the caching process. Instead, this is handled in the module itself, and will be
discussed later.
Much of the communication desired from the interface described in Section 3.2.4 is realised using the JSON-RPC protocol, version 2.0. This was chosen
as the candidate protocol not only for the internal OpenCache communication,
but also for the external application interface. JSON-RPC was deemed as the
most appropriate due to its ease of use, availability of supporting libraries and
human readability (particularly as it is self-describing). The specification rigidly
defines the format of a dictionary in JSON format, and consists a two main object
types: the request and response.
When a request is made, the string must consist of the following members:
jsonrpc, method, params and id. The jsonrpc field contains the version of JSONRPC used, in this case 2.0. The method field will contain the name of the method
to be invoked on the called module. params contains the passed variables for this
call. If multiple are to be passed, this can be in the form of a nested dictionary,
a list or one of the other numerous supported data types in JSON. Finally, the
id field is used to uniquely identify the call. The object returned in response to
this request must contain the same value within the id field so that the correct
response can be accurately determined. If the id field is omitted during a request,
the responder assumes that this is a notification, in which case no response is
required.
The response object has a similar implementation, albeit without the inclusion
of the method and params keys. In replacement of these, the result and error
fields are now included. If the method has been a success, a response must contain
the result field with an appropriate value. This may be the result of a calculation,
or indication of a change in state. The error field has its own specification, and
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within the appropriate value contains the following keys: code, message and data.
The value of code corresponds to one of the codes outlined in the specification,
including JSON parse errors, method not found and invalid parameters. The
message field will contain a short description of the error, whilst the data field
can include additional information, including further nested error objects.
The JSON-RPC specification also includes support for batching. This enables
multiple calls to be sent at once, which is important in cases where the order of
execution is paramount. Batched requests take the format of an ordered list. The
corresponding results are also returned in the same corresponding order, with the
exception that notifications will be omitted due to the fact that they do not
require a response.
Given this specification, the shared library handles basic JSON-RPC functionality for each of the following modules, including handling the request and
response objects, as well as creating error objects where necessary. In all cases,
the library will marshal the given functions into a suitable call object, or inversely,
parse the returned object into a Python object ready for the receiving module
to utilise. JSON-RPC satisfies all the functional requirements for both internal
and external interfaces, as we will demonstrate through evaluation in Section 5.3.
Further details on the actual contents of the various interfaces is discussed in
Section 4.1.4.
Finally, the shared library also provides basic functionality for the OpenCache
expressions. As discussed in Section 3.2.3, these are used to define sets of content
that should be cached within OpenCache. The library offers parsing support
for these expressions, which are based loosely on Python’s regular expression
pattern syntax [37]. Importantly, the library does not dictate the functionality or
behaviour given one of these expressions; only the parsing and compliance with
the format is handled in the shared library.

4.1.2

Node

As discussed in Section 3.2.1, the OpenCache node2 consists of a number of
smaller components. This arrangement is illustrated in Figure 3.2. These components are realised as individual python modules, which together compose the
module as a whole. For example, the core module is the main executable for
2

https://github.com/opencache-project/opencache-node
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this component, and contains the necessary code to initialise the other connected
objects. Importantly, in order to retain a modular design, this module handles
all communication between objects, and contains very little functionality within
itself. However, it does provide monitoring capability for the accompanying modules, particularly the service modules. In this case, it monitors the availability
and uptime of each of these to ensure that any of the statistics fed back to the
controller are true and correct.
Importantly, the controller needs to be alerted to a change in the availability
of these services to ensure that the redirections in place are appropriate. For
example, if a service ceases to serve content for whatever reason, the redirects
need to be removed immediately as not to effect the users request and prevent
service being disrupted. The core module is also manages a central logging facility,
used by both itself and the other modules that together constitute the OpenCache
node. As mentioned previously, the core module also has responsibility to ensure
that the other components contain the required methods before they are allowed
to run. This ensures consistency whilst providing the flexibility for alternative
implementations to be used.
The state module is responsible for storing information on the running service
instances, including the various statistics outlined previously in the design. It is
also used to store the location (upon the relevant file system) and details of
the individual content objects stored by each of the services. Such storage and
retrieval of information is well-suited to use of database, especially as persistent
storage and search functionality is required. Given this, the implementation
of the state module is rather a thin layer of compatibility for the underlying
database. This is intentionally implemented as such to allow different database
technologies and style to be used. For the purposes of this implementation, we
use a MongoDB [18] database.
MongoDB is a NoSQL database: it an unstructured data store, whereby data
is retrieved given a specific key. This is particularly appropriate in the case
of object storage within OpenCache, as a request URL can be used to lookup
the location of the object. Similarly, in case where de-duplication is applied
to objects, multiple keys can point to the same location reference. One of the
advantages offered by NoSQL is that horizontal scaling (the inclusion of additional
databases) is much easier to achieve. If a cluster of OpenCache nodes were to
share a single underlying database, scaling would be an important consideration.
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This is especially the case when retrieval times are crucial to responding to a
users request in a timely fashion.
The implementation of the configuration element is again realised through a
Python module. OpenCache supports numerous methods of configuration, each
of which is provided through a different implementation of this module. The most
basic configuration is static in nature; a file is parsed from the local file system.
In this case, the conf format is used, similar to that utilised in the Microsoft
Windows INI specification. This is a simple way of describing configuration, and
is supported natively in Python as a standard library [5]. Files contain numerous
sections, each defined by a section header. Within each section is a number of
key/value pairs, separated using a pre-defined delimiter.
A typical OpenCache node configuration will contain configuration specific to
each of the loaded modules, as well as details of the capabilities and resources
of the environment of which the OpenCache node is running. It will also define
the various ports that the node will operate using as well as information required
for initialisation, such as thresholds for storage limits and alerts. However, these
will likely be modified by the OpenCache controller once the node is running. As
discussed in Section 3.2.1, a node should also support a bare minimum configuration, with the remainder of the details supplied by the controller once connected.
In this case, additional information will be passed through the OpenCache API
(discussed later in Section 4.1.4).
The modular design of OpenCache also enables emerging technologies to be
used to realise the same bootstrapping process, including utilities such as etcd [41].
The advantage with this, and other similar technologies, is that zero-configuration
is required beforehand. Instead, a randomly generated token is used to bootstrap
devices, who then form a cluster to enable configuration to be shared amongst
peers.
Other elements crucial to the flexibility of the OpenCache node are the interface and discovery modules. The implementation of the interface module is
relatively simple, in that it is a JSON-RPC module which listens for commands
on a given port. As discussed in Section 4.1.1, much of the JSON handling functionality is realised in the shared module. Instead, the implementation starts
the server to receive requests, also checks the validity of calls and their passed
parameters. Once a request is deemed valid, it will be passed to the core module,
which will then perform the required actions using the companion modules.
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As discussed in the design, OpenCache also features a heartbeat mechanism
so that the controller can accurately determine the availability and connectivity
of attached nodes. This functionality remains entirely within the implementation
of this interface module. To this end, the module will send out messages to the
controller at pre-defined intervals. Piggybacked onto these messages is the latest
version of statistics. The interface module will therefore periodically request
the most recent version of these from the core module (who will subsequently
retrieve these from the state module). The interface module will then martial
these statistics into a JSON-RPC call, ready to send to the controller.
The discovery module is used in cases where the node is not configured to
connect to an OpenCache controller. If this is the case, the discovery module will
send out a specially formed packet into the network at regular intervals. This can
only be utilised when an OpenCache controller is connected to a software-defined
network. If this is true, the controller should have pre-emptively inserted a set
of flow modifications in the underlying forwarding plane. These will ensure that
the discovery packets sent by a node are forwarded immediately to the controller,
which can then use this to determine a new node has come online. Once the
controller has begun to receive some of these discovery packets, the controller will
make contact with the node using the aforementioned interface module. Once
this is successful, the discovery module has achieved its primary function and will
cease to transmit packets.

4.1.2.1

Services

Arguably the most import element of the OpenCache node is the service module.
Instances of this module are responsible for retrieving and delivering the content
given a client request. Instances of this module will be spawned by the core in
response to requests made through the interface. When this occurs, the request
will be accompanied by an expression. As outlined in the design, this expression
defines the set of content that a single service will serve, as defined by the given
pattern. This will typically be unique to a node, as no two services should be
storing and serving the same set of content. However, it would be normal for an
OpenCache node to have tens or even hundreds of services running at one time,
depending on the underlying resource allocation.
When a service starts, it will request a port number from the core module.
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It will then start handling request on this port, and will continue to do so until
instructed otherwise. This port number is allocated from a pool of configured
ports, and will be relinquished back into the port when the service is stopped.
When a port is allocated, the node must also inform the controller of this number;
it must be correlated against the relevant modifications made in the forwarding
plane so that requests can be redirected to the correct port (and thus service).
In the case of this implementation, a HTTP-centric module is provided, although there is obviously scope for modules supporting other delivery technologies
to be developed. When a new instance of the service module is created, a modified HTTP server is brought online. This server used the BaseHTTPServer [39]
library already present in Python. However, some important modification are
made, including overwriting the logic when handling a HTTP GET request.
When a GET request is received, a HTTP servers would typically either serve
a file from disk or generate a page dynamically. As much of the content objects found on the Internet are static in nature, the latter does not concern the
implementation of this service module.
In replacement of this behaviour, the module will consult the state module (via
the core module), to determine if content is already stored on the cache for this
particular request. This is achieved by preforming a lookup given the request
URL. If a match is found (a cache-hit), a storage location will be returned to
the requesting service. In this case, the service module will retrieve the object,
and deliver it as normal to the client. This includes segmenting the object for
delivery over smaller packets (if necessary). However, if the lookup does not yield
a result, the content must be retrieved from the origin server (a cache-miss). In
OpenCache, this is implemented within the service module itself, mainly due to
the potential performance and latency impact handing this over to a different
process may incur. As OpenCache retrieves this object, it will simultaneously
deliver this to the client. Importantly, this is a parallel process; the node can
deliver the content as itself is fetching it. This prevents the client from having to
wait while the whole object is fetched.
Once this process is complete, the service will then store this content using
one of the attached storage modules. Once this has been successfully archived,
the service module will alert the core module that a new object has been stored
along with the location of said object. This will then be stored in the state
module in preparation for future requests. This compartmentalisation between
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the fundamental cache functionality and the underlying storage enables different technologies to be used in delivering content, whilst still utilising the same
underlying storage mechanisms.
The BaseHTTPServer used as the foundation for this module is also modified to enable multi-threading. This enables a service module to handle multiple
simultaneous user requests without blocking. This is implemented by spawning a
new thread on receipt of each client request. The service module is also responsible for maintaining a local copy of statistics, providing these to the core module
when requested (typically when the node needs to send a heartbeat message to
the controller). Storing these local to the module also enables the module to
alert the core component if a particular threshold is reached for any one of the
supported metrics. This facilitates the alerting process defined later in the API
description.

4.1.2.2

Storage

The final module implemented in the OpenCache node is the storage module.
This module is responsible for storing the content object, using whatever means
necessary. For this implementation of OpenCache, a simple file system based
approach is used. This will store an object directly to an attached storage device,
such as a hard-disk or solid-state drive. In order to achieve this, the implementation uses Pythons in-built file handling functions to store files in a pre-configured
directory in the case of cache-misses. Similarly, the same base functions are used
to open and read files in the case of cache-hits.
As illustrated in Figure 3.2, any of the instantiated service modules can have
its own attached storage module. This enables the storage used to be tailored
to the given application. For example, if there is a mixture of storage devices
and technologies available on the underlying hardware (such as mechanical disks,
solid state drives or even large amounts of random access memory), the service
can be configured to utilise the most appropriate technology. This decision may
be based upon the likely popularity, the latency requirements or given specific
cost constraints. The type of storage used when the service is started is defined
in the relevant API call, discussed in Section 4.1.4.
Furthering this capability, the modular design of OpenCache facilitates compatibility with distributed file stores, such as GlusterFS [13] or Ceph [4]. When
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used in combination with a shared database, multiple OpenCache nodes can
share the same file system (and thus stored objects), regardless of whether or
not they are located on the same physical or virtual machine. The distribution
and retrieval of objects is largely handled by the third-party software; the state
component would be a simple compatibility layer.

4.1.3

Controller

The OpenCache controller3 follows a very similar design to the node, with many of
the functions fulfilling a similar purpose. For example, the implementation of the
core module includes the required logging functionality, and is also responsible
for calling various methods in the companion modules. This is an important
operation from the controller, as the main method that a user will interact with an
OpenCache deployment is through the controller. The core module also contains
the logic to interpret the contents of the OpenCache expressions. As mentioned
previously, these will be parsed and checked for validity using a shared library.
However, once this is complete, the controller is then responsible for directing
these messages and disseminating them to the required OpenCache nodes.
This capability is possible with the implementation of the state module. One
of the functions of this module is to maintain the state and location of the connected OpenCache nodes, including the services running on them and their capabilities. This allows the controller to send messages to the correct location,
as well as facilitating the selection capability engrained in the expressions. For
example, if a call is destined towards all of the connected OpenCache nodes,
then the controller needs to be aware of all of these. Similarly, if the expression
is directed towards nodes with a particular attribute, such as contained within
a cluster of OpenCache nodes or with access to a given specialist resource, the
state module enables the command to be accurately sent, without the need to
first check each of the nodes.
The state module also includes up to date metrics derived from each of the
connected nodes. As noted in the design section, this is implemented to intentionally accelerate the response to requests for statistics made on the north-bound
interface module, which is discussed later. As with the state module found in the
OpenCache node, this module facilitates the storage of this information using a
3

https://github.com/opencache-project/opencache-controller
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connected database; the module itself only acts as a compatibility layer to ensure
that different databases and the location of such, can be used to best effect given
the scenario that OpenCache is deployed in.
Rather than the approach to configuration found in the OpenCache node, the
implementation does not require the same level of flexibility in the controller.
As a result, the configuration module in the controller only supports loading a
configuration file from a locally attached disk. This is because the behaviour
of the controller is not likely to change during operation. The format of this
configuration file is much the same as the basic outline discussed in the previous
section, following the conf format also described. The content of this configuration file will likely contain much the same information, such as the ports on
which it will operate. However, the configuration will differ in that it will also
contain information as to the location of the various additional controllers it will
communicate with. It will also define the hard time-out used to determine when
a node has moved from a connected to a disconnected state.
The controller contains a number of interface modules; one facing towards
the user, and another used for communication with the connected nodes. The
north-bound interface, used by developers and users to interact with the OpenCache deployment, offers a number of possibilities for controlling and modifying
connected OpenCache nodes. As with the sole interface module found in the
nodes, calls made to this interface are parsed and checked for correctness using
the shared library described in Section 4.1.1. Once this has been deemed valid,
a call is made from the interface module to the core module. The core will then
perform the required functions in order to execute this command, including consulting the state module to retrieve statistics, creating a message sent to a specific
set of connected nodes, modifying the forwarding plane via the software-defined
networking controller or creating a new instance of a node using the compute
controller.
Once the core module has determined the correct set of nodes to which commands will be sent to, they will be delivered using the south-bound interface
module. This module again uses the shared library for parsing and validating
JSON-RPC calls, as well as forming them. Importantly, this module will also
receive as well as transmit; heartbeat requests will be sent from each of the connected nodes and received on this interface. This allows the controller to maintain
the most up-to-date list of available nodes and thus resources.
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The discovery module preforms an important function by receiving the messages broadcast from new nodes. If this behaviour is enabled, the will request
that a modifications are made the forwarding plane to enable broadcast messages
to be received at this interface. Once this is complete, the discovery module will
listen on a given port, ready to receive messages from these new nodes. Once
a message is received, this module will then alert the core module that a new
node has been discovered. The core module will then move further communication over to the south-bound interface module, which will attempt to contact the
node. There is an important difference in behaviour in this case, as this module
is omitted, then the controller will rely on the node making initial contact with
the controller. However, if a node is discovered instead, the controller will initiate
this communication.
The other two modules that are part of the controller implementation are the
redirection and compute modules. These are interfaces used to communicate with
third-party controllers used to modify network and computer resources, respectively. In both of these cases, there is no standardised way to communicate with
them. As such, the modular design of OpenCache enables developers to create
modules suitable to whichever controllers, and subsequently use the interfaces
that they offer. Although there are initiatives to move towards standardised interfaces, especially in the software-defined networking field [49], as of yet none
has come to the fore nor seen implementation. Concepts such as network intents
show promise, in that OpenCache would simply notify the controller the functionality that is desired from the network (the redirection and discovery mechanisms),
without specifically defining the actions that need to take place. In this implementation of OpenCache, this is exactly what we have to do in both cases.

4.1.3.1

Redirection

As mentioned in the design section, the modularity of OpenCache is designed
to enable different redirection techniques to be used. To demonstrate this, the
implementation includes two modules for use with different software-defined networking controllers. Due to the lack of availability of alternative technologies,
these controllers are designed to work with the OpenFlow technology discussed
in Section 2.2.2.1. For v1.0 compatibility, the Floodlight [11] controller was used
whereas for v1.3 compatibility, the Ryu [38] controller was used instead. This
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change was necessary due to lack of support for the updated protocol in Floodlight.
Playback
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Figure 4.1: Request Redirection Process
When an application instructs the OpenCache controller to start a new service
on a node, the controller will send a command to the node to do just that. Matching that, a modification is made to the underlying network. More specifically, a
number of OpenFlow rules are added to the network. In the case of Floodlight,
this is achieved using the Static Flow Pusher API [40]. This API allows flows
to be installed directly into the network, and is essentially a thin compatibility
layer offering direct access to many of the functions offered by OpenFlow itself.
More specifically, OpenCache will install three OpenFlow rules for every service
that is started. These rules are demonstrated in Figure 4.1, which shows how a
client request is handled when a redirect is in affect.
Rule 1 redirects requests towards the cache by changing the destination IP
address and port to that of the node and service, respectively. This is achieved
by rewriting the packet header using the OpenFlow action command. It is then
forwarded throughout the rest of the network as normal.
Rule 3 does the opposite when a response traverses the switch: it changes the
port and IP address back to that of the origin server. Again, this uses OpenFlow’s
header rewriting functionality to modify the packet accordingly.
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Rule 2 is used to allow the service to request content from the origin server.
Depending on the location of the user, node and forwarding element on which the
rule is placed, this may or may not be an issue. However, in the case where they
are located nearby, and the node’s request has to traverse the same forwarding
device, rule 2 is necessary to ensure that the node’s outgoing request does not
match on rule 1 (which will incorrectly forward the request back to the node).
To combat this, rule 2 provides an explicit match with a higher priority than the
other rules. When a packet matches this, it will be forwarded normally, ensuring
that the node can retrieve content as intended.
Together, these rules provide the base redirection facility required by OpenCache. This is achieved transparently; the client has no knowledge that a cached
item has been delivered to them, as the process has been completed at a network
layer.
A similar process is also applied when using the Ryu controller to ensure
v1.3 OpenFlow capability. In this case, no external API was available to use, so a
simple module was implemented in Ryu that provided the necessary functionality,
achieving the same as provided by Floodlight.

4.1.3.2

Virtualised Compute

The OpenCache controller will also communicate with a compute controller via
the compute module. This will be used to create and destroy OpenCache nodes in
a virtualised environment. Again, this will use a third-party controller to do so.
In the case of this implementation, experimental functionality was built around
OpenStack; an open-source cloud platform. This contains a number of APIs
for interacting with various elements that make up an OpenStack deployment.
OpenCache uses these to complete a number of functions, the first of which is to
install a templates image in OpenStack. This is a pre-built operating system that
is based upon the CoreOS [6]. This is an operating systems created specifically
for hosting containers.
Containers provide a way to logically separate items of function into smaller
manageable instances. Multiple containers will then reside on the same CoreOS
instance, which also feature some orchestration features. The features are used to
bring up a number of containers when an instance is created. To do this, we used
the popular Docker [8] format. This allows containers to be defined by a simple
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text configuration file (a dockerfile), which states the process of how a container
should be built, including the software that needs to be installed, the order of
such, where configuration should be fetched from also any companion container
dependencies.
In the case of an OpenCache node, an instance will contain a number of Docker
containers, one of which contains the running OpenCache node. Other containers
will contain an instance of MongoDB, the NoSQL database to support the state
module. It may optionally contain docker containers to support other services,
such as alternative storage methods supported by new storage implementations.
Importantly, this method also gives fine-grained control over the services running
on the operating system; for example, multiple OpenCache nodes could be run
in the same instance.
Other features of the OpenStack API includes the ability to define the internal
network of instances, so they can be connected together in a particular arrangement. In the initial implementation, these instance are simply connected to an
external network, providing them connectivity with the outside world. OpenStack
is also developing support for software switches for this internal networking, using tools such as OVS [22] which also support OpenFlow. This provides some
potential for further granularity on the forwarding plane in the scope of the redirection used in OpenCache, although this is not explored in this thesis due to the
immaturity of the implementation at present.

4.1.4

API

The OpenCache application program interface (API) is one of the most important
elements of the OpenCache design. It not only provides the internal mechanisms
for control, monitoring and reporting, but also enables the flexible configuration
and instruction of a cache deployment by an application or user. As discussed in
the design section, both the OpenCache controller and node have interface modules, which are responsible for both receiving and sending JSON-RPC messages.
In the case of the controller, multiple modules are used to provide communication in two distinct directions. The basic format of these messages was outlined
at the beginning of this chapter; this section highlights the specific method and
params that are compatible and valid in the context of the OpenCache API. The
OpenCache API is split into an external and an internal API. Although these
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are described individually, they are nonetheless similar. It is this commonality
that enables the hierarchical control of OpenCache that is proposed in the design
chapter.
Following the JSON-RPC specification, a call made to the OpenCache API
will contain a method field and a set of params. The method field is a string
containing the name of the function to be called, whilst params is the values
passed to that call. The content of the params follows the JSON object format,
defined through encapsulation braces. Within this object, a number of pairs
will be passed. These key/value pairs are indicated through the use of a colon
separator. For the majority of calls, these will be selection criteria; a method
for the caller to define explicitly the nodes and services on which they want
an operation to be run. For example, passing a single value in the expr field
associates your call with the given expression (analogous to a single instantiated
service), potentially running on a variety of OpenCache nodes.
Declaring a set of node-id values can also be used to indicate that an operation
should be preformed on a number of nodes simultaneously. In this case, multiple
IDs can be given through the use of a JSON array; a comma separated list defined
within a set of brackets. This nomenclature is used in both the description of the
external API in Table 4.1.4.1 and the internal API in Table 4.2.
In addition to the standard JSON notation, the use of parentheses in these
tables denotes an optional value. These are almost always exclusively used in
cases of selection, and the omission of such indicates that the field should be
wild-carded. In some cases, at least one of these fields should be provided (if the
params contains multiple option fields); this is defined in the detailed description
of the methods below. When wild-carding functionality is used, any value is
acceptable in this field, providing flexibility to the programmer to address a vast
array of potential nodes without specifically defining them.
Finally, chevrons are also used throughout the two tables to indicate the
location of values that will be substituted in during actual calls; these are simply
place-holders for the sake of readability, although they hint towards the type
or format of the variable. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 also outline the expected return
values once a call is made. This value will be part of the JSON-RPC response
object, and will include this value in the response field. If a function fails, the
response will contain an error message, also in the JSON-RPC format, indicating
the relevant error code along with a description of the issue.
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Method
start
stop
pause
move
fetch
seed
refresh
stat

Params
{ "expr" : [<expr>], ("node-id" : [<node>]), ("tag" : [<tag>]),
("storage" : <storage>) }
{ ("expr" : [<expr>]), ("node-id" : [<node>]), ("tag" : [<tag>]) }
{ ("expr" : [<expr>]), ("node-id" : [<node>]), ("tag" : [<tag>]) }
{ "expr" : <expr>, "from" : <node>, "to" : <node>, }
("storage" : <storage>) }
{("expr" : [<expr>]), ("node-id" : [<node>]), "target" : [<url>],
("tag" : [<tag>]) }
{ "expr" : [<expr>], ("node-id" : [<node>]), ("tag" : [<tag>]) }
{ ("expr" : [<expr>]), ("node-id" : [<node>]), ("tag" : [<tag>]) }
{ ("expr" : [<expr>]), ("node-id" : [<node>]), ("tag" : [<tag>]) }

describe

{ ("expr" : [<expr>]), ("node-id" : [<node>]), ("tag" : [<tag>]),
"metric" : <metric>, "threshold" : <threshold>, "ip" : <ip>,
"port" : <port> }
{ "expr" : <expr>, "node-id" : <node>,
"metric" : <metric>, "value" : <threshold> }
{ ("node-id" : <node>)}

tag
create
destroy

{ "node-id" : [<node>], "tag" :
{ "expr" : [<expr>] }
{ "node-id" : <node> }

register

alert

[<tag>] }

Result
<boolean>

Direction
A→C

<boolean>
<boolean>
<boolean>

A→C
A→C
A→C

<boolean>

A→C

<boolean>
<boolean>
{ "cache-hit" : <cache-hit>,
"cache-miss" : <cache-miss>...
<boolean>

A→C
A→C
A→C
}
A→C

<boolean>

C→A

{ "storage" : [ { "type": <type>,
"capacity": <capacity> } ] ... }
<boolean>
{ "node-id" : <node> }
<boolean>

A→C
A→C
A→C
A→C

Table 4.1: External API Specification
4.1.4.1

External

The external API is implemented in the north-bound interface module within the
OpenCache controller. It is through this interface that users and applications will
interact with OpenCache. In the following section, we describe in more detail the
methods and parameters identified in Table 4.1.
The start method is used to instantiate a service module on a particular node
or set of nodes. This service will handle requests matching the expression (expr )
given during its creation. Under normal circumstances, a new service will start
with no content stored in the cache; each initial request would likely produce a
cache-miss. When using a software-defined networking controller to provide the
required redirection, there should be no need to check if a request is valid for
a given expression. This is because the matching is done at a lower layer (the
network) and will only be forwarded if a request successfully matches. From the
perspective of the OpenCache controller, once a start command is issued, the
internal API will be used to start the service on the required set nodes. The
expr parameter is not optional in this method, as it is required to start a service.
However, this is not the case in the accompanying service control methods, where
it can be either included and omitted.
Importantly for OpenCache, during the execution of the start operation, the
controller will also communicate with the network control element to ensure that
the forwarding layer is modified appropriately. This will ensure synchrony between the redirection of requests and the availability of running services ready to
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handle them. This function also contains an optional storage parameter. This
allows the application to determine the underlying storage module used for this
service. The availability and choice of storage will be determined with the describe command, outlined later. If this parameter is omitted, then the default
storage module will be used. This method will return a boolean value (true or
false) depending on the success of the operation. If the method has failed, the
JSON-RPC error object will be included with details of the failure. As part of
the external API, this method will always be called in the direction of application
to controller.
The stop method achieves the opposite effect to the start method: it will
stop the services (selected through their respective expressions) on the nodes
specified. In this case, the service is stopped and will no longer respond to user
requests. Clearly, the redirects need to be removed to match this change in state,
as otherwise requests may go unanswered. The content that was once associated
with the stopped service is removed and permanently deleted. If the service was
to be started again at a later date, it would do so afresh without any content
stored. Similarly, the compute, thread and network resources that were once
associated with this services will be relinquished for use by other services. As
with start, the controller will use the internal API to enact the changes on the
specified nodes and services. The stop method also has a similar response format
to start, and follows the same call direction.
The pause method is very similar to the stop method. However, the main
difference between the two methods is that in the case of pause, the content
objects used to serve user requests still remain on the underlying storage, ready
to be served once more. When a service is paused, the compute, thread and
network resources will be freed, but the storage usage remains. In this case,
the OpenCache controller will also remove the request forwarding rules from the
network, as the service will not respond to requests whilst paused. A service
can be brought out of a paused state by issuing a start command with matching
parameters. When the service restarts, it will have access to all of the previous
fetched content, reducing the likelihood of cache-miss events that may occur
when a new service is started. The pause method shares the same response and
direction as both start and stop methods.
The move method is a composite function with an interesting mix of functionality; it combines specific usage of start and stop commands as well as a
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unique modification of the redirection rules used in the forwarding plane. It is
used primarily to migrate services between nodes. It achieves this by starting a
new service on the destination node (the to field), modifying the redirection to
now send requests towards this new service, and then removing the old service
which is no longer required (the from field). In this case, the move command is
intentionally explicit; only one service is moved at a time. This is because the order and speed of the required operations is important to ensure that a consistent
service is provided when handling user requests. For instance, the redirection
should not be modified until the service is running, ready to handle requests.
This method enables the user or application to interact with the service offered
without requiring knowledge of the specifics of doing so.
The move command also optionally defines a type of storage to be used when
the service is migrated; if this is not given, the default storage method on the
destination node will be used. The response from a call utilising this method will
only be returned once the whole process has been completed. This ensures that
additional actions are not taken without knowledge that the method has been
successfully completed (or otherwise). As with the previous methods, this is indicated with a boolean value. Naturally, this request is made from the application
towards the controller.
The fetch method is another interesting piece of behaviour possible through
the API. It allows a service to pro-actively fetch content and store it in the
cache, ready to be served in response to a client request. Importantly, this is
done without it ever being requested by a client. This prevents a cache-miss and
ensures that even the initial request results in a cache-hit.
This functionality can be used in situations where advanced knowledge is
used to identify objects that are requested frequently. By placing the object in
the cache beforehand, a node can serve the content immediately without having
to request the content from the origin server. This is particularly important for
large objects that will take a considerable amount of time to fetch, thus reducing
the potential latency observed by a client. This method will also produce a
response indicating the success of the operation. However, it will not wait until
the content has been downloaded before determining the result, as this could a
significant delay in the case of large objects. As before, this is a call made from
the application to the controller.
The seed method is used primarily in cases where identical content is located at
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multiple locations. By defining a list of equivalent expressions in the method call
parameters, requests for content matching any of the expressions will result in the
same content being served. The seed function can significantly reduce instances
of duplication in the cache object store, thus maximising the storage efficiency.
This method too is called from an application to the OpenCache controller, with
a suitable response provided once the information has been disseminated to the
nodes and services defined in the method parameters.
Statistical reporting is a core part of OpenCache. Two calls are concerned
with this: stat and refresh. In most cases, stat will be used to retrieve statistics
of the nodes and services defined in the selection criteria. Due to the fine-grained
nature of this, statistics can be retrieved in a number of different scopes, ranging
from the entire deployment to an individual service. Such a method will be
answered using the most recent copy of statistics stored in the state module of
the controller. This can include such information as the amount of cache-hits
and misses, the size and count of the object in the cache, as well as the usage
of disk resources and uptime of the node and/or service. Calls made using the
stat function will be sent from the application towards the controller, with the
response invariably containing the full set of statistics for the selected set of nodes
and services.
To accompany this functionality, a helper method is used in the form of refresh. This simply requests that the selected nodes respond with the latest set
of statistics, which will instantly update the local copy stored in the controller.
This bypasses the piggybacking of statistics in the heartbeat messages, and forces
the node to send a response. This is useful if the resolution and period of the
heartbeat message is set to a large time-interval, and for whatever reason, the
application requires the most recent statistics possible. Evidently, this call will
originate at the application and be sent towards the controller. The response
will be a boolean value, indicating that the message has been sent to the chosen
OpenCache nodes.
In some cases, a poll mechanism is not sufficient nor efficient for the application. As a result, the OpenCache API contains an alert subsystem. An application can subscribe to events using the register command, indicating the metric
and threshold for which they want to be alerted to. As with the majority of the
other OpenCache commands, they can select the nodes and services from which
these alerts should be received from. When one of these thresholds is exceeded,
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the service will alert the controller, which in turn will send an alert message to
the application. This will only occur if the application has registered for an alert
previously, and will be sent to the IP address and port number as given in the
register command.
Applications may wish to discover the underlying composition and capabilities of a given OpenCache deployment. This can be achieved using the describe
command. This will return the configured resources of a given OpenCache node,
including the availability of storage, the type of this storage, connectivity, hypervisor etc. In the present implementation, this information is manually described
in the configuration of a node, and will not change during the lifetime of the node.
Evidently, it would be more appropriate if the node discovered its own capabilities, and monitored them for changes. This command will also relay information
about the possible storage modules that a node has access to, and that can be
given in the start and move commands.
An application may also want to refer to a particular subset of nodes and/or
services without referring to them each individually. To do this, the tag command
can be used to annotate individual nodes and services with arbitrary labels. These
labels can then be used in the aforementioned methods as part of the selection
criteria. These tags are stored and maintained on the controller; the individual
nodes and services have no knowledge of what values they have been tagged with.
Potential applications include clustering nodes together based upon location or
specific hardware resource. The information used to annotate a node may be
derived from external information not accessible to OpenCache itself.
The create function can only be used when an OpenCache controller has connectivity to a compute controller. This method will instantiate a single virtual
machine, running as an OpenCache node, and start each of the services optionally
defined in the method parameters. Similarly, the destroy method will remove
this virtual machine instance, and all of the services running upon it. Evidently,
destroy can only be called on nodes that are instantiated through the OpenCache controller and API. Note that the create module does not take a storage
value as a parameter; this is because it is not currently possible in the API for
the application to discover the potential capabilities of a new node when using a
compute controller. As a result, services started this way will use the default storage module loaded when OpenCache starts (in most cases, using the underlying
filesystem).
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Method
start
stop
pause
fetch
seed
refresh

Params
{ "expr" : [<expr>] }
{ ("expr" : [<expr>]) }
{ ("expr" : [<expr>]) }
{ "url" : [<url>] }
{ "expr" : [<expr>] }
{ ("expr" : [<expr>]) }

register

{ ("expr" :
"threshold"
{ "expr" :
"metric" :
{ "node-id"

[<expr>]), "metric" : <metric>,
: <threshold> }
[<expr>], "node-id" : <node>,
<metric>, "value" : <threshold> }
: [<node>] }

{ "host" :
{ "host" :
"node-id" :
{ "host" :
{ "node-id"
{ "expr" :
"stat" : {

<host>, "port" : <port> }
<host>, "port" : <port>,
<node> }
<host>, "port" : <port> }
: <node-id> }
[<expr>], "node-id" : <node>,
"cache-miss": <cache-miss>...

alert
describe
broadcast
hello
hello
goodbye
keep-alive

Result
<port>
<boolean>
<boolean>
<boolean>
<boolean>
{ "cache-hit" : <cache-hit>,
"cache-miss" : <cache-miss>...
<boolean>

Direction
C→N
C→N
C→N
C→N
C→N
C→N
}
C→N

<boolean>

N→C

{ "storage" : [ { "type": <type>,
"capacity": <capacity> } ] ... }
<boolean>
<boolean>

A→C

"node-id" :
<boolean>
<boolean>

N→C
N→C
N→C

<node>

N→C
C→N

} }

Table 4.2: Internal API Specification
4.1.4.2

Internal

To compliment the external API offered to applications, an internal API is used
for controller to node communications. Many of the methods contained within
the internal API, outlined in Table 4.2, are shared between the external interface.
This is because in most cases, when a call is made by an application towards
an OpenCache controller, the controller will simply disseminate this method to
required nodes using the internal API; the nodes does not need to know the other
nodes to which the command has been sent. This is due to centralised design of
OpenCache, whereby nodes communicate solely with the controller doing their
entire lifecycle.
The controller is therefore responsible for maintaining the location and availability of the nodes, as well as maintaining any arbitrary labels applied to them.
This enables the controller to send the calls to the correct nodes given the selection criteria present in the method parameters. As a result of this, the calls
made from the controller to the node are more specific; the node will only receive
commands destined for itself. The methods that are completely omitted from the
internal API are those that either rely on communication with an external controller (and are thus the OpenCache controllers responsibility) or depend upon
state stored in the controller (such as the tagging functionality). However, the
internal API calls do contain selection criteria for sending specific messages to
individual services running on the node. In this case, they are addressed using
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the expr that they were started with. If this field is optional and omitted in a
call, all running services will have the method applied to them.
In the previous section, we described the effect that each of these methods
will have when executed. For example, the start method will start a set of
service instances on the node, matching the expressions given. Similarly, the
controller can also pause and completely stop these services using the pause and
stop commands, respectively. Importantly, the returns from the commands will
indicate the success of starting such a service. If an error occurs, the controller will
understand that an operation has failed on that node. This information can then
be relayed back to the application, which will receive an error response indicating
which nodes are failed along with some debug information on the matter. In the
case of start, the node will relay back the port number that the service has been
started on. This allows the controller to add the relevant rules to forwarding
layer to offer the required redirection. As these port numbers are taken from
(and subsequently replaced back into) a pool, the port chosen can differ between
nodes, depending on what has been run prior to the application of this process.
The same process applies to the fetch and seed functions, as these are entirely
implemented in the node. In fact, the pre-fetching offered by the fetch method
is realised in the service itself, as it will go ahead and fetch the content from
the given URL without the need for it first to be requested by a client. The
seed function will contain a set of expressions that are mutually equivalent. As
a result, the value of the expr parameter will also be in the format of a JSON
list, of which each element defines a set of content that should be served as one.
This will overwrite the URL checking element in the service implementation by
allowing multiple values to be correct, and thus, objects to be served from each
of the locations defined.
The refresh method in the internal API forces the node to send a fresh set
of statistics to the controller. In this case, this information is sent back in the
response field. This temporarily overrides the usual process of reporting statistics, which is to piggyback them onto the keep-alive message. The keep-alive
messages primary use is to ensure that communication can still be made between
the controller and the node. Once the controller receives such a message, it will
refresh the timeout back to pre-defined maximum. However, if the node fails to
send this message for whatever reason, the controller will eventually disconnect
the node, and prevent requests from being sent to it.
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Before a node moves to sending periodic keep-alive messages, it must make
an initial connection with the controller. As mentioned previously, this can be
initiated in two separate ways. If the broadcast functionality is being used in an
OpenCache node, it will send out regular broadcast messages on a fixed port. This
port number is always the same in an OpenCache deployment, and is not configurable in the OpenCache controller. The broadcast message contains sufficient
details for the controller to move onto the alternative communication channel,
handled by the south-bound interface module, rather than the broadcast module. Once a broadcast message has been received by the controller, a controllerinitiated hello message will be sent to the node. This will contain details of how
the node can communicate with the controller, as well as an allocated identification number. Communication will then continue as normal once this process is
complete, including the regular transmission of keep-alive messages.
Alternatively, a node may be configured with the controller’s details before
it starts. If this is the case, the node will initiate a connection to the controller,
rather than the opposite process in the above-mentioned case. The node will
therefore send a hello message, detailing the means by which the node should be
contacted. Once the controller has received this message, it will respond with
an identification number, used throughout the lifecycle of that node. As before,
the node will then migrate to sending regular keep-alive messages to ensure the
controller is both aware of its presence, and to update the local statistics stored on
such. To compliment this process, the goodbye method can be used to gracefully
leave the OpenCache deployment. Rather than a node timing out due to a lack
of keep-alive messages, the goodbye message can be used to gracefully disconnect
from the network. Example uses include when a device or hypervisor is going
offline for scheduled maintenance.
The internal API also contains the methods to support the alert subsystem
that is an important part of the OpenCache implementation. As with many of
the other methods, calls made from the application to the controller are then
translated into messages sent to the nodes themselves. The nodes then handle
the monitoring, as defined in the register method. Once a service or node exceeds
one of these thresholds, the node will send a warning to the controller using the
alert method, containing details of the threshold and its current value. Similarly
the describe method, when called by the controller, will return detailed information about the OpenCache node back to the controller for use by the application.
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As mentioned previously, in the current implementation, this is achieved by simply returning the details stored in the configuration file, rather than the node
discovering them itself.

4.1.5

Development and Deployment Aids

OpenCache is implemented in a modular way. This intentionally allows developers to build alternative modules designed to meet their own differing requirements.
To facilitate this, we provide a set of design guidelines, along with extensive documentation, which demonstrates how a module should be implemented. These
outline a minimum requirement for functions that should be implemented, and
the values that they should return once complete. This rigidity is necessary so
that the core module in both the OpenCache controller and node can interoperate with these alternative implementations. The core module enforces these
guidelines by checking whether or not the object has the required methods before
it is allowed to continue. Failure to implement these will result in the node or
controller refusing to run.
To encourage development, we have made available an OpenCache Vagrantbased [42] virtual-machine image4 . This is designed to provide developers with
a convenient development environment that can be used to build and test new
OpenCache modules as required. Within this environment, a full install of OpenCache is included. To compliment this, Mininet [17] is also bundled in the image:
Mininet allows virtual networks to be created and modified at will. This allows
developers to emulate networks and attach OpenCache nodes, controllers, hosts
and servers to them. Together, these can be used to create realistic networks and
generate genuine traffic, ideal for ensuring modules are operating as expected.
The same tool-chain was also used extensively during the development and implementation as OpenCache. Providing this environment to other developers
ensures a level of parity amongst potential developers.
To aid the deployment of OpenCache in different scenarios, we take advantage
of Python’s native packaging tools. If the user is building from source, pip [34]
can be used to install the required libraries automatically. Each component is
also available on pypi [36], a global repository of open packages. Installing OpenCache is therefore as simple as running pip with the chosen package (opencache4

https://github.com/opencache-project/opencache-vagrant
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controller or opencache-node). This install also includes an executable shell helper
script, which starts the given component from command line. From installation
to execution, the processes are made intentionally simple.

4.2

OpenCache Console

The external API presented in Section 4.1.4.1 facilitate numerous different interaction techniques with an existing OpenCache deployment. Evidently, these
must all be based upon the usage of JSON-RPC, as required by the specification.
However, given this restriction, it is still possible to use the interface in a flexible
manner, including from a command line, an application or, as presented in this
section, a graphical user-interface5 . Designed specifically for use with OpenCache,
the console is a web-based interface from which users can control and modify the
behaviour of OpenCache nodes and the services running upon them. However,
the most important feature of the console is the ability to visualise statistics over
time, enabling a user to better understand and rationalise the results that they
are seeing.
As with the rest of the OpenCache implementation, the console is implemented using mainly Python. In particular, the Flask [145] framework was used.
Flask is a lightweight framework designed to enable web applications to be built
quickly whilst offering production-quality capabilities. It also includes templating
functionality, used extensively in the OpenCache console. This functionality, enabled by the Jinja2 [146] library, allows the console to replace values in a template
when it is rendered. It also features control logic, allowing different information
to be shown depending on the value of a variable.
The console features two main views, the first of which is the management
pane, shown in Figure 4.2. This allows the user to directly call any of the OpenCache commands present in the external API, and also define the parameters
that accompany the specific call. There is no conversion or manipulation of these
calls on the behalf of the console; it simply makes the request using a JSONRPC library to a connected OpenCache controller. The location and port of this
controller is defined in a simple configuration file, and loaded when the console
is initialised. Once a call is made, the console will report back the result to the
5

https://github.com/opencache-project/opencache-console
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Figure 4.2: OpenCache Console Management Pane

Figure 4.3: OpenCache Console Statistics Pane

user.
The second view is the statistics pane, shown in Figure 4.3. As with the
management pane, this allows the user to define the selection criteria for the
statistics that they are interested in. Once this has been determined, the console
will fetch an initial set from the controller. During this phase, the user can
also set an interval value. This is the time between each poll request to the
controller. This is necessary because the statistics view will render near-realtime data retrieved from the controller. This will then be visualised on a linegraph. As these are retrieved regularly, the graph uses asynchronous calls to
constantly update the values shown. This allows a user to monitor the OpenCache
deployment, and determine its behaviour over time. It provides a simple overview
to show that the deployment is functioning correctly, and the load it is under.
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4.3

OpenCache Applications

More advanced applications can also be built semantically on-top of OpenCache.
These contain logic and processes defined by the programmer, and enable unique
functionality to be created. This includes tailoring the behaviour to a certain scenario or set of circumstances, as well as using information not available to OpenCache to influence decisions. Determining the operation of OpenCache could also
be realised through implementing a module with the controller itself; the design
is created specifically to do this type of modification. Yet implementing such, especially when the module is specific to only a single use-case, reduces the general
applicability of OpenCache as a system. Therefore the external API is deemed
as the most appropriate way to achieve the same goals, especially in its current
form whereby it exposes all of the internal decisions made within OpenCache.
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Figure 4.4: Example Application Message Flow
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No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

JSON-RPC Call
{"jsonrpc": "2.0", "method": "describe", "params": {"node-id": 1}, "id": 1}
{"jsonrpc": "2.0", "result": [ {"storage": "ssd, "capacity": "100GB"} ] "id": 1}
{"jsonrpc": "2.0", "method": "start", "params": {"node-id": 1, "expr": "64.15.119.99"}, "id": 2}
{"jsonrpc": "2.0", "result": True, "id": 2}
{"jsonrpc": "2.0", "method": "stat", "params": {"node-id": 1, "expr": "64.15.119.99"}, "id": 3}
{"jsonrpc": "2.0", "result": {"cache-hit" : 9263, "cache-miss": 806}, "id": 3}
{"jsonrpc": "2.0", "method": "register", "params": {"node-id": 1, "expr": "64.15.119.99",
"metric": "cache-hit", "threshold": 10000, "ip": "10.32.110.134", "port": 50001}, "id": 4}
{"jsonrpc": "2.0", "result":True, "id": 4}
{"jsonrpc": "2.0", "method": "alert", "params": {"node-id": 1, "expr": "64.15.119.99",
"metric": "cache-hit", "value": 11083}, "id": 5}
{"jsonrpc": "2.0", "result": True, "id": 5}
{"jsonrpc": "2.0", "method": "move", "params": {"expr": "64.15.119.99", "from": 1, "to": 2},
"id": 6}
{"jsonrpc": "2.0", "result": True, "id": 6}
{"jsonrpc": "2.0", "method": "fetch", "params": {"node-id": 2, "expr": "64.15.119.99",
"target": "64.15.119.99/content/bigbuckbunny.mp4"}, "id": 7}
{"jsonrpc": "2.0", "result": True, "id": 7}
{"jsonrpc": "2.0", "method": "seed", "params": {"node-id": 2,
"expr": ["64.15.119.99", "64.15.119.114", "64.15.119.98"]}, "id": 8}
{"jsonrpc": "2.0", "result": True, "id": 8}
{"jsonrpc": "2.0", "method": "pause", "params": {"node-id": 2, "expr": "64.15.119.99"}, "id": 9}
{"jsonrpc": "2.0", "result": True, "id": 9}
{"jsonrpc": "2.0", "method": "stop", "params": {"node-id": 2, "expr": "64.15.119.99"}, "id": 10}
{"jsonrpc": "2.0", "result": True, "id": 10}

Table 4.3: Example Application JSON-RPC Calls
This section will describe a typical workflow for an application that wishes to
use the OpenCache interface, presented in the form of a hypothetical use-case.
This example is illustrated in Figure 4.4. This describes the message flow between
the different entities within this scenario. In this diagram, methods shown in
italics indicate calls made using the OpenCache API. The numbers allocated to
these calls also correspond to rows in Table 4.3. Each of these entries represents
a single call, and demonstrates the format and parameters passed in each case.
Most applications will start by discovering the capabilities and size of an
OpenCache deployment. This is achieved with a call to the describe method,
leaving the selection criteria empty. This will return a list of all of the nodes
and their inherent capabilities. An application may then also label these using
its own semantics. The application will then use whatever internal logic that it
contains to start services on any number of these nodes. This will be achieved
using the start command alongside the appropriate selection criteria. At this
point, OpenCache will start serving the content defined in the expression.
After a while, the application may wish to check the state of this service, and
will send a stat request to retrieve the operational metrics for the newly started
service. If the application notices that one of the variables is moving towards
the extremities of what is permissible, it can use the register command to mon-
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itor this, without having to continuously poll the controller. In this example,
an alert is triggered sometime after because one of these metrics has been exceeded, such as the amount of cache-hits or the number of objects stored. This
may be approaching the limit for the capabilities of this node. As a result, the
application decides to migrate the service to a different, previously unused node
using the move command. The changes to the necessary redirections are made
automatically, and the new service begins serving content, taking the load off of
the original service.
Over time, the application begins to analyse the patterns of the user requests,
and realises that there are potential efficiency gains by pre-caching this content.
As the node has a high-capacity link and is well within its capacity limits, the
application uses the fetch command to pre-emptively instruct the cache to fetch
content that it predicts will be requested at a later date. It also receives information from its upstream content delivery network that the data is now located in
a number of different locations due to the popularity of user requests. To avoid
object duplication, the application uses the seed command to define the location
of these copies, furthering the performance of the cache.
Eventually, the number of requests for this content abates, and the application
decides that it needs to scale back its resource allocation to allow them to be used
by other functions running on the same hardware. On some nodes, it uses the
pause function to relinquish the compute and network resources, whereas on some
nodes it uses the stop function to remove all of the resources once consumed by
the running services. In the cases where the services were paused, they can be
immediately restarted if the amount of requests returns to the previous level.
To better demonstrate the effectiveness and flexibility offered by the OpenCache API, an number of example applications were implemented6 . These took
the form of a service load-balancer and failover monitor, which leverage both the
application and network layer control offered by OpenCache. These are discussed
further in the following evaluation chapter, specifically in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2,
including detailed information on message flows and application logic.

6

https://github.com/opencache-project/opencache-applications
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4.4

Scootplayer

In order to evaluate certain aspects of OpenCache, realistic user traffic had to
be generated. As the initial implementation of OpenCache centres around the
delivery of HTTP content, and in particular the use of adaptive streaming technologies, a suitable client was required. Through an initial exploration of clients
at the time, none was deemed suitable for our purposes. Requirements included
the availability of fine-grained output, as well as control over the behaviour and
algorithms used during the request process.
It was found that the behaviour of existing players often changed between
revisions, presumably due to the relatively new nature of the chosen streaming
standard, MPEG-DASH. Some of the candidates also featured proprietary code,
which could not be modified to our needs. Given the situation, the decision was
taken to develop a new MPEG-DASH compliant player, designed specifically for
our needs. This player could also be used at various stages of our evaluation,
without the risk of the underlying behaviour changing due to a code-revision.
This enables a fair comparison, and makes the evaluation results directly comparable between our own experiments and others. This is furthered by the release
of Scootplayer as a free and open-source tool, which can be used by other experimenters in their work.
Scootplayer was implemented not as a player, but as a request engine. This
difference is due to the nature of our evaluation, which is concerned with functionality and performance of a cache, and subsequently its impact on the network.
As a result, Scootplayer was designed without the need to render video or display
this to a user. However, metrics derived from the simulated playback, such as the
quality requested and latency received, are still important to the overall result.
The player therefore replicates the behaviour of the alternative clients, including
the logic behind quality selection, startup procedures and the actual downloading of content. Importantly, all of this information is logged and documented in
Scootplayer, allowing the user to directly compare different evaluation runs and
observe the effect of changes in both the network and the delivery of content from
whichever source is used.
As with OpenCache, Scootplayer is built using the Python programming language. This allows the client to run on a number of different architectures and
operating systems, without the need to recompile the code: important in an eval-
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uation scenario. It uses a modular style, which promotes separation between the
different entities that make up a player. This includes the ability to change how
the download and playback queues work, as well as the procedure at start-up.
The states of each of these queues, as well as general information, are all output to log files during the operation of Scootplayer. These are presented in a
comma-separated format, making them easy to parse and graph by a vast array
of applications. Basic system information is also bundled alongside this output,
to ensure that comparisons are as fair as possible.
Scootplayer also contains a remote control element, allowing numerous Scootplayer instances to be started, paused and stopped at will. This ensures basic
consistency in experimentation where necessary. The player is primarily a command line tool, as it does not render nor present video. However, to compliment
this, a graphical user interface was developed for Scootplayer. Much like the
OpenCache console, this is built using the Python-based Flask framework. However, this interface does not provide control of a player, it merely presents the
current state of various playback elements in near real-time. This allows a user
to check that playback is occurring, as well as providing a visual tool for demonstration purposes.
Finally, Scootplayer is also released open source, and available for others to
freely use and modify. In addition to providing a stable implementation that
is compliant with the MPEG-DASH specification, it also enables the scientific
scrutiny of a tool used in evaluation. Furthermore, it aids experimental repeatability and transparency.

4.5

Summary

In this section, we presented the implementation of OpenCache. In particular, we
explored how the core components of the prior design are realised in working code.
Together, these components facilitate the distributed content caching and control
necessary for OpenCache to meet its aims. We also describe a number of tools
used to evaluate OpenCache, including an example of an application that utilises
the OpenCache API to control and configure a content delivery network. In
the following section, we take this implementation and evaluate it in a number of
scenarios, each of which exercises a particular functionality or design requirement.
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Chapter 5
Evaluation
In this chapter, we aim to comprehensively evaluate the OpenCache design and
implementation. In the first instance, we evaluate the suitability of SDN technology to provide the necessary redirection functionality required for OpenCache.
This is presented in Section 5.1. Further to this, we examine the benefits of deploying OpenCache, with a particular focus on evaluating a number of recognised
Quality-of-Experience metrics. These results reflect the direct benefit to end users
and are described in Section 5.2. Finally, we demonstrate the OpenCache API
by building and evaluating two sample applications. These exploit advances in
infrastructure capability to dynamically adapt to changes in service availability
and load. The outcome of this evaluation is explored in Section 5.3.

5.1

Redirection

The main goal of this evaluation is to investigate the feasibility of using Softwaredefined Networking (SDN) as a redirection technique. To this end, the OFELIA [24] facility was used for experimentation. OFELIA contained resources
located in a number of physically-diverse universities and research institutions,
spread throughout Europe. The scale of the facility is illustrated in Figure 5.1.
Each of these locations consisted of a set of network switches and virtual machine
hypervisors. Within each of these, resources were connected together to enable
virtual machine instances created on different hypervisors to communicate with
each other. Importantly, this network was OpenFlow-capable, facilitating unprecedented experimentation in network behaviour and providing the necessary
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Figure 5.1: OFELIA Experimental Facility

functionality for our own experimentation. As the first OpenFlow-based testbed
in Europe, OFELIA is based around the OpenFlow v1.0 specification [25].
Each of these locations (known as islands) could be connected together. Enabled through network connectivity to a central location, resources could be provisioned in a number of these islands, and then used and connected together in a
single cohesive experiment. This process enabled the rapid set up of experiments
without the need to host, run and maintain our own equipment. It granted a level
of realism and scale not possible with simulation nor lab-based experimentation,
important when we are considering the viability of OpenCache as a distributed
Content Distribution Network (CDN).
To compliment this connectivity, OFELIA also utilised a common method of
reserving resources, regardless of location or owner. This was achieved using a
tool called OFELIA Control Framework [20] (OCF). A derivative of work developed for the GENI testbed, the OCF allowed experimenters to define their
own experimental slice. This slice would contain a set of resources that belonged
to the experimenter for the duration of their experiment. This includes virtual
machine hosts and network switches.
An experimenter designs an experiment by defining a set of resources that
they wish to include. These can be located in any of the encompassing OFELIA
facilities. Once they are satisfied by this design, resources can be reserved and
provisioned, thus creating their own slice for the duration of their experimen-
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tation. These slices are also used to realise experimental isolation; a key facet
of any scientific research. This allows multiple experiments to run concurrently,
without the state of one impacting the result of another.
This isolation is realised in different ways dependent on which layer is concerned (compute or network). In the case of compute, this is achieved through
the use of virtualisation technologies such as Xen [45]. Once an experiment is
executed, a set of virtual machines will be created on the chosen hypervisors.
These are under the full control of the experimenter, and can be used to run
whatever application or tool that is desired. In OFELIA, each of these virtual
machines runs a base Debian 6.0 Linux operating system [7].
Network isolation is facilitated through the same technology that underpins
the experimentation on the testbed. By making use of software-defined networking, tools such as Flowvisor [154] can be used to ensure that experiments are
granted their own unique flowspace which prevents traffic from crossing from one
network domain into another. This can be realised in the testbed a number of
different ways, but in the case of OFELIA, each experiment is defined by a unique
VLAN tag. This allows modification or matching to be completed on any of the
other IP headers, but means that VLAN-based experimentation is not possible.
Flowvisor acts as an intermediary controller, rewriting requests to match the
allocation defined in the experiment’s design.
The experimental topology consists of 6 virtual machines, each with a unique
purpose. Firstly, a video client was located in the ETH Zürich island, and consisted of a base operating system with the VLC [44] media-player client installed.
VLC’s MPEG-DASH HTTP adaptive streaming features were used in this experimentation. This client was then provided with one of two manifest files. These
files describe the location, format and importantly, the quality levels available
for playback. The two variants of this manifest file are different only in the location at which the content is stored. This can be at one of two islands: either
CREATE-NET or i2CAT. The content used in this case is consistent throughout experimentation, and is reference material derived from Big Buck Bunny, a
public domain motion picture [33]. The duration of the playback offered by this
material is 9 minutes and 56 seconds.
At the beginning of each experiment, the client will start playback with one of
these manifest files, and is allowed to run until playback is complete. Once this has
occurred, the experimental run is finished. During this run, two important metrics
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are recorded. Firstly, the startup delay is measured. This indicates the amount
of time necessary for a client to start playback once initialised. Secondly, the
external link utilisation is also observed. This is the amount of bytes transmitted
over the link connecting the client’s island with the other facilities. Together,
these metrics indicate the impact of caching, and in particular, the use of softwaredefined networking to achieve such.
The experiment also contains two virtual machines that are responsible for
hosting the content in the first instance. These origin servers utilise the SimpleHTTPServer module, part of Python’s core libraries [39], to serve content
requested by the client over HTTP. Each of these holds the full set of content,
including all possible quality levels available. In each of the experimental runs,
we use one of these two instances; that is, content will be retrieve from one of the
two servers, each of which is located in a different geographical island.
Adding to this topology, we also create an OpenCache node, which is also
located within the ETH Zürich island. This will be used in experimental runs
where a cache is required. To control this cache, we also deploy an OpenCache
controller in the same island. This will have responsibility for aforementioned
node for the duration of the experiment. Through this controller, three different
scenarios are realised (these are discussed later in this section).
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Finally, we also locate an OpenFlow controller within the same island. During the experiment definition, we indicate that this virtual machine is responsible
for the behaviour of the network. The OpenFlow controller is responsible for
the behaviour of all of the switches in the topology, regardless of where they are
located. To ensure reliability, this communication is made over a separate management channel. This ensures connectivity between the switches and controller,
regardless of experimental conditions, granting the stability required in the experimentation. The OpenFlow controller used for this experiment was Floodlight
v0.90 [11]. This controller supports v1.0 of OpenFlow, in line with the capability
of the switches in the OFELIA testbed.
Also included in the topology are 4 OpenFlow-capable switches: one located
in each island, plus a central switch which connects each facility together. In
order to supply basic forwarding functionality in the network, regardless of the
presence of experiments, a simple layer-2 forwarding module was loaded within
Floodlight. This enables basic end-to-end connectivity to be established, and
relies upon a simple MAC learning method.
Together, these elements combine together to make the evaluation environment. The overall topology is visualised in Figure 5.2, with each island represented by a coloured circle. This setup enables evaluation across three distinct
scenarios. By duplicating resources and content across two different islands, we
are able to provide six unique sets of results. This allows us to determine the
effect of the different link capabilities between each of these destination islands
and the central interconnect, whilst isolating the impact of caching.
The first of the three scenarios acts as a baseline for the remaining experiments: a run consists of a client requesting content from an origin server. This is
shown in the no-cache case in Figure 5.3. No caching is involved in this interaction, and the full set of content is retrieved from the server without interference
from any modifications made in the network. The second scenario introduces the
cache into the experimentation. In this case, modifications are made to network
flows to redirect them to the cache. As these will be initial requests, at least
from the perspective of the cache, the node will not hold any of the content. As
a result, it will have to retrieve this content from the origin server, and deliver
it to the client. This is the cache-miss case in Figure 5.3. The third scenario is
similar to the first, with the modification that the node already has the content
cached. That is, it will not have to fetch the content from the origin server, and
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can deliver it straight from its own copy of the content. This is illustrated in the
cache-hit case in Figure 5.3.
These three scenarios cover all of the iterations facilitated by the start, stop
and fetch OpenCache commands. These are issued to the OpenCache controller
present within the experiment. When the latter experiments were initialised, the
start command was issued to the single node present in the OpenCache deployment. As mentioned before, this was located in one of the two islands, depending
on the experimental run. In the scenario where no content exists on the cache,
this would be all the required setup. Once the experiment had completed, the
service could be cleaned-up using the stop command, which would remove any
content that had been stored in the process of the evaluation.
The same process was repeated for the final experiment, where content is
served from the cache. To ensure that content is always delivered from the cache
without the need to fetch it from the origin server, the seed command is used.
This will pre-emptively force the cache to retrieve and store the content, and is run
before the client commences playback. As the client is requesting content based
upon their current observed bandwidth, combined with the realistic nature of the
links used (which vary in latency and throughput over time), the full dataset is
retrieved by the node. This ensures the necessary cache behaviour.
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Average Startup Delay (s)
Improvement over Baseline (%)
Standard Deviation (σ)
External Link Usage (Bytes)

No Cache
2.484
0.208
105,734,144

Cache-miss
2.088
16.02
0.225
105,827,872

Cache-hit
1.639
34.02
0.226
0

Cache-miss
1.982
10.40
0.138
105,827,872

Cache-hit
1.441
34.85
0.226
0

(a) CREATE-NET

Average Startup Delay (s)
Improvement over Baseline (%)
Standard Deviation ()
External Link Usage (Bytes)

No Cache
2.212
0.145
105,734,144

(b) i2CAT

Table 5.1: OFELIA Evaluation Results

5.1.1

Results

As mentioned previously, the most import aspect of this initial evaluation was
to demonstrate that OpenFlow could be used to achieve the required redirection
techniques. This required significant development, testing and subsequently evaluation. Through the latter, we determined that it was possible to achieve the
desired behaviour using the network itself.
The experimental results are presented in Table 5.1, and are averaged over 20
experimental runs. Table 5.1a represents results gathered when using CREATENET as a destination island, whilst Table 5.1b represents observations made
when using i2CAT to locate our origin server. They show that using OpenFlow
for redirection is a feasible and viable method of doing so. There is no noticeable
impairments introduced in this process, with users still receiving a service, even
with the addition of OpenCache into the delivery chain.
Startup delay is often used a key differentiator in Quality-of-Experience measurements. In the initial experimentation OpenCache reduces the startup delay
by minimising the amount of time a user has to wait before the content can start
playing. Compared to the baseline, handling the request from an OpenCache
node offers a 34% improvement. This is a best-case scenario, where the cache
already holds the content and can deliver it without having to fetch it first. This
result is consistent across the two destination islands, and also exhibits a low
amount of standard deviation.
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The evaluation also demonstrated the potential network efficiency gains that
can be made by serving the content locally. As the origin servers in this case are
located close to the OpenCache nodes, the traffic did not have to traverse any
metered connections. However, in circumstances where this would be the case,
the network provider would have been charged for each request that traversed
that link.
To observe the amount of traffic in all scenarios, we monitored and recorded
the size and count of packets travelling towards the origin server. As expected,
in cases where content had to be fetched from the origin server, the amount of
traffic observed was equivalent to the size of the video. This is approximately the
same regardless of whether it is the client or the OpenCache node (in the case
of cache-miss) requesting the video. In scenarios where the content is delivered
entirely from the cache, the traffic heading towards this origin server is reduced to
nil. This shows the reduction in load on both the server and the network possible
through the use of localised caching.
It is important to note that neither the origin server nor the client have not
been modified to achieve this evaluation. This satisfied our requirement that
OpenCache be transparent in operation, and work seamlessly with existing delivery technologies.

5.1.2

Discussion

During the evaluation, it was observed that the modifications made in the network
in order to provide this redirection have an impact on performance. Although
the client received sufficient throughput to download and consume the video, this
maximised the processing resource on the switch providing the modification. As
OpenFlow was a relatively new technology at the time of the evaluation, these
early implementations could not realise some of the more advanced functionality
offered by the protocol (particularly in the fast-path of switch hardware). This
meant that operations were performed in software instead, which is considerably
slower as it contains no hardware-acceleration. The header rewriting operations
necessary for the redirection used in OpenCache is included in the functionality.
Nonetheless, a single-client evaluation was still possible, and this limitation did
not hamper or degrade the rest of our experimentation.
OpenCache also manages to reduces startup delay in cases where it has to
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fetch the content from the origin server first. In this case, the improvement
shows more variance over the two islands, likely due to the differences in the
underlying resources found in each location. Although this behaviour seems unexpected, it is still statistically significant, and can be attributed to the aggressive
nature exhibited by the service in OpenCache when fetching content. As OpenCache is multi-threaded, the process for retrieving content will spawn a number
of threads, each of which will begin to download a specific part of the requested
file. This parallel download process is much faster than that used in VLC, hence
the reduction in startup delay, even when the content has to be fetched. Obviously, this behaviour may not be appropriate in all circumstances, as it places a
larger amount of load on the origin server. However, the initial fetch of content
can often be a bottleneck in the caching process, particularly if it has not been
prefetched. This helps to resolve this, at the cost of more instantaneous network
utilisation and resource consumption on the origin server.

5.2

Quality-of-Experience

The second evaluation focuses on evaluating the impact that an OpenCache deployment may have on client Quality-of-Experience (QoE). For this purpose, we
used Scootplayer to provide evaluation beyond the startup time observed in the
previous experimentation. As described in Section 4.4, Scootplayer is a fully in-
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strumented, MPEG-DASH-compliant player designed specifically to monitor and
record a number of recognised QoE metrics. This evaluation again takes places
in a real-world environment and considers a multi-user scenario. This consists of
a number clients requesting content at the same time. This realism was furthered
with the inclusion of link emulation, used to modify the characteristics to more
closely resemble a congested network.
Figure 5.5 illustrates the topology used during our evaluation. We use the
full resources of a large-scale pan-European testbed: the GÉANT OpenFlow
Facility (GOFF) [12]. The location of each facility is outlined in Figure 5.4. The
composition and tools used to realise this evaluation are similar to those used
in the OFELIA experimentation described in Section 5.1. Resources are located
across a number of separate physical locations, or islands. These are located
in various cities throughout Europe and are connected together using GÉANT’s
network. This ensures high capacity and throughput between sites.
As with OFELIA, sites are based around virtual machine resources under a
Xen hypervisor [45]. These can be dynamically provisioned using the control
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framework, which is again a derivative of that used in OFELIA. Using this, we
provision a number of virtual machines to act as network controllers, OpenCache
controllers and OpenCache nodes. Similarly, clients are also provisioned in this
way, each running an instance of Scootplayer. These request content from an
origin server also provisioned using the same interface. These origin servers serve
the same Big Buck Bunny dataset as used in the previous experimentation. The
virtual machines also run using the same Debian image used in the OFELIA
testbed, with the same SimpleHTTPServer used to serve content. The specific
locations of each of these elements is as follows: the OpenFlow controller and
OpenCache controller were located in the Frankfurt facility, whilst the origin
server is located in Vienna. The remaining elements (multiple video clients and
the OpenCache node) were located in Amsterdam. The GOFF testbed provides
connectivity in a full-mesh configuration, with each location connected to every
other.
To interconnect these clients, OpenFlow switches are used in each location.
In comparison to the OFELIA testbed, which consisted solely of hardware-based
switches, GOFF contains software-based switches. These too support OpenFlow,
and are based around Open vSwitch [22]. These switches run using commodity
servers co-located with virtual machined resources. Much like OFELIA, experimental separation is realised using slicing. This grants each experiment a logical topology within the network and prevents experiments from interacting with
other. Similarly, each switch connects to the OpenFlow controller using a separate management channel. As with the previous experimentation, the OpenFlow
controller used was the same version of Floodlight. This controller also acted as a
basic layer-2 forwarding switch, ensuring packets could be switched between the
constituent locations included in the topology.
This experimentation uses the same basic subset of OpenCache commands,
namely: start, stop and fetch. These are necessary to ensure that the evaluation
environment is initialised correctly, as well as cleaned up appropriately. As before,
the fetch command is used to pre-fetch content and ensure that is always available
when a cache-hit is desired.
This evaluation contains a more diverse set of experimentation, designed to
evaluate OpenCache under different circumstances. Firstly, we introduce variation in the links between each of the locations. The first scenario in this case is
the baseline: we do not modify the links in any way. The characteristics expe-
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rienced by the client are those inherent in the link; the average latency between
two of the islands was 30ms, with no packet loss.
To create a more realistic scenario, in which clients experience packet loss
and latency similar to that of the Internet, impairments were emulated using the
dummynet [70] tool. The characteristics of the link are set so that each packet
can fall into one the following three probabilistic categories at each point in time:
45% probability to encounter default link characteristics, 45% probability that
an additional 50ms of round-trip time and 0.1% packet loss is experienced, and
10% probability that an additional 150ms of round-trip time and 0.1% packet
loss is observed. This creates random packet drop and can simulate the impact
of congestion over multiple paths leading to out-of-order packet delivery.
To further the situation, we consider an evaluation scenario whereby multiple
users are accessing the same set of content over a small period of time. The
baseline in this scenario is a single-user environment, where only one client is
accessing the content. In the multi-user scenario, we scale the amount of users up
to three. These users will start accessing the content over a set interval: one client
will start at the beginning of the experiment, the next at 30 seconds from the
start, and the last at 90 seconds. This scenario should demonstrate the possible
advantages, especially when multiple clients are accessing the same content. This
is the likely situation when a cache is deployed to serve many clients at once.
In total, we have 4 individual experiments, with all possible link and user combinations explored. Each of these experiments contains three experimental runs.
In the case of single-user experiments, we examine the three cases discussed in
the previous evaluation (Section 5.1). In the multi-user experiments, we compare
the results between the three different clients, each beginning playback at their
allocated times (client 1 at the start of the experiment, client 2 at 30 seconds
from the start and client 3 at 90 seconds from the start).
Building on the previous measurements of startup delay, we expand the evaluation with three more metrics, namely: a count of video bitrate changes, a
weighted average video bitrate and the minimum video bitrate. These are metrics derived from contemporary literature [117, 85, 119] and recorded with the
use of Scootplayer; instrumented specifically for this purpose.
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Figure 5.6: GOFF Single-user Results

5.2.1

Results

Through our evaluation, we demonstrate the benefits of OpenCache in multiple
environments. These are illustrated through the use of recognised Quality-ofExperience metrics, which show a notable improvement across every measurement. More specifically, we examine the single-user results in Section 5.2.1.1,
and the multi-user results in Section 5.2.1.2.
5.2.1.1

Single-user

Figure 5.2.1.1 shows the results for a single-user environment. Each subfigure
represents one of the 4 QoE experience metrics used in our evaluation. These
are derived over 20 experimental runs. The three scenarios in each subfigure are
those previously described: Origin is content fetched straight from the remote
origin server, Miss is content delivered from the OpenCache node that first has to
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be fetched from the remote origin server, whilst Hit is content delivered straight
from the OpenCache node with no need to fetch it first. The scenarios are all
orchestrated by issuing the appropriate commands to the OpenCache API which
will clear the cache content, as well as pre-fetching it as required. Each scenario
is then shown in two different circumstances: the blue histogram uses the default
link characteristics, whilst the red histogram represents link emulation with the
aforementioned defects.
The first metric analysed is the weighted average video bitrate, shown in
Figure 5.6a. In cases where the default link characteristics are used (the blue
histogram), there are little to no difference in the average bitrate between each
of the three cases. This can be attributed to the high capacity and low latency
link used in the Default case. It is likely that the player quickly rose from the
initial bitrate towards the maximum bitrate available in the representations. Once
there, playback did not deviate from the maximum because of the stability and
quality of the links traversed. With the use of emulated links (shown in the red
histograms), a significant reduction in the average bitrate is observed in the cases
where requests have to traverse the effected links (Origin and Miss). As the
capacity and stability of these links is now reduced, the clients receive an overall
worse quality level throughout playback. In this case, we observe over three times
higher weighted average bitrate when the content is delivered from the cache.
The second metric considered in this evaluation is a count of video bitrate
changes, shown in Figure 5.6b. As with Figure 5.6a, the default link characteristics provide consistent results regardless of where the content is fetched from.
This is shown in the small number of bit rate changes, which is again accounted
to the fact that the player simply moves from the initial bitrate to the maximum
bitrate, and stays there for the duration of playback. In the case of the emulated
link, we see similarities between the Origin and Miss cases, where the amount
of changes is high (23 in total). This is due to the latency and packet-loss introduced in the path. Since both cases have to traverse the external link, they
share a similar level of impairment, which naturally impacts QoE significantly.
By delivering the content from the OpenCache node, we offer the same amount
of low variability observed when the default link characteristics are used, which
results in a more stable playback for the user.
The third metric recorded by Scootplayer is the minimum bitrate, illustrated
in Figure 5.6c. This metric records the smallest playback bitrate observed during
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playback; typically at the beginning of playback. It would also capture circumstances where link capacity dropped drastically, but this was not observed during
our experimentation. As a result, the minimum bitrate in our experimentation is
a good indicator of the estimated throughput calculated by the Scootplayer in the
first instance. This is demonstrated in the Default link results, as both the Origin
and Miss case have to fetch content from a remote location. The links necessary
to do so do not have the same throughput as two devices connected together using the same physical switch. This is why the Hit result offers a higher minimum
bitrate. These results are mirrored across the emulated link experiments, albeit
with the intentional impairments causing an even lower bitrate to be experienced
in the cases of Origin and Miss. The Hit results remains the same regardless
of the link, as would be expected. This provides a minimum bitrate four times
higher than having to fetch the content remotely.
The final metric captured in our experimentation is the startup time or delay.
This is shown in Figure 5.6d. In the single-user results, this is a repeat of the
experimentation conducted earlier on the OFELIA testbed. In the case of default
link characteristics, we observe similar results, with the Origin and Miss cases
proving slower at startup compared to when the content is delivered straight from
the cache. This situation worsens when the emulated links are introduced, which
causes the Origin and Miss cases to produce even slower startup times, whilst
the Hit cases remains consistently smaller. In this scenario, delivering content
from OpenCache provides a 4-fold improvement when compared to traversing the
external link.
Across each of these metrics, we demonstrate the QoE benefits of using OpenCache. These benefits come from the ability to redirect requests for content close
to the user. By delivering content nearby, we avoid the necessity to traverse external links which are susceptible to various network impairments which negatively
impact the quality received by end clients. These improvements are particularly
evident when the link characteristics are changed to better reflect conditions
found in access networks.

5.2.1.2

Multi-user

The same four metrics are used in our second set of evaluations, which involve
multiple clients rather than a single client. The results from this evaluation are
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Figure 5.7: GOFF Multi-user Results
shown in Figure 5.7. As before, each of the subfigures represent the results from
one of the Quality-of-Experience metrics identified as important. Experiments
were repeated 20 times for each case. In each case, no content was pre-cached on
the OpenCache node, and cache-hits and cache-misses were allowed to happened
naturally. The three clients are setup in an identical fashion with each running the
same software and connected to the same switch. The same link characteristics
are employed as before, with Default shown in the blue histogram (indicating an
unmodified link) and Emulated illustrated in the red histogram (indicating a link
with intentional impediments). The clients start at predefined times: Client 1
starts at the beginning of the experiment, Client 2 starts 30 seconds afterwards,
whereas Client 3 starts at 90 seconds from the beginning.
As with the single-user experimentation, we first look at the weighted average
bitrate, which is shown in Figure 5.7a. In the case of the Default link setup,
the average bitrate is consistently high, regardless of the state of the cache or
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when the client starts; the client will move to the maximum bitrate present in
the representations very quickly and sit there for the remainder of the playback,
resulting in a high average bitrate. However, when the emulated link is introduced, the average bitrate is no longer consistent amongst the clients. The Client
1 is impacted the most, as it starts first and will request content from the cache
when it is empty. As a result, all of its requests will be cache-misses. When Client
2 starts 30 seconds later, a number of the initial requests will be cache-hits, as
Client 1 will have already requested the content. However, the speed in which
these requests are delivered will alter the throughput observed by the client. As
Scootplayer believes it has increased resources, it will eventually adjust its estimation to request higher bitrate video. This will result in more cache-misses,
as the cache does not hold these higher quality representations; time equivalent
segments are available, but only in lower quality variations. These cache-misses
mean that the client reverts back to receiving a lower average bitrate, albeit
higher than Client 1. The same situation is repeated for Client 3, although it
benefits from an extended period of cache-hits and thus receives a higher average
bitrate. In all cases, the average bitrate is lower than that received under the
Default link conditions.
With the count of bitrate changes (shown in Figure 5.7b), the standard link
characteristics again ensure that a client experiences minimal changes. These are
attributed to a rapid switch to the maximum bitrate, which it then remains at for
the duration of playback. When the emulated link is used, the client experiences
a large amount of changes, as it is now subjected to the latency and random
packet-loss found on the link. This situation is not bettered when subsequent
clients begin playback, as even with a limited amount of content stored in the
cache, the prevalence of cache-misses ensures that requests are still subject to the
link impairments and variability.
The minimum bitrate shows a significant improvement after the initial client
has already requested content in both Default and Emulated cases. This is illustrated in Figure 5.7c. As described in the previous section, the minimum bitrate
received by the client is often observed at the beginning, unless the link degrades
significantly at some point during playback. The initial estimation of bandwidth
is therefore determined during initialisation. As the files requested during this
phase will be cached regardless of quality levels, the estimation will be consistently higher for subsequent requests as the content is delivered from the cache.
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This is reflected in the fact that Client 2 and 3 both have similar minimum bitrates, having both benefited from the delivery of cached files after Client 1’s
initial startup.
Finally, we analyse the startup times of each client in Figure 5.7d. These
results are closely related to the minimum bitrates observed in Figure 5.7c. Client
1 requests the content as normal, including the initialisation files necessary. All
of these fetches result in cache-misses at the OpenCache node. When Client 2
starts playback, it receives these initialisations from the cache. As mentioned
previously, this results in an increased throughput estimation by the player. As a
result of this estimation, the client starts to request higher bitrate chunks (hence
the increased minimum bitrate). However, retrieving these chunks takes more
time, especially as they will produce cache-misses. This results in an increased
startup delay in Client 2. Client 3 follows the same principle, estimating higher
throughput from the outset. Yet, in this case, when it goes to retrieve the initial
higher quality chunks, these will already be stored on the cache. Thus, Client 3
has the smallest startup delay whilst also receiving a higher minimum bitrate.
These results show how the potential QoE benefits increase as more users
request the content. As this number grows, so do the potential QoE and efficiency
gains. These gains are intertwined with the availability of content on the cache:
more clients increases the chance of a cache hit for subsequent client requests.
However, in cases where adaptive streaming is used, the interaction between cache
availability and the throughput estimation can lead to unpredictable behaviour.
This is observed in our experimentation and discussed in further detail in the
following discussion section.

5.2.2

Discussion

This evaluation revealed the efficiency of OpenCache in the case of a cache-miss.
For example, in Section 5.2.1.1, OpenCache only presents a 15% overhead in
startup times when compared to the client directly fetching the content from the
origin server. This is despite the fact that an additional hop is introduced in
the network topology. Yet the case of 100% cache-hit ratio is also unrealistic.
In a real-world, a cache would likely hold only parts of the entire set of content,
especially if the content available is only that has previously been requested by
a client.
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In Section 5.2.1.2, we see a magnified version of this problem, as clients are
requesting the same set of content, but at different quality levels. This causes
inefficiencies in the cache storage, as multiple copies of the same content exist.
Although these are at different quality levels, they still represent the same segment
of playback time-wise. To avoid this mismatch, which can ultimately lead to
unpredictable user experience, it is necessary to in some way manipulate the
cache.

This problem is somewhat unique to adaptive streaming techniques, but as
these are becoming the norm, it requires careful and due consideration. All
of the evaluation presented in this section uses the same player, developed for
the purpose of revealing key QoE metrics. However, different players will likely
have slightly different bandwidth estimation techniques, different sizes of queues,
etc. This makes predicting which content that a client will request an extremely
computationally expensive process, especially without cooperation between the
cache and player.

The situation is exacerbated in cases where there are many different quality
levels: the higher the count, the more likely that this mismatch will occur. Intelligently pre-caching content or manipulating the objects served (regardless of
request) are two methods that can avoid this situation. If executed correctly,
they can still provide similar performance to a fully populated cache, whilst reducing storage requirements. The success of this would largely be dependent on
the applied technique and logic, but as mentioned previously, made difficult by
variation in client behaviour.

However interfacing with the cache is a simple process when using the API.
Realising this behaviour would be possible with the use of commands such as seed
and fetch, primitives in OpenCache. As the required logic would likely be based
in software too, developers can experiment and adapt to find a beneficial solution
that works best with the content, deployment and clients. In the following section,
we evaluate this API more closely, including exercising some of the more advanced
features present in the specification.
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5.3

Application Programming Interface

This third evaluation aims to demonstrate the applicability of the OpenCache
API, described previously in Section 4.1.4. As discussed in Section 4.3, this
API can be used to implemented applications which are placed semantically ontop of the cache infrastructure. For this evaluation, we use this to implement
novel cache behaviours through the development of two distinct applications.
These highlights the benefits of control and service plane integration, showing
how the dynamic nature of both can be used to achieve rapid response to changing
conditions.
The applications chosen for this evaluation are based around resiliency in a
cache deployment. As well as evaluating the suitability of the API, they also
require multiple OpenCache nodes to be orchestrated together to provide a consistent service. In the first application, we implement a load balancing application, described in Section 5.3.1. This is concerned with pre-emptive avoidance of
failure, achieved through effectively managing the load on different OpenCache
nodes. The second application is a failover monitor, described in Section 5.3.2.
The behaviour differs in that it is designed to detect unscheduled and unpredictable downtime in a deployment.
Both applications have their own distinct logic, which operates independently
to OpenCache itself, and relies on the API for interaction. It is important to note
that load balancing and failover behaviours would often be individual hardware
appliances in their own right. As these applications are built entirely in software,
there is the possibility for detailed customisation and optimisation, dependent
on the deployment requirements. This could include utilising input from other
sources, such as Network Management Systems (NMSs) or Quality of Experience
(QoE) measurement frameworks. This evaluation demonstrates only one example
of how to implement each; alternatives would be equally feasible.
This evaluation utilised a subset of the resources within the Fed4FIRE [10]
testbed. This testbed relies on a different set of supporting tools when compared
to the two previously used. Although similar in function, the testbed enables more
fine-grained resource allocation, defined through a specification format rather
than a graphical user interface.
This evaluation involves facilities located in multiple physical locations, interconnected together to create a large-scale pan-European topology. The arrange-
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ment of resources is shown in Figure 5.8. The Bristol facility hosted the clients;
each running an instance of Scootplayer. These requested the same Big Buck
Bunny content as used previously.
Serving these clients was an origin server located in the iMinds testbed. This
was again running Python’s SimpleHTTPServer module to handle HTTP requests. For requests to reach this server, they traverse a connecting link over the
i2CAT testbed. The OpenCache nodes are also deployed alongside the server. For
this experiment, we deployed two individual nodes, each running on a separate
virtual machine. As before, the testbed provided the necessary SDN capabilities
required for OpenCache to operate.
Different to the previous experiments is the prevalence of OpenFlow v1.3compatible hardware and software switches in the topology. The previously used
Floodlight controller did not have compatibility with this new OpenFlow specification. As a result, this evaluation uses the Ryu controller [38]. Previously, the
OpenCache controller utilised an API in Floodlight to push specific flow rules
into the network. However, Ryu does not contain such an interface by default.
As such, we developed an interoperable API as a Ryu module and exposed this
this to OpenCache. This requires no changes to OpenCache. This process also
confirms the need for a consistent north-bound API; rather than developing a separate module for each controller, a standard interface and API would insure that
OpenCache could communicate with any controller, regardless of the underlying
technology and forwarding used in the network.
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5.3.1

Load Balancer

This application effectively load balances requests for content between different
OpenCache nodes. We will use the information ascertained from the statistics
provided through the OpenCache API to determine when a node or individual service is deemed to be overloaded. This is only one potential method to
determine the load on a service, and could also be supplemented with metrics
ascertained through other means, such as information from the virtualisation or
network controllers.
The process and message flow followed by our load balancer is described in
Figure 5.9. The method calls shown in italics are part of the OpenCache API,
whereas the other calls are outside of the scope of this evaluation (and thus differ
dependent on the controller or application used). In the first instance, the load
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balancer will request information about specific nodes it is monitoring (using the
stat command). These statistics are returned back to the application, which will
then analyse them to determine if any nodes are overloaded.
If any nodes are deemed to be currently consuming resources over the configured threshold, the application will seek to find a suitable candidate to move the
load to. In this scenario, Node 1 is designated as overloaded. As this is the only
node present in the OpenCache deployment, there will be no suitable candidate
found as the target for migration. As a result of this, the application will create
a new node on which the service will be migrate to. This will be achieved by
the application sending a create command to the OpenCache controller, which
will negotiate with the virtual infrastructure manager to bring a new OpenCache
node online.
Once this process is complete, the load balancer will use the move command
to start migration of the service. In the first instance, this will start an identical
service running on the new node, Node 2. Once the service is started and ready
to handle requests, the OpenCache controller will modify the forwarding plane
and change the destination of the redirected requests for content.
At the completion of this process, Node 2 will handle all the requests that were
previously destined for the Node 1. Consequently, the application will stop the
existing service on Node 1, and thus free up the resources previously consumed.

5.3.2

Failover Monitor

The unavailability of content will undoubtedly negatively impact the Quality of
Experience for a user requesting from the cache. When it is considered that
content delivery networks are often provided as a paid service, an interruption
will typically constitute a breach of a Service Level Agreement (SLA). As such, we
demonstrate the ability of an application using the OpenCache API, to not only
detect failure, but also react and remedy the situation quickly and effectively.
The message flow for this process is similar to that of load balancing. However,
the application logic is slightly altered, as illustrated in Figure 5.10. Instead
of detecting capacity (and consumption thereof), we are rather detecting the
availability and uptime of a node. This is achieved by periodically polling the
service in order to elicit a response. If the service does not respond, the service
is deemed failed and offline.
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Once failure is detected, the same flow (as with the load balancer) continues:
the failover monitor will seek to migrate this offline service to an alternative node.
If no existing nodes are available, a new virtualised node will be created. In the
same way as the load balancer, the forwarding layer will be modified to match
the current location and availability of services.

5.3.3

Results

The experimentation examined the impact of the two applications on Quality-ofExperience from the perspective of the client. In the case of the load balancer,
we wanted to ensure that the load balancing process, and thus the migration of
a service between two nodes, had minimal impact on the client. Five experimental runs where performed, each using a Scootplayer client to request content as
required.
Scootplayer monitored the same set of QoE metrics as defined in previous
experimentation. However, they showed no deviation during a load balancing
operation, and are thus are not illustrated. However, an important metric was
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added for the sake of this evaluation: buffer occupancy. This clearly demonstrates
the impact of load balancing, as shown in Figure 5.11, where the vertical line
denotes the load balancing operation at approximately 13 seconds into playback.
At this point in time, a reduction in the amount of content buffered on the
client is observed. The buffer, which holds a maximum of 60 seconds worth of
playback, temporarily reduces in size to hold 58 seconds of playback. As we used
2 second segment lengths in our playback, this is equivalent to one chunk in the
buffer.
This reduction, and the subsequent recovery, can attributed to the modification of the forwarding plane during a request. More specifically, the modification
to the forwarding plane (necessary to implement the load balancing) will break
the existing connection between the client and the cache. This will cause an
application-layer request retry in Scootplayer. As the player is still consuming
content (playing back), the fill of the buffer will be reduced momentarily. However, once the client re-establishes the connection, it will download the necessary
content and refill the buffer back to the maximum 60 seconds.
As the load balancing has already taken place, it will now be downloading the
content from the new cache node, rather than the overloaded one. It is important
to note that although we only show buffer occupancy in this figure, other metrics
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Figure 5.12: Client Buffer During Failover with 1s Resolution

were otherwise unaffected. We ascertained this fact from a baseline experiment
(also shown), without the load balancing application present.
In the case of the failover monitor, we wanted to observe the impact of the time
taken to respond to a failure, and how this may effect the client in a similar way
to the load balancer. It became clear through our experimentation that the time
taken to respond to a node failure is dependent on the resolution of detection.
In the case of our example application, failure is identified through periodically
polling the service to detect reachability. If the service does not respond, it can
be assumed that the service is offline.
In our experimentation, we examine a number of different polling frequencies
at 1, 5 and 10 second intervals. These are shown in Figures 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14
respectively. As before, 5 experimental runs were performed. This was repeated
for each of the three polling frequencies. Similarly, a baseline experiment was
undertaken for each resolution to ensure that the application had no impact on
either the buffer occupancy or other QoE metrics.
In these figures, the first vertical line dictates when the initial node fails.
The second vertical line indicates when the application detects the failure and
remedies the situation by moving the requests across to a functioning cache node.
It is evident that once failure occurs, the client continues to consume content from
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Figure 5.13: Client Buffer During Failover with 5s Resolution
the buffer, reducing its size. However, as new content cannot be retrieved, the
buffer becomes significantly depleted.
The greater this depletion becomes, the longer it will take for the client to
recover back to a fully-buffered state, as evidenced in Figure 5.14. During this
period of time, the cache node itself will be under heavier load (more requests
per second) and the client more susceptible to further interruptions. This buffer
depletion continues to occur until detection takes places and appropriate actions
are taken by the fail-over monitor.

5.3.4

Discussion

The amount of buffer depletion a client encounters is strongly linked to the detection resolution; a larger polling interval will result in the service remaining in
a failed state for longer. The impact on the client is that it cannot retrieve new
content, and moves closer to the buffer becoming empty. At this point playback
will stop. An operator must therefore consider client requirements and resources
before establishing a suitable value for polling.
This interval will be driven by the amount of buffer their customer’s playback
clients can accommodate. Although this thesis focuses on the delivery of video,
many applications running over the Internet do not necessarily have a buffer at all.
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Figure 5.14: Client Buffer During Failover with 10s Resolution
As a result, such applications have no inherent ability to deal with unavailability
of a service. As latency and failure can be potentially crippling to a service [88], it
would be recommended that in these cases, a resolution interval should be set at
the highest possible frequency without incurring a significant messaging overhead
that would further impede the delivery of the service.
This evaluation considers the use of both software-defined networking and
service-layer programmability to counter potential failures. These failures are
constrained to the compute-side of the infrastructure, whilst relying upon the
availability of the network to modify request handling. However, in some cases, a
simultaneous failure in the network may also occur, especially if the root cause is
shared (a catastrophic power failure for example). In these worst-case scenarios,
the techniques demonstrated in this evaluation can be combined with networkbased restoration techniques [60] to ensure that service is resumed as quickly as
possible.

5.4

Summary

In this chapter, we evaluated OpenCache in a number of different ways. Each of
these evaluations is designed to examine a specific aspect of OpenCache, particu-
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larly in respect to the originally envisaged design goals (summarised in Table 3.1).
The success and extent to which these have been evaluated is discussed in the
following section.
For OpenCache to be a viable alternative to current content delivery techniques, it must first meet the core requirements sought from any such content
delivery platform. In the first evaluation (outlined in Section 5.1), we examined
the impact that OpenCache has on the content delivery process, and noted that
it had negligible impact on the user’s experience. In fact, OpenCache improved
the situation in all circumstances, particularly when the content was available
from the cache. When this occurred, content could be delivered directly to the
user and network efficiency increased significantly.
This first evaluation was also vital in ascertaining the effectiveness of Software
Define Networking in the context of content delivery, and specifically, as a tool to
redirect requests for content. By completing this evaluation, we observed some
performance limitations in the current generations of switch hardware supporting
OpenFlow. This is likely to be overcome as technology evolves and support for
these technologies becomes the norm.
The second evaluation (presented in Section 5.2) was used to further examine OpenCache’s behaviour. To highlight any potential impacts, we identified
the effect that OpenCache had across an extensive set of recognised Qualityof-Experience metrics. Through this experimentation, we showed again that
OpenCache actually improves the overall experience. To further the results of
the initial evaluation we scaled our experimentation in a way that encompassed
multiple simultaneous clients and their respective requests. This evaluation was
also used to demonstrate the distributed nature of OpenCache, with constituent
elements placed in a number of different locations.
This evaluation also highlighted complexity introduced in the process of caching
when adaptive streaming technology is used. Without sufficient knowledge of
quality levels and equivalences in content, cache object duplication can occur.
Although this has no impact over the worst-case scenario, it can lead to wastage
in storage capacity. Furthermore, it can prevent content from being stored and
delivered from the cache, as would otherwise be the case in a non-adaptive scenario.
In our final evaluation (described Section 5.3), we examine the suitability of
the OpenCache API. In particular, we looked to demonstrate the flexibility and
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power offered by the interface. To do this we built two applications that utilise
the API with their own custom logic to provide different resiliency features: one
pro-active and one reactive.
This experimentation demonstrated that the API provided sufficient levels of
control to achieve advanced levels of functionality. This includes unprecedented
levels of configurability and control, highlighted through tight coordination between multiple OpenCache elements and the platform’s interaction with the underlying infrastructure provision.
In this case, application-layer runtime information was combined with direct
control over network behaviour, and used to remedy failure and excessive load.
These changes can be applied near instantaneously with minimal impact on the
client’s experience. This evaluation highlights the potential benefits as we move
towards the full softwarisation of both the network and its constituent services.
Together, these evaluations demonstrate the feasibility of moving content delivery functionality entirely into software. Not only does this meet core functionality requirements, it has also highlighted additional benefits. Chief amongst
these is the flexibility and agility of infrastructure-assisted applications; the capability to not only efficiently use resources, but adapt their provision as such.
This is an important step towards understanding the future of content delivery
networks.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this thesis, we acknowledge the importance of the Internet, and its pervasiveness in many peoples lives. As usage patterns have changed over time, the
Internet has become the predominant method used to deliver video to a worldwide user-base. To meet this change in demand, the ways in which content is
delivered have also evolved.
This thesis examines how the latest wave of technologies may influence the
future of this process. These advances can be found in the network, where
new paradigms and products are allowing unprecedented control over networking
equipment. This work investigates the usage of novel technologies, not just as a
replacement for conventional functionality, but also as a tool to create behaviour
not often realised within the network.
Developments have also been made in the field of virtualisation: the availability of platforms capable of effectively scaling resource allocation in a dynamic
manner have become widely and freely available. This has enabled a new generation of flexible software functions to be created. These replace existing network
functions and offer a realistic alternative to the hardware variants that already
exist in today’s networks.
Content delivery can be considered as one of these functions, and is an important example of such. The process of softwarisation creates the possibility
of replacing large-scale content delivery networks with flexible alternatives that
can adapt to both resource availability and consumer demand. They can also
share their infrastructure with other functions, releasing or increasing their own
reservation when necessary.
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Advances in content delivery techniques have also made video playback adaptable; clients now automatically adjust dependent on both their own capabilities
and those of the connected network. As mobile devices become more prevalent,
the ability to modify quality dependent on throughput has never been more important.

6.1

Thesis Contributions

This thesis lays down a specific set of motivations and aims that can be used
to influence the design and implementation of next-generation content delivery
platforms. These are based on an understanding of existing designs, as well as
a forward-facing look towards the potential benefits that the utilisation of new
technologies can bring to this area.
Taking these considerations forward, we provide a comprehensive design of
such a platform. This is segmented into a number of layers, each of which is
responsible for achieving a specific set of functions or behaviours. Importantly, it
offers a logical separation of the caching functionality from the control plane, with
each existing in a different layer of the architecture. This allows the behaviour
of a number of content caches to be determined from a central location, thus
providing the desired cache programmability.
Building on this design, we implement a prototype content delivery platform,
built specifically to explore and evaluate a subset of the design requirements laid
out in the earlier sections. This is released free and open-source1 for others to
examine and use.
The prototype is used in the first instance to understand and examine the
feasibility of utilising software defined networking in the process of content delivery. Through this work, we have determined that this technology can be used to
effectively redirect requests for content towards a particular content cache.
Although this proof of concept showed that this functionality was possible
with existing technologies, we encountered a number of performance degradations that would ultimately prevent its use in existing production environments.
However, these have been attributed to the relative immaturity of current implementations, and future iterations will likely not impose any such limitations.
1

https://github.com/opencache-project
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This evaluation, as with the others presented in this thesis, utilised a largescale experimental testbed spanning a number of countries within Europe. From
this topology, we created a realistic environment in which the design (through
use of the resultant prototype) could be evaluated using realistic traffic traversing
real networks.
We continued this evaluation by scaling up the experimental environment and
using this to measure the impact of caching on a number of recognised quality
of experience metrics. This is an important process considering that content
distribution networks are now deployed, at least partially, to ensure that these
measures are maintained at a reasonable level.
Through this evaluation, a number of issues were identified that impact the
efficiency of caching content in scenarios where adaptive content delivery techniques are used. This includes potential cache duplication, and also the increased
probability of cache-misses. This phenomenon is even present when clients are
connected using identical links and in the same network segment; the interaction
of cache-hits in this process also complicates the matter further.
Clearly, due consideration needs to be taken to overcome these issues and
ensure that experience can be maintained at a satisfactory level. The design of
this platform provides the necessary tools to achieve this, without dictating the
method and logic by which it is to be achieved. These choices are left to the
operator or application to decide on which best fits their own content, customers
and infrastructure.
Another contribution of this thesis is the realisation of a novel control layer,
which allows a distributed content delivery platform to be controlled and maintained as-per user requirements. This functionality is achieved through the implementation of a well documented and fine-grained API, which gives the owner
full control over the content delivery nodes connected in their deployment.
This functionality allows a new type of application to be built semantically
on top of a content delivery platform, and facilitates unprecedented levels of flexibility and scalability. Through the use of this interface, an application can dynamically alter the behaviour, content and provision of a set of distributed caches
using whatever logic that the operator requires. This might include information
derived from internal systems or analytics, that would otherwise be difficult to integrate into existing content delivery decisions. This control includes the fetching
of content from remote locations prior to it becoming popular, potentially alle-
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viating the demand otherwise placed on the infrastructure when many hundreds
or even thousands of users begin to request the content.
This API also explores novel functionalities in content delivery, particularly
the use of external compute platforms to provision new content delivery nodes in
response to current or even expected demand, enabling new cache nodes to be
created in response to load, network conditions or cost constraints. Given the
drive behind the virtualisation of network functions, it was imperative that we
explored the use of cutting-edge technologies to ascertain their suitability to host
and deploy the required functionality; in our case, a content delivery platform.
Through this work, we have demonstrated both the advantages and potential
pitfalls in doing so.
In the final evaluation, we demonstrated the suitability and flexibility of the
API by implementing a number of behaviours. These would usually require the
deployment of dedicated hardware middleboxes, but is instead realised using the
commodity switching equipment already located within the network. This is
only possible with the tight integration of compute and network resources, which
by working together, can provide a seamless transition of services between two
different cache nodes; whether this be due to excessive load or in response to
hardware failure.
Together, these evaluations exercise a number of features, both fundamental and novel, and explore the form of future content delivery platforms. They
also raise a number of limitations and drawbacks of using some of these cutting
edge-technologies, which allows us to better understand the steps necessary for
deployment into the real world.

6.1.1

Commercial and Research Impacts

This design also creates the potential for new business models to be realised. As
well as utilising disruptive technologies in the network and computing space, a
flexible and responsive software-based design also creates new opportunities to
offer content distribution as a commodity service.
As the design relies on the use of off-the-shelf hardware rather than a proprietary platform, it removes a significant barrier to entry and allows competing
companies to offer alternative services that may even be located on the same
physical substrate. This should force business to innovate in the technical solu-
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tion they offer, rather than a dependency on the infrastructure (and its location)
that they currently rely upon.
The design also enables cache deployments in different locations, especially in
places where cache are not traditionally present. It creates new opportunities for
operators of all different sizes to host their own cache. They can then auction
and/or sell the capacity contained within this deployment to interested parties.
Clients could include existing content distribution networks looking to store content in new, previously inaccessible, locations, or content creators looking for a
cost effective way to distribute their own content even closer to the user.
The monetisation of independently-hosted cache resources should help to subsidise the acquisition and running of the necessary equipment, as well as contributing towards costs incurred by both the network operator and client in order to
deliver the content.
The thesis also contributes a platform that can be used by researchers and academics to develop novel and interesting techniques for delivering content. Rather
than having to develop and build the underlying cache implementation, this work
provides a common solution in which a researcher can build and modify the behaviour of a cache without the burden of extensive development. This enables
new areas to be explored around content placement, replacement and delivery
techniques in an age where content is being consumed in ever greater amounts.

6.1.2

Summary

In summary, this thesis has made the following contributions:
• Proposed a set of guidelines and desired features to be used in the creation
of future content delivery platforms.
• Realised the aforementioned design goals by building a free and open-source
prototype implementation. This encompasses many of these features, and
serves as a platform for experimentation.
• Conducted extensive evaluation using this prototype. These realistic exercises were possible through the use of multiple international testbed facilities.
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• Highlighted the need for a standardised and open way of interacting with
content delivery networks. This includes an exploratory implementation
which was demonstrated as part of the aforementioned evaluation.
Throughout this process, we have had to overcome a number of challenges.
The lessons learnt include:
• Identification of deficiencies in the performance of current software-defined
tools and technologies, which are still relatively immature.
• Unexpected interactions when adaptive streaming technologies are used;
these are likely to have substantial impacts as the technology sees greater
adoption.
The capability to not only work alongside these technologies, but exploit their
inherent behaviour to the advantage of the content delivery network, is vital if
content consumption continues to increase.

6.2

Future Work

In this thesis, we presented a comprehensive design for a future content delivery platform. We then realised this through a prototype implementation, which
explored a number of the proposed features. Further development continues on
OpenCache, which serves as a platform to identify, implement and evaluate new
techniques for content delivery.
An important goal for OpenCache is the fostering of a community of developers and users. Progress in this respect is ongoing due to the recency of the
work. In the future, this community will be vital in ensuring transparency and
oversight in OpenCache. It will also serve as a platform to share additions and
modifications that feedback directly into future iterations of the platform.
Future work also includes the proposition of the OpenCache API as a candidate for standardising the method through which applications can communicate
with (and subsequently control) CDNs. This can be achieved without the need
to understand the specific details of the underlying resources or how to address
its components.
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There is also the opportunity to expand this API, including the provision of
access control and tailored views. This allows different users and applications to
not only have different representations of an OpenCache deployment, but also access to a different set of functions consummate to their role in the organisation or
purpose as an application. This is a key step towards achieving the collaborative
approach to content distribution outlined in the OpenCache design.
An important facet of using software defined networking technology is the
ability to go beyond its use as a redirection technique. We explored this in
the evaluation by implementing load-balancing and traffic steering behaviour.
However, this can be taken even further. For example, replication could also
be introduced, with little or no requirement to change the underlying code-base
to support this. Instead, this functionality can be realised using a combination
of flow modifications, and replicating the requests amongst a collection of cache
nodes.
In order to give users and applications even more control over the caches
in their deployment, it would be interesting to facilitate finer granularity over
what content is stored on the cache. Although out of scope for this initial implementation, possibilities include determining the cache replacement policy on
a per-object level. As this requires almost instantaneous decisions, it may be appropriate to have a compilable decision list or set of logic, which is then pushed
to the cache node. As this is performance sensitive, this would avoid the need
for a node to request information from the controller before making a decision on
whether or not a content object should remain in the cache or be evicted.
There is also a clear need to investigate how resources of all types are described, provisioned and shared. Although OpenFlow makes progress towards
achieving this in the field of networking, it is clearly not designed, nor intended
to, consider all of these aspects in detail. However, there are wider concerns in
other areas of softwarisation. For example, the OpenCache prototype is built
around a proprietary interface necessary to provision resources in a compute environment. Although there is a clear trend towards the format and style of these
interfaces, harmonising these and ascertaining consensus amongst interested parties would clearly be beneficial to all interested parties.
Further research directions include the identification and realisation of additional services and platforms that can be brought into software. This has been
attempted in some areas, but many aspects have gone unexplored as of yet. This
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process involves not only replicating basic functionality in software, but also exploring how programmable infrastructure can by exploited to go beyond existing
service provision and delivery.
Other directions include an investigation into how the commoditisation of
compute and network resources impacts business models and user communities.
This is particularly interesting in light of current trends towards the use of homogenised hardware and networking platforms, which remove some of the market
leverage that many of the current organisations and business hold. This is likely to
be furthered by the widespread availability of flexible and configurable hardware
platforms. These will be capable of operating as either compute or networking
elements, without performance limitations, and seamlessly transitioning between
each function.
With the flexibility offered by programmable platforms, there is a necessity
to consider how the applications can best use the dynamic environment. In this
case, resources are fluid, and functions can be migrated and moved without user
intervention. In such an environment, it is important to define the requirements of
a function (or set of such). For example, in the case of content delivery networks,
it is vital to specify the performance and latency requirements, which are key
to the success of the platform. Currently, there is no standard way of achieving
such.
These requirements may also need to be matched and resolved against grander
goals, such as reduced operating cost or more sustainable provisioning. Considering that all of these metrics can change over time, there are unsolved challenges
around the design and implementation of such an orchestration platform. This
includes designing a common the method for gathering information from all the
different potential inputs, and furthers the desire for greater coordination in such
environments.

6.3

Concluding Remarks

In this thesis we have provided contributions towards the future of content delivery design. This includes a framework in which future deployments can be
built. We have shown through extensive evaluation the benefits of some of these
design decisions. There is a clear advantage to utilising next-generation technolo-
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gies, and ensuring that they are integrated into platform designs will be key to
realising increased efficiency, control and programmability.
Many of these functionalities rely somewhat on software defined networking,
and in the case of this thesis, OpenFlow technology. However, there are no guarantees that this technology will see continued adoption, especially in production
environments. Although early signs are encouraging, the future in this respect is
unclear.
Nonetheless, there is no reason why the techniques demonstrated in this thesis
cannot be replicated using other technologies labelled under the same software
defined umbrella. Although the thesis does not consider these, the modular nature of the implementation makes their integration and evaluation a relatively
simple process. Mirroring this, work in the network controller space [23] shows
a concerted effort towards the simultaneous support of technologies other than
OpenFlow.
Before this technology ever sees production use, there are still a number of
challenges to be met. One of OpenFlow’s major advantages is that the network controller can work with networking hardware from multiple vendors. Yet
recent developments are threatening this situation, with a trend towards vendorspecific extensions. Currently, the ability to configure switches, especially to
create tunnels and bridges, requires knowledge of the underlying hardware and
the capabilities it supports. There is no common way to interact with them at
the moment, and there is a real risk that this will segment the market and negate
the interoperability that has so far been the key to success.
Although many of the virtualised compute platforms are now used in largescale commercial deployments, the same cannot be said for their network counterparts. This is likely in part due to the scale and performance of the software
controllers, which at the moment lack the robustness required in a production
environment. There are currently efforts which are showing genuine progress
towards solving this problem [62].
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